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These are the Subsystem Studies of the "Advanced Extravehicular Protective System
(AEPS) Study". This effort was conducted by Hamilton standard under contraet
NAS 2-6021 for the, Ames Research Center of the National Aeronautics & Space Admin-
istration from July 1, 1970 to November 30,1971. The AEPS Study was directed by Mr.
James G. Sutton, and the principal investigators were Messrs. Philip F. Heimlich
and Edward H. Tepper.
Special thanks are due to Dr. A Ian B. Chambers, Environmental Control Research Branch,
Biotechnology Division of the NASA Ames Research Center, Mr. William L. Smith,
Chief ofCrew Equipment Office for Manned Space Flight, Life Sciences Office of NASA
Headquarters, and Mr. Thomas W. Herrala, Space Systems Department of Hamilton
Standard for their advice and guidance.
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The United ~'tates manned space effort planned for the late 1970's and the 1980's
consists of long duration missions with earth-to-orbit shuttles, orbiting space stations,
possibly lunar bases, and eventually Mars landings. Extravehicular activity (EVA)
is likely to take an increasingly important role in the completion of these future mis-
sions. However, with the potential of numerous EVA missions per m;U1 per week, the
use of expendables in the portable life support system may become prohibitively
expensive and burdensome. For future EVA missions to be effective ;n the total sys-
tems context, the portable life support system may need to have a regenerable capabil-
ity.
The primary objective of the Advanced Extravehicular Protective System (AEPS) study
is to provide a meaningful appraisal of various regenerable and partially regenerable
portable life support system concepts for EVA use in the late 1970's and the 1980's.
The first phase of the AEPS Study was eleven months in duration and was devoted to
an appraisal of portable life support system concepts for Space Station, Lunar Base
~U1d Mars EVA missions. The second phase was six months in duration and was
devoted to an appraisal of portable life support system concepts for Shuttle EVA m is-
sions and emergency life support system concepts for Shuttle, Space Station, Lunar
Base and Mars EVA missions.
This volume presents the results of the Subsystem Studies. Initial idf,ntification and
evaluation of candidate subsystem concepts in the area of thermal control, hu.midity
control, C02 control/02 supply, contaminant control and power supply are di.scussed
in Section 2. O. The candidate concepts that were judged to be obviously non-competi-
tive were deleted from further consideration and the remaining candidate concepts
were carried into the go/no go evaluation. Conduction of the go/no go evaluation and
the subsequent results are described in Section ~L O.
A detailed parametric analysis of each of the thermal/humidity control and C02
control102 supply subsystem concepts which passed the go/no go evalilation was
conducted. The results of these parametric analyses are presented graphically in
Section 4. O. Based upon the results of the parametric analyses, primary and second-
ary evaluations of the remaining candidate concepts were conducted a.', described in
Section 5. O. These results and the subsystem recommendations emanating from these
results are discussed in Section 6.0. In addition, the parametric analyses of the
recommended subsystem concepts were updated to reflect the final AFPS specification
requirements and are also presented in Section 6. O. A detailed discussion regarding
the selection of the AEPS operating pressure level is presented in section 7. O. A
complete bibliography of the tests and references utilized in the conduction of the AEPS
study is listed in Section 8.0
1-3/1-4

2.0 INITIAL CONCEPT IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION
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2.0 IWTIAIJ CONCEPT IDEl\jTIFICATION AND EVALUA110N
2. I PHASE ONI-; EFFOHT
The prilll;lr'y objl>ctive of phase one of the AEPS study was to provide a meaningful
appraisal of various regenerable and partially regenerable portable life support con-
cepts for EVA use on potential Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars landing missions
in the 1980's.
To ensure that the results of this effort were both meaningful and useful for future
related efforts, Hamilton Standard adopted a broad-based approach to candidate sub-
system concept identification. The whole gamut of concept approaches were investi-
gated with a specific effort on our part to preclude any prejudgment of concept v31ue
prior to concept identification.
To promote candidate concept identification, a thorough review of all available in-
house data was conducted. In areas where in-house data were i ncamp letl~, an exten-
sive literature survey wah conducted and industry contacts were made, as required.
Once all data was assembled and candidate subsystem concepts identified, a prelimin-
ary evaluation was held to screen out the candidates that were obviously noncompetitive.
For purposes of the preliminary evaluation, all candidate concepts, unless speCified
otherwise, were sized for the most stringent EVA mission, the eight (8) hour lunar
surface; EVA mission, in accordance with the Lunar Base AEPS specification. All
AEPS weight, AEPS power and vehicle impact estimates are presented in units of
pounds. The vehicle impact estimates are based on a total of 180 EVA missions and
must be multiplied by the number of crewmen going EVA per day to obtain a total
vehicle impact. The assumed power, heat rejection and regeneration time penalties
are defined in Table 2- L
TH?NATTY AEPS VEHICLE
POWER 10 watt-hI'S o wattso Ib .7li) II!I 1000 BTU Ibs ,j IHEAT HEJECTION 0.04 BTU/hr ,Ii Ib




TABLE 2-1 ASSUMED PENALTIES
This section summarizes the initial candidate subsystem concepts identified and the
results of the preliminary evaluation.
2. L 1 Thermal Control
The thermal control subsystem maintains thermal equilibrium of the suited crewman
and prOVides AEPS equipment cooling, as required. The thermal loads imposed on
the thermal control system consist of the crewman's metabolic load, other AEPS
equipment loads and environmental heat leak. The thermal control area has been










In addition, a seventh category entitled "hybrid" is also included. Hybrld subsystem
concepts are a combination of two or more concepts of any of the six basic categories.
2.1.1. 1 Expendable - Expendable thermal control concepts utilize the heat of sublima-
tion or vaporization of the expendable and subsequent exhaust of the expendable into the
ambient environment to reject heat and provide thermal control. A list of potential ex-
pendables for use in an AEPS configuration is as follows:
a. Water (H20)
b. Hydrogen Peroxide (H202)
c. Ammonia (NH:3)





The expendable water thermal control concepts identified are:
a. Water Boiler (Figure 2-1)
b. Super-Cooled Water Boiler (Figure 2-2)
c. Super-Cooled Water Boiler with Vapor Regenerative Cooling (Figure 2-3)
d. Water Sublimator (Figure 2-4)
e. Super-Cooled Water Sublimator (Figure 2-5)
f. Super-Cooled Water Sublimator with Vapor Regenerative Cooling (Figure 2-6)
g. Plate Fin Flash Evaporator
h. Nonsteady State Pulse Feed Flash Evaporator
1. Static Vortex Flash Evaporator
j. Turbine-Rotary Vortex Flash Evaporator (Figure 2-7)
k. Motor-Rotary Vortex Flash Evaporator (Figure 2-8)
1. Multi-Stage Flash Evaporator (Figure 2-9)
m. Vapor Diffusion Through Suit Pressure Valves (Figure 2-10)
n. Vapor Diffusion Through Water Permeable Membrane (Figure 2-11)
The expendable water thermal control concepts (with the exception of vapor diffusion
through water permeable membrane which requires an extremely large membrane
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FIGURE 2:-8. TURBINE-DRIVEN FLASH EVAPORATOR
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FIGURE l-l1. VAPOR DIFFUSION THROUGH WATER PERMEABLE MEMBRANE
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2. 1. 1. 1 (continued)
lighter, smaller, represent a minimum relative vehicle impact, and present no appre-
ciable handling or opera.tional problems. In addition, water is an expendable which
is normally stored and readily available in all three mission vehicles (:'pace :,'tation,
Lunar Base, Mars Excursion Module).
HZ02, as shown in figure 2-12, provides the dual function of 02 supply and water supply
and may be stored on the Space Station and/or the Mars Excursion Module (MEM) as a
propellant. However, it represents three times the suit mounted weight and twice the
vehicle impact of a comparable water system.
Table 2-2 presents a relative comparison of expendable water subsystems with NH3,
C02 and CIL1 subsystems. Nitrogen may be stored in any of our mission vehiCles in
the form of NH:~ and therefore, the NH3 would be readily available as an expendable
for an AEPS thermal control subsystem. However, it simply does not trade-off
competitively relative to water.
Both C02 and Cf4 are W lste products of a vehicle ECS and arc normally vented
overboard. The :''pace Station Prototype (SSP) ETC/LSS, which is being designed
:md dCYl'loped by Itunilt'ln Standard for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, nominally
Vl'nts overboard tl.2 pounds of C02 and 6. (j pounds of CH4 per day for a 12 man crew.
Although :-hese waste products could be used in an AEPS thermal control subsystem,
they arc not produced in "lufficient quantity for use in frequent EVA excursions. In
addition, there are handling and operational problems involved with storing and cooling
these waste products for EVA use.
EXPENDABLE !I AEPS wr AEPS POWER I VEillCLE IMPACT
NH3 Boiler 68 0 5050+
NH3 Sublimator 65 0 4500+
C02 Boiler ! 2:37 0 24,300+ Less
Vehicle Excess
C02 Sublimator 14!) 0 11,700+ Less
Vehicle Excess
CILt Sublimatol' 97 0 17,500+ Less
Vehicle Excess
H20 Uoi!('r 24 0 2700+
H20 Sublimator 2H 0 2950+
~--~~-



















FIGURE 2-12. HZOZ (HzO DUMP)
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2. 1. 1. 1 (Continued)
An AE PS configuration utilizing cryogenic o~"ygen (Figure :2-l~~) for thermal control is
a relatively simple ~ystem which does not require active humidity contl'Ol, CO2 control,
or trace contaminant control sInce it is an open syAtem. However, it represents a
large vohicle impact because cryogenic 02 storage is not projected for mission vehicles
of the 1980's. In addition, approximately seventy (70) lxmnds of expendable cryog;enic
02 are required for each EVA mission.
A cryogenic hydrogen thermal control subsystem (Figure 2-14) has the same basic UTaw-
back as cryogenic 02; cryogenic H2 storage is not projected for the mission vehicles
of the 1980's.
The use of feces/urine sludge presents operational/handling/psychological problems
that make this concept unattractive.






e. Plate Fin Flash Eva.porator
f. Motor- Rotary Flash Evaporator
g. Vapor Diffusion through Suit Pressure Valves
The concepts utilizing vapor regenerative cooling' were eliminated because they provided
no advantage over the super-cooled concepts and, in fact, are heavier and more complex
The two flash evaporato I' concepts selected were deemed the most competitive of the
six considered.
2. 1. 1. 2 8onduction - C< Induction was considored as a potential method of heat rejec-
tion for Lunar Base and Mars EVA mi8sions. Conduction via the lunar soil is deemed
impractical because of the large heat transfer area required (approximately 2000 square
ft'et) due to the poor conductivity of the lunar ~oil. However, conduction via the Martian
soil appears to be marc promising because the presence of an atmosphere on Mars in-
creases the conduetivity of the Martian soil. An analysis utilizing environmental data
gathered by Mariner Ii and 7 indicates that an AEPS configuration requires 5 square feet
of heat transfer area on a Marti:m surface at a temperature of 20° F. Due to the prelim-
inary nature of the Mariner data and the Widely varying Martian surface conditions, this
concept will be held in abeyance for future use.
2.1. 1. 3 Convection - Due to the presence of an atmosphere on Mars, free and forced
convection were considered as potential methods of heat rejection for Mars EVA mis-
sions. Both free convection and forced convection (Figure 2-15) are noncompetitive due
to the large heat exchanger size and enormous compressor power required. The Hilsch
tube (Figure 2-16), which is an extension of the forced convection concept, was also
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FIGURE 2-14. FORCED CONVECTION - OPEN LOOP HILSCH TUBE
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2.1.1. 4 Radiation - Rad ation thermal control concepts are nonexpendable (except for
power) concepts that hav( three inherent problem areas when applied to an EVA. applica-
tion: (1) large radiator aj ea; (2) orientation; and (3) radiator surface degradation/con-
tamination. A nwnber of direct cooling and indirect cooling concepts were considered
for the AEPS.
a. Direct cooling using either the LCG or heat pipes as the heat transport mecha-
nism (Figures 2-17 and 2-18).
b. Direct cooling using water adsorption, as shown in Figure 2-19, and utilizing
any of the water adsorbing chemicals listed in Table 2-3.
c. Indirect cooling using heat pump cycles such as:
1) Vapor compression refrigeration cycle using freon (Figure 2-20)
2) Water adsorption cycle using ammonia (Figure 2-21)
3) Water adsorption cycle using lithiwn bromide (Figure 2-22)
4) Brayton cycle using air (Figure 2-23)
Of these concepts identified, the following concepts were selected for further evaluation
due to their lower relative AEPS weight and AEPS power impact:
a. Direct cooling using either the LCG or heat pipes




c. Indirect cooling using a freon refrigeration cycle to minimize radiator area
2. 1. 1. 5 Thermal Storage - Thermal storage concepts are regenerable concepts which
utilize the latent heat of fusion and/or the sensible heat capacity of a material to reject
heat. The following thermal storage concepts/compounds were identified and evaluated:
a. Subcooled ice (Figure 2--24) which has a heat of fusion of 144 Btu/Ib at 32°F
and an average heat capwity (Cp) of 0.37 Btu/lb- OF between -250° to + 32°F.
b. Transit 86, a thermal v. ax, which has a heat of fusion of 130 Btu/Ib at 86°F
(Figure 2-25).
c. Sodiwn sulphate (Na2So.1 • 10 H20), a eutectic salt, which has a heat of fusion
of 92 Btu/lb at 8SoF (Figure 2-25).
d. Phosphonium chloride (PII4Cl) which has a heat of fusion of 324 Btu/lb at 82°F
and above 48 atmospheres. (Figure 2-25)
e. Hydrogen which has an average heat capacity (Cy) of 2. 15 between -250° to +
50°F (Figure 2-26).
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FIGURE 2-19. DIRECT COOLING USING WATER ADSORPTION
TABLE 2-3
DIRECT COOLING - Hp ADSORPTION
CHEMICAL CHEMiCAL IT AEPS WT UPS POWER VEHICLE IMPACT
li CI 3H20 23 149 24 1630 +
CaCI '6H2O 16.5 103 24 810 +
MOL SIEVE 80 279 24 770+
SILICA GEL 40 156 24 1670 +
LiBr' 3HZ 0 26 132 24 830+
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FIGURE: 2-20. INDIRECT COOLING USING FREON REFRIGERATION CYCLE
QWH
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FIGURE 2--27. HEATING OF LUNAR OR MARTIAN ROCK
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2. 1. 1. G (Continued)
Of tile :-;1x thermal storage concepts/compounds identified and evaluated, the following





2. 1. 1. 6 Energy Conver"ion - Three modes of converting thermal energy into electrical
energy were investigated' (1) thermoelectric, (2) thermionic; and (3) thermodielectric.
All of these concepts reql1ire high source temperatures and large differential tempera-
tures across the elements to attain efficiencies in the range of only 1 to 6 %. There-
fore, these concepts arc not considered practical for the AEPS application.
2. 1. 1. 7 Hybrid - Based upon the results of the preliminary evaluation of the thermal
control concepts identified, the following hybrid thermal control concepts were selected
for further evaluation:
a. Expendable/Radiation - Direct cooling
b. Expendable/Radiation - Heat Pump
c. Expendable/Thermal Storage - Ice
d. Expendable/Thermal Storage - PH4Cl
e. Radiation/Thermal Storage Ice
f. Radiatbn/Thermal Storage - PH4 Cl
go Thermal Storage- PH4 Cl/Water Adsorption



















Super-cooled H~O Sublimato I'
Plato-fin Flash Evaporator
Rotary Flash Evaporator
Vapor Diffusion thru Suit Pressure Valves
Radiation - Direct C(.oling
Vapor Compression Hefrigeration Cycle using Freon
Hz 0 Adsorption - CaClz





2. 1. 1. 8 (Continued)
n. Thermal Storage Subcooled Ice
o. Thermal Storage - PH4 Cl
p. The rmal Storage - H2
q. Expendable/Radiation - Direct Cooling
r. Expendable/Radiation - Heat Pump
s. Expendable/Thermal Storage - Ice
t. Expendable/Thermal Storage - PH4Cl
u. Radiation/Thermal Storage - Ice
v. Radiation/Thermal Storage - PH4 Cl
w. Thermal Storage - PH4 CI/HZO Adsorption - CaCIZ
x. Thermal Storage - PH4 Cl/HZO Adsorption - LiBr
y. Thermal Storage - PH4 Cl/Hz° Adsorption - Na2Se
Humidity Control
The humidity control subsystem maintains the relative humidity within the space suit
at a comfortable level for the suited crewman. Water vapor enters the gas stream
as a product of crewman respiration and sweating and must be continually removed.
Selection of a humidity control subsystem is greatly dependent upon the thermal control
subsystem (and in some cases, the CO2 control subsystem) selected. Therefore, we
have chosen only to identify the candidate humidity control subsystem concepts during
this phase of the study and to postpone evaluation and selection of the candidate concepts
until the system studies.
The candidate humidity control qubsystem concepts identified are as follows:
:l. Condensing heat exchalLger combined with any of the following "change-of-
momentum" type devices:
1) Elbow wick separator
2) Elbow scupper separator
:1) U-shaped gravity t-lepar:ltor
4) Vortex gravity separator
5) Motor-driven rotory separator
G) Turbine-dri ven 1'01 ary separator
b. Water vapor ad.';orption utiliZing a dessicant such as silica gel





'2. 1. 2 (Colltinued)
e. Conrlensin~ heat exchanger in series with a hyclrophobic/hydrophyllic screen
separator
f. Water vapor diffusion through permeable membrane
g. Condensation and separation utilizing a Hilsch tube





I) Open loop vent system
2) Semi-open loop vent system
2. 1.:~ C02 Control
The C02 control subsystem removes (and in some cases, concentrates) C02 from the
vent stream to maintain the CO2 partial pressure below a predetermined level to
ensure safety of the suited crewman. The C02 control area has been divided into four





2.1. 3.] Expendable - Numerous solid C02 sorbents were identified and classified into
four groupings, as defined in Tables 2-4 through 2-7. The metal hydroxides are listed
in Table 2-4, the metal superoxides in Table 2-5, the metal peroxides in Table
2-(), and the metal ozonides in Table '2 -7. In addition to C02 absorption, the
superoxides, peroxides and oz.onides also generate oxygen.
As can be seen, LiOH and Li20 2 have the highest theoretical CO2 removal potential.
Correspondingly, they also have exhibited the highest actual CO2 removal efficiency
in practice. Therefore, both these chemicals were selected to be carried forward
for further evaluation as representative of the expendable solid CO2 control concepts
(Figure '2 -28).
An expendable liquid sorbent subsystem (Figure 2-29) using a KOH solution was inves-
tigated and found to be heavior, bulkier, and more complex than the solid sorbent
subsystems, and therefore, not as competitive.
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TABLE 2-4
CARBON DiOXIDE ABSORPTION CAPABILITIES OF GROUP IA AND IIA
METAL HYDROXIDES
1'It. %H2~ Lbs. C02!Lb. Lbs. Hydroxide!Hvdroxide Formulil Weight Hydroxide Lb. 00 2
UOH ~n. <):i 37.62 0.919 1.089
tlilOH 40.00 22.53 0.550 1.818







1.19 (OH) a 58 •34 30.89 0 •7~4
Ca(OH)2 74.10 24.32 0.594
Sr(OH)a 121.65 14.81 0.362
Ba(OH)2 171.38 10.52 0.257
'1ara1yme(93~ 87.50 29.75 0.503
Soda Lime(58-6~46.77 37.42 0.488
<l'Composi tion: 80 weight % Ca(OH) 2' 20 weight % Ba(OH)6·SHaO which corresponds to
~ 0.045 moles Ca(UH)2 and 0.055 moles Ba( H) ·8HaO.\2~omposition: 4.~ weight %NaOH, 17.5 weight %H~O, and ?8 weight %Ca(OH)1 which
corresponds to 0.0582 moles NaOH, U.4520 moles H 0, and 0.48'18 moles
r-;"\ CatOH)2. II~% H20 based on MaO.HaO or M O.HzO
TABLE 2-5
CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORPTION CAPACITIES OF GROUP IA AND IIA
METAL SUPEROXIDES
% Avai1nb1e o'i> Lbs. CO,/Lb. Lbs. Superoxide!Sur~ro:<idcs Formula Wt. Superoxide Lb. CO,
Li0:t 38.94 61.63 0.565 1.770
tl:J°2 54.09 43.64 0.400 2.499
!<O~ 71.10 33.76 0.309 3.232
1.19 (°3 ) 2 88.32 54.35 0.498 2.007
Ca(02)2 104.08 46.12 0.423 2.365









crCorrosponds to a mixture of 0.3 moles NazO, to 1.4 moles KO~. At this composition
an n. Q. of 0.83 is theoretically achieved: 0.3 NalO, + o.~ 002 ---~ 0.3 NaaCO, +
r-D.150a nnd 1.4 KO:;: + 0.7 COa -.,. 0.7 KaCOl + 1.2 u,.~% availab10 0 basco on (1!2 M;0).1.50 or M 10.1.50
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TABLE 2-6
CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORPTION CAPACITIES OF GROUP IA AND IIA
METAL PEROXIDES
% Available 01)
Lbs. CXl.!Lb. Lbs. Peroxide!
?croxide Formula Vlt. PeroxIdE! Lb. CXl 2
Li 20 2 45.88 34.87 0.959 1.043
Na 20 2 77 .98 20.52 0.564 1. 772
K2 0 2 1l0.20 14.52 0.399 2.504
'lg0 2 51.32 28.41 0.781 1.280
Ca0 2 72.08 22.20 0.610 1.638
Si0 2 119.63 13.38 0.368 2.719
8a0 2 169.36 9.45 0.260 3.849
<De; available ° based on M;O.O or M1Io.o
TABLE 2-7
CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORPTION CAPACITY OF GROUP IA METAL OZONIDES
% Available 6D Lbs. CXli!Lbs. Lbs. Ozonide!Ozonide Formlll a Wt. Ozon de Lb. (X)~
--_._---
LiO) 5'1.94 72.81 0.400 2.498
NaO) 70.99 56.35 0.310 3.227
KO) 87.10 45.92 0.253 3.959
0% available ° based on 0!2 r.~;0)'2.50 -~ 1/2 n;o + 2.5 O.
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SORBENT
SORBENT AEPS WT AEPS POWER VEHICLE IMPACT
LiOH 10.4 .24 1030+
Li 202 8.2 .24 1220+





AEPS WT AEPS POWER. VEHJCL~JJYl~AC.r
22 0.2 2040+
FIGURE 2-29. LIQUID SORBENT
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~. 1.:1. 1 (('olllilllll'd)
A till I'll type 01" expendable C()~ ('tJIlLnJl SullH,Ys[em uvaluated wa~ tile purge flow concept
(Fjgltn~ ~ :30). This concept appears to be competitive only 1'01' in1'L'cqucnt short
duration EVA missions, and will not be comlidered further unless changes in AEPS
specification requirem( nts make this a more desirable concept.
2. L 3. 2 Hegenerable - Numerous regenerable solid sorbent subsystem concepts were
identified and evaluated. including both cyclic (AEPS regenerable) and noncyclic (vehi-
cle regenerable) concel,Ls. Adivated charcoal and molecular sieve (Figures 2-31 and
2-32) are physical adsorptive- type reactions while metallic oxides and solid amines
are chemisorption-type reacti lUS.
The metallic oxides identified and evaluate are defined in Table 2-8. Table 2-9
defi nes the free energy chang<' for the regeneration of various metallic oxides whicn
h:1\'(' reacted with CO2 to fornl :1 carbonate. The carbonates with the low positive free
energy values are the least stable and should be the easiest to regenerate.
The solid amine identified and evaluated is a proprietary compound presently being
developed by Hamilton standard.
A summary of AEPS and vehicle impact for both the cyclic and noncyclic solid regener-
able sorbent subsystem candidate concepts are shown in Tables 2-10 and 2-11, respec-
tively. The cyclic concepts which appear to be competitive are molecular sieve, met-
allic oxides and solid amine while the noncyclic concepts which are competitive are
the metallic oxides. Although the noncyclic solid amine concept could be a viable com-
petitor if C02 removal capacily can be dr:.unatically increased, it has been excluded
from further evaluation for thl s study.
Two rcg;enerable liquid sorbents, aqueous carbonate solution (K2CO:3) ane! a liquid
amine solution (PEl), were identified and evaluated. A number of cyclic and noncyclic
schematic configurations were evaluated including the two cyclic configurations shown
in FiguJ'cS 2-:1:1 :111d 2-:1L As Hhown ill T,lblc 2-12, only Lhc cyclic concepts are com-
pctitiV(~ with till' regenel'ablc solid sorbcnts.
2.1.:L:3 Elcetrochemi"al - Four electrochemical concepts were identified and evalu-
ated for potential use in an AEPS configuration. A hydrogen depolarized cell is shown
in Figure 2-:35 and two-stage and one-stage carbonation cell concepts are shown in
Figures 2-:~6 and 2-:37, respectively. Electrodialysis (Figure 2-38) and fused salt
(Figure 2- :~9) concepts, in addition to providing C02 control, also provide a portion of
the oxygen makeup requirements. Although all of the electrochemical concepts ident-
ified :U1d evaluated are complex bulky subsystems, the hydrogen depolarized cell con-
cept and the fused salt concept offer some unique advantages when combined into a
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FIGURE 2--32. MOLECULAR SIEVE - CYCLIC
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TABLE 2--8
CARBON DIOXIDE CAPACITIES OF GROUP IA AND IlA METAL OXIDES
Oxides Formula \Jeight Lbs. C0 2 !Lbs. Oxide Lbs. Oxide/Lb. C(J 2 Lbs.
L:i.~O 29.88 1.473 0.679
~liJ~O 61.98 0.710 1.409
'( 0 94.20 0.467 2.141~
"nO 40.32 1.091 0.915
C:30 56.08 0.785 1.275
StO 103.36 0.425 2.355
BaD' 153.36 0.287 3.485
I II I II
Assumed reaction - M20 or M 0 + CO 2~ M2CO~ or M CO,.
TABLE 2---9
THERMODYNAMIC STABILITIES OF GROUP I AND II METAL CARBONATES
(6 FO refers to the reaction MICO or MIIco --r
2 ) )
1..;0 or I\IIO + CO 2 a't: 25°C.)
Metal Ccrbcnate



































MOLECULAR SIEVE 11 8.2 98 !l I!iI IAi/J 28 4.2 1890I -~
I I ilnO 10 , 1.0 I 83
II I III iILSOLID AMINE
TABLE 2-11
NONCYCLIC SUBSYSTEMS
I ISORBENT UPS WT AEPS PO'IER VEHICLE IMPACT I
1 IIIACTIVATED CHARCOAL 615 .2 3
\MOLECULAR SIEVE 168 5.6
-I 67 IIAg20 116 I .2 1556 ii II
I lnO 19 .2 83
I










FIGURE 2--33. LIQUID SORBENT - AEPS REGENERABLE
PACKED BED
FIGURE 2-34. LIQUID SORBENT - AEPS REGENERABLE
TABLE 2-12
REGENERABLE LIQUID SQRBENTS
[ SORSE-NT OPEAATIONAL..AEpS--AEPS VEHICL-E
MODE WT POWER IMPACT
K 2C03 CYCLIC 18 24.6 320
K 2COJ NON CYCLIC 163 0.2 920
PEJ: CYCLIC 15 4.9 59











































FIGURE 2-36. TWO--STAGE CARBONATION CELL
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525+
155+
FIGURE 2-39. FUSED SALT
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~. 1. :1. -, M('chanical - l\leehanical ('():~ control concepts idcntifi('d and evaluated arc
da::;sified into two categories: (i) membrane diffusion ~U1d (2) freczeout. Figure 2-40
depicts a simple membrane diffusion concept utilizing a C02 permeable cellulose acetate
membr~U1eo A complex but mor,~ efficient concept is the immobilized liquid membrane
diffusion concept shown in Figm'e 2-41. Mechanical freezeout and cryogenic freezeout
concepts are presented in FigUrt~s 2-42 and 2-43, respectively, All four concepts
appear to be too heavy and bulk-y to be competitive.


















Molecular Sieve - A E PS Regenerable
MgO - Vehicle Hegenerable
MgO - AE PE' Regen('rable
2nO - Vehicle Heg( 'nerable
ZnO - AE PS Regen( rable
Solid Amine - AEPf Regenerable
Aqueous K, CO - AEPS Regenerable
Liquid Amtne A>EI) - AEPS Regenerable
H Depolarized Cel I
2Fused Salt
2.1. 4 Oxygen bupply
The 02 supply subsystem maiuLins AEPS pressure and provides oxygen makeup
for crewman metabolic consumption and AEPS external leakage. Twelve candidate
oxygen supply concepts were considered in the four basic categories of:
a, Oxygen Storage
b. Solid Decomposition
c. Liquid Decompo:-iitit In
do Water Electrolysis
2.1. 4.1 Oxygen ~'torage - Oxyg,m may be stored as a gas, liqUid or solid. Gaseous
storage is presented in Figure 2-44 for both :1000 and 6000 psi storage.
Oxygen may also be ston'd in th,' form of a cryogenic liquid. Supercritical and
subcritical storage utiliZing thel'm,u pressurization are depicted in Figures 2-45
and 2-46 while subcritical stora ~e utilizing positive expulsion is shown in Figure
2-47. While the weight a Id bun of the gaseous and cryogenic liquid concepts are
very similar, the cryogenic can ~epts are more complex. In addition, the mission

















































FIGURE c-43. CRYOGENIC FREEZEOUT
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TANK
PRESSURE LEVEL AEPS WT AEPS POWER VEHICLE IMPACT
3000 psi 6.8 - 279+
6000 psi 7.3 - 279 +




























AEPS WT AEPS POWER VEHICLE IMPACT
9 289 +
FIGURE 2-47. SUBCRITICAL CRYOGENIC STORAGE --- POSITIVE EXPULSION
2-38
2.1.4.1 (Continued)
Solid oxygen storage is schematically depieted in Figure 2-48. Due to the extremely
low temperature of solid 02 storage, complex interfaces and operating procedures
are required, thus making this concept very unattractive.
2.1. 4. 2 Solid Decomposition - Oxygen may be stored in the form of a solid chemical
and supplied as required to repressurize storage tankage or a depressurized cabin, as
depicted in Figure 2-49. This concept, due to the constant supply rate of the ignited
chemical, must either be designed for the maximum oxygen usage required during the
mission or include tankage and sequential ignition control of multiple candles; thus this
concept is two to three times the gaseous storage concept AEPS weight and vehicle im-
pact and is not competitive.
2.1. 4. 3 Liquid Deeomposition - Figure 2-50 shows oxygen stored in the form of hydro-
gen peroxide. This system was sized to provide the oxygen required for metabolic
consumption and AEPS external leakage (versus the same system depicted in Figure
2-12 which was sized primarily to provide thermal control). The liquid water formed
as a result of the H202 decomposition is fed to the expendable water thermal control
system to provide supplemental cooling. This concept is only competitive if it is in-
tegrated with an expendable water thermal control subsystem.
Another oxygen supply candidate utilizing liquid decomposition is :reactant storage
(Figure 2-51). This concept would only be considered if a two-gas AEPS system is
required.
2.1. 4. 4 Water Electrolysis - Oxygen supply utilizing water electrolysis is presented
in Figure 2-52. This concept will only be considered for oxygen supply in a totally re-
generable AEPS configuration in conjunction with a C02 reduction subsystem producing
water.
2. 1. 4.5 Summary - Results of this preliminary evaluation indicate gaseous oxygen stor-
age is the simplest subsystem concept and has minimum bulk and minimum vehicle
impact. In addition, it is the only candidate concept which has the capability to rapidly
provide oxygen in the event of an emergency decompression of the AEPS. An evalu-
ation to optimize the gaseous storage pressure level will be conducted during the system
integration studies.
2. 1. 5 Oxygen Generation
The oxygen generation subsystem reduces the concentrated carbon dioxide input and
generates oxygen to provid,~ for crewman metabolic consumption and AEPS external
leakage. Three oxygen generation concepts were investigated and evaluated for utiliz-









FILTER IJ: RELIEF VALVE
°2
I ,CHEMICAL UPS WT UPS POWER VEHICLE IMPACT II
NaCI03 20 - 794 +
Li CI 04 17 - 613 +
FIGURE 2-49. SOUD CHEMICAL STORAGE
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AEPS WT AEPS POWER VEHICLE IMPACT
13 0.2 675 +









REACTANTS UPS WT AEPS POWER VEHICLE IMPACT
N2"4/ N204 38 - 792 +
N2 H.l H2 O2 39 - 861 +
FIGURE 2-51. REACTANT STORAGE
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H2.+ H2.0
-H2 O ELECTROLYTE CONDENSEIR






AEPS WT AEPS POWER VEHICLE IMPACT
53 51 924 +
FIGURE 2-52. WATER ELECTROLYSIS
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2. 1. 5 (Continued)
a. Solid Electrolyte (Figure 2-53)
b. Bosch Reactor,'Water Electrolysis (Figure 2-54)
c. Sabatier ReactorIWater Electrolys is (Figure 2- 55)
All three concepts are too bulky to be worn or carried by the crewman, but could
be carried on a cart and connected to the crewman via umbilicals. To ensure
further consideration of total regenerable CO2 control!02 supply concepts, the
solid electrolyte and Sabatier reactor/water electrolysis concepts were carried
forward for further evaluation while the Bosch reactor/water electrolysis concept,
due to its larger bulk and severe carbon handling problem, was eliminated from
further consideration.
2.1.6 Combined C02 Control!02 Supply
The C02 control, 02 supply and 02 generation concepts selected for further evaluation
were combined in accordance with the scheme defined in Table 2-13 to permit evalu-
ation of expendable, partially regenerable, and totally regenerable C02 cont1'o1/02
supply subsystems during the remainder of the subsystems studies effort. Subsystem
functions are defined in the top column; subsystem type and where the regeneration is
performed is defined in the left-hand column; and each individual box defines where the
specific function is accomplished -- on the AEPS or in the vehicle.
2. L 7 Contaminant Control
The contaminant control subsystem maintains the concentration of trace gases,
biological micro-organisms, and particulate matter at acceptable levels so that
the health and comfort of the crewman is safeguarded.
In order to adequately desig-n a contaminant control suhsystem for the AEPS, it is
1}(~C(·HHnr.v 10 df'fillP :t modol of th(~ cont.nminant nf.moRphore. The ohoice of oon-
(:lrHlnolltH In tlw modI'! will IIf' IlIadt., prlnclpnJIy from thoso known 10 Ill' hlo)0!-tiolllly
generated. In addition to a IfHI of eonlHminunts, the model willltlSO illclude
generation ratee:; and maximum allowable ooncentrations.
Determination of the AEPS contaminant model is dependent upon final selection of
AEPS subsystems and componentry. Therefore, we have chosen only to identify
the candidate contaminant control subsystem concepts during this phase of the
study and to postpone definition of the contaminant model and subsequent evaluation







AEPS POWER VEHICLE IMPACT
41 614+










AEPS POWER VEHICLE IMPACT
a6 141.
FIGURE 2-54. BOSCH REACTOR
CO, CD A'i WH.H 0 COUUSOR
CUlROl ~ RUCTOR ~ ~ SEPUATOR












TYPE CO2 REMOVAl C02CONCENTRATION CO2 REDUCTION O2 GENERATION O2 SUPPLY
1. EXPENDABLE UPS - - - AEPS
2. PART REGEN- UPS UPS
- - -UPS
3. PART REGEN- UPS
- - -
UPSVEHICLE
4. REGENEHABLE- UPS VEHICLE VEHICLE VEHICLE UPSVEHICLE
5. REGEN EHABLE - UPS UPS VEHICLE VEHICLE AEPS
UPS r. VEHICLE
~_.
6. REGENERABLE- UPS UPS UPS VEHICLE AEPSUPS r. VEHICLE
7. REGENERABLE - UPS UPS UPS UPS
-UPS
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~. 1. 7 (Continued)
The candidate contam inant control oubsystem concepts identified are ao follows:




4) Convers ion to non-contaminating constittwnts
5) Conversion to a more easily controllable contaminant
b. Biological microorganisms -
1) Filtratio/l








A general survey of pOWFr subsystems was conducted resulting in the identification
of 52 specific candidate concepts within the following basic categories:
a. Nuclear EnerlO' through -
l) Fusion
2) l"iHHion
:1) Had i oisotopl'
b. Solar Energy
c. Chemical Energy utilizing -
1) NZH4
2) HZOZ










Selection of a power subsystem concept is heavily dependent upon the required power
capacity for a given mission duration. Since the required power capacity had not
yet been defined for the AEPS, the preliminary evaluation was only a cursory one.
AEPS subsystems and components which may require electrical power are:
a. Communications and telemetry
b. Instrumentation and displays
c. Prime movers
d. CO2 control/02 supply subsystem
e. Thermal control subsystem
f. Humidity control subsystem
Once the C02 control/O:~ supply, thermal control and humidity control subsystems
are selected, the AEPS lower requirement may be defined and a power subsystem
selected. For the purp(,ses of the remaining subsystem studies, the AEPS power
supply was assumed to l,e a lithium-nickel halide battery with a power penalty of
100 watt-hours per pound. This selection will be updated and revised, as required,
during the systems studies.
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2.2 PHASE TWO EFFORT
The primary objectives of Phase Two of the AEPS Study were to provide a meaningful
appraisal of (1) portable life support concepts for EVA use on potential Space Shuttle
missions in the late 1970' s and of (Z) emergency portable life support concepts for
EVA use on potential Space Station, Lunar Base, Mars Landing and Shuttle missions
for use in the time frames established by this study for each of the respective primary
portable life support systems.
2. Z.l Shuttle AEPS
The initial candidate cClncept identification and evaluation effort conducted during Phase
Two utilized the results of the Phase One effort as a baseline. Our experience during
Phase One permitted us to be more discriminating in the selection of candidate sub-
system concepts to be carried into the Go/No Go Evaluation. Of the following nine
candidate thermal control subsystem concepts selected to be carried into the Go/No




d. Thermal Storage - PH4CI
e. Thermal Storage - Ice
f. Expendable/Radiation - Heat Pump
g. Expendable/Thermal Storage - PH4CI
h. Vehicle Umbilical
i. Cryogenic Hz
Seven candidate CO control sybsystem concepts were selected to be carried into the
Go/No Go Evaluatio~. Of the following concepts, only the two vehicle umbili.cal con-










L " 012 2
Purge Flow - Vehicle Umbilical






A schematic of the vehicle regenerable metal hydroxide concept is shown in figure
2-56.
Four candidate 0 supply subsystem concepts were seleeted to be carried into the Gol






d. H20 2 (with maneuvering only)
2.2.2 Emergency Systems
As with the Shuttle AE PS effort, the initial emergency system subsystem concept
identification and evaluation effort utilized the results of the Phase One effort as a
baseline. The candidate thermal control subsystem concepts carried into the Gol










Thermal Storage - PH4Cl
Thermal Storage - Eutectic Salt
Thermal Storage - Ice
Redundant Primary System
Vchicle U D1bilical
Only the redundant prillk'lry system and the vehicle umbilical concepts had not been
previou sly evaluated.
The following candidate CO
2









































MO+ H20 -__...-- M (OH)2
FIGURE 2-56. METAL HYDROXIDE - VEHICLE REGENERABLE
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2.~. 2 (Continued)














Only the vehicle umbilical CO2 control and 02 supply concepts had not been previously
evaluated.
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300 CO/NO GO EVALUATION
3-1
:L 0 GO/NO GO EVALUA110N
:~. 1 Co/No Go Evaluation Criteria
The determination of thE' AEPS Study selection criteria is based on a recognition that
some requirements aretbsolute, others are of primary importance, and still others
are secondary in that th( 'yare desirable but not absolutely necessary. The criteria
used as a basis for the primary AEPS subsystem selections are shown in Figure 3-l.
The criteria are applied sequentially in the groups shown to eliminate concepts that
fail in either an absolute (go/no go) or comparative basis and to provide the basis for
selection between surviving candidates.
GOI NO GO PRIMARY
CRITERIA - .- CRITERIA r-
ABSOLUTE RELATIVE
.PERFORMANCE .VEHICLE EDUIV. WEIGHT
'SAFETY .AE PS EOUIV. VOLUME
'AVAILABILITY ·RELIABILITY






· YEHIICLE EOUIY. VOLUME




FIGURE 3-1. PRlMARY AEPS EVALUATION CRITERlA
The criteria used as a basis for the AEPS Emergency System subsystem selections
are shown in Figure :3-2. The selection criteria for the Emergency System subsystem
concepts were rcmaluatcd and revised due to the n"!-ture and manner of use of emergency
systems (versus the primary life support system). Note however that the go/no go
evaluation criteria is unchanged.
3-2
:1.1 (Continued)





• AV AILABlLl TY
• CREW ACCEPTABILITY
• AEPS EQUIVALENT VOLUME
• AEPS EQUIVALENT WEIGHT
FIGURE 3-2. EMERGENCY SYSTEM EVALUATION CRITERIA
Go/no go criteria define the minimum acceptable requirements for a concept. If a
concept does not meet or cannot be modified to meet all of the go/no go criteria, no
further consideration is given to that concept and it is eliminated. The go/no go
criteria are listed as follows:
Performance - All concepts must be capable of meeting the entire performance specif-
ication to be considered as candidates. To provide a common basis, conceptual designs
are adjusted for each competing subsystem, system, or method to meet the same per-
formance requirements.
Safety - Safety of each concept is evaluated with respect to fire, conta mination,
explosion hazardH, hot spotH, bacteriological problems, and crew hazards to determine
if any or these are present which cannot be eliminated by careful design or inclusion
of additional control equipment, different materials, etc. Hazards art) investigated
during normal operation and off-design operation. If any serious problems are
discovered which cannot be reasonably avoided, the concept is eliminated.
Availability - Availability is a measure of the probability of a concept being fully
operational within the required tLne period (following reasonable development effort).
Preliminary screening of concepts eliminates many questionable concepts where
feasibility has not been convincingly established. Availability is evaluated by an
analysis of the subsystcmlpproach, its interfaces and hardware requirements to
3-:~




























vapor DiffuB1.on thru Sult Valvl~8
Radiation Dir('Cl Cool1nj.(
Freon RdriKeration Cyclt'
H20 Adsorption - CaelZ
H20 Adtwrption - LiSr
H20 AdsDrption - NazSt>
Thermal Stor8.Kl:' - kl'
lo:Xpt>IXt/ Rad - Di rt'C t (' ()olln~
fo:.xPt'nd /Had - IIt'HI Pump
Th.'rm Stor - i'1l4CLAd~"lv . Cal'li
Thl'rm Stor - PH4Cl/AdsoqJ - LiBr
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TABLE 3-2. GO/NO GO EVALUATION - CO2 CONTROL/02 SUPPLY (SPACE STATION, LUNAR BASE & MARS)
_._~__. CRITERIA


















Sulid Amint' (SilT) - -\EP,s Ht'Kl'll
Aqlln,ub KZCC>:1 - A F:PS Ut'l{t'n
U4uirl AminI' (P"Ell - AEP.s Hq;en
Snlid Elt"(.'trolytt>
Fusl'Cl Salt
HZ Ih'pol. CpllC02 ('onc 1/2° F:lt'C
H2 nepo!. ('pH Sabatit'rH:!\) AC('\llll
If:? llt'pul. C,'1i ('U'l ('on" O',l Supply


































































define problem areas and design "qualms". These are classified into state-of-the-
art (advanced technology) versus design/development type problems and estimates
made of schedule requirements for technology advance and development improvements.
Crew Acceptability - ThifO is a measure of the psychological acceptability of the
approach by the eventual user. The equipment must be designed to assure that it
imposes a minimal operational stress on the crew. If a concept is deemed
to be unacceptable by the crew and cannot be corrected, that concept j s eliminated.
Examples of potential marginal areas where crew acceptability may be an over-
riding criteria are the use of a radioactive power source, location of controls and
displays, specific EVA operational procedures, etc. If a "marginal" concept does
pass the go/no go test, it will be highlighted as "marginal" to ensure further
consideration of this criterion during later stages of the evaluation.
:3, 2 Phase One Go/No Go Evaluation Results
Effort during the initial concept of identification phase of the subsystem studies con-
ducted during phase one of the study culminated in the selection of thermal control and
C02 control/02 supply subsystem candidate concepts to be carried into the go/no go
evaluation. Of the original 55 thermal control concepts identified and analyzed on a
preliminary basis, 25 were carried into the go/no go evaluation; of the original 45
combined CO2 control/02 supply concepts identified and analyzed on a preliminary
basis, 19 were carried into the go/no go evaluation.
Performance characteristics (such as flow rates, temperature levels and pressure
levels) of the selected candidate subsystems to be carried into the go/no go
evaluation were roughly dett>rmincd and the preliminary schematics and component
liHts w(·[·(· upd:rt.cd. Thnsc subl'yst.ems were then compared against the go/no go
('valuation crill-ria. A HUll1mary or the results of the go/no go evaluation is presented
ill Tables :1-1 and :1-2. Of th(' 25 thermal control concepts evaluated. 18 concepts
pasHl-d the go/no g"O evaluation, four were selected as backup concepts, and three
were eliminated from further consideration; of the ·19 C02!02 supply concepts
evaluated, 16 concepts passed the go/no go evaluation, one was selected as a backup
concept, and two were eliminated from further consideration.
Note that the concepts which were deemed marginal with respect to a given criteria
were not rejected, but the marginal area was noted to ensure further consideration
during the system studies if the concept should pass both the primary and secondary
evaluation.
:1-5
:~.:~ PHASE TWO GO/NO GO EVALUATION HESULTS
Effort during the initial concept and identification phase of the subsystem studies con-
ducted during phase two culminated in the selection of 9 thermal control, 7 C02 control
and 4 02 supply shuttle AEPS subsystem concepts to be carried into the go/no go eval-
uation and 7 thermal control, 10 C02 control and 4 02 supply emergency system sub-
system concepts to be carried into the go/no go evaluation.
Performance characteristics of the selected candidate subsystems to be carried into
the go/no go evaluation were roughly determined. These subsystems were then com-
pared against the go/no go evaluation criteria. A summary of the results of the go/





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A detailed parametric analysis of each candidate subsystem concept which passed
the go/no go evaluation was conducted to evaluate vehicle weight and volume versus
total EVA mission time and AEPS volume and weight versus EVA mission duration.
4.1 Phase One Effort
This section consists of the parametric analyses conducted during phase one of the
AEPS Study.
Section 4. 1. 1 presents the thermal/hwnidity control parametric analysis which evalu-
ate the effect upon the candidate concepts of varying average thermal load from 1500-
2500 BTU/hr, peak thermal load from 3000-5000 BTU/hr, and AEPS power penalty
from 100-Z00 watt-hrs/lb. The COZ control/02 supply subsystem parametric analysis
is presented in Section 4. 1. Z and evaluated the effect upon the candidate concepts of
varying metabolic load (COZ production rate) from 400-2500 BTU/hr while maintaining
the suit inlet C02 partial pressure below 4 mm Hg. Although not shown in the sche-
matics, a 6000 psi oxygen supply subsystem is included in the parametric data.
The parametric analyses are based upon an extrapolation of in-house and published
test data and a projection of both state-of-the-art and design/development improve-
ments achievable by the 1980's. In addition to presentation of the parametric data,
this section contains a schematic and functional description of each candidate concept.
4-2
4. 1. 1 THERMAL/HUMIDITY CONTROL
4-3
CONCEPT 1 - WATEH BOILER
The water boiler is an expendable thermal control concept that utilizes the heat of
vaporization of water to provide direct cooling of the Liquid Cooling Garment (LCG)
loop and vent loop. The wick-fed water boiler also acts as the storage vessel for the
expendable water. The expendable water boiling temperature is controlled by a
Back Pressure Valve (BPV), which is either a temperature sensing or pressure
sensing flow control valve. Crewman comfort is achieved automatically by the
Temperature Control Valve (TCV). Separated water is fed into the water boiler,
thus providing additional cooling capacity. A relief valve furnishes protection
against overpressurization due to storage temperature fluctuations. Recharge is




t-------fYl=----=---::--~~__I~ To LeGTemp Control Valve

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 EVA MisSION DU\ATlON (HIUlS)
4-7
I 7 I
The water sublimator is an eXI,endable thermal control concept that utilizes the heat
of sublimation to provid( direc t cooling of the LCG and vent loops. In order to
minimize AEPS expendahles, tile Apollo EMU sublimator concept was modified to
permit utilization of thesepara ted water to provide additional cooling capacity.
The sublimator is a porous media heat exchanger wherein the downstream side of the
porous media is subjected to hard vacuum and the upstream side is supplied with
expendable water. Upon startup, the sudden drop in pressure across the porous media
freezes the expendable water within the porous media. The addition of heat from the
LCG and vent loops sublimes the ice on the vacuum end of the porous media and thus
the thermal load is rejected to space. The sublimator is supplied expendable water
from a pressure-fed bladder tank which is pressurized by the vent loop. A flow
limiting- orifice prevents breakthrough of the sublimator on startup.
A motor driven rotary water s('parator positively expels separated water from the vent
loop downstream of thc sublimator to the fecd side of the water reservoir. A check
valve insures positive separated water expulsion and a gas trap (may not be required)
prevents sublimator breakthrough from gas bubbles. Check and relief valves are
added for safety and a fill connector and dump valve permits recharge. The TCV
provides LeG temperature control. This concept will not work on Mars because" of
/
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CONCEPT :3 - PLATE FIN FLASH EVAPOHATOR
The plate fin flash evaporator concept is schematically the same as the water
sublimator concept except that the sublimator and expendable water shutoff and
relief valve are replaced with a plate fin flash evaporator and a solenoid actuated
flow control valve. The valve is varied via an electronic controller as a function of
LCG evaporator outlet temperature. Spray bars create a high velocity spray aimed
at the heat transfer surfaces internal to the evaporator. The evaporator is configured
with the aid of baffles to produce good impingement of the spray on the heat transfer
surface where flash vaporization occurs. Vaporization of the spray at the heat
transfer surface is the mechanism by which heat is transferred from the vent and
LCG loops. Proper control oj the inlet now as a function of LCG outlet temperature
eliminates the need for a back pressure valve or wicking media as is required in the
water boiler. Temperature control is, however, more complex and water carryover
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CONCEPT 4 - ROTARY FLASH EVAPORATOR
A chief concern of the plate fin flash evaporator is excessive water carryover of
water injected into the evaporator due to either not being able to impinge on a heat
transfer surface before exiting or vaporization occurring away from the heat transfer
surface. The rotary flash e\'aporator addresses itself to this problem by creating
a centrifugal force field on the injected water by injecting it into a rotating drum,
the outer surface of which is the heat transfer surface. The mechanism of heat
transfer in this concept may be either flash evaporation or nucleate boiling. An
electrical motor has been chosen as the evaporator driving mechanism to ensure
start-up and to overcome seal friction. It appears that the seal and bearing design,




















FIGURE 4-4. ROTARY FLASH EVAPORATOR
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CONCEPT 5 - VAPOH DIFFUSION THHOUGH SUIT PHESSUHE VALVES
This expendable water concept, currently being developed by McDonnell-Douglas for
NASA-MSC, consists of cooling patches which lay next to the skin on non-articulated
portions of the body, an expendable water reservoir, temperature, pressure, and
flow control valves, and a suit garment. Body moisture is wicked into the adsorbent
conductive mesh. This system's advantages are that it eliminates the LCG and pump.
the humidity control subsystem, and it integrates the expendable water reservoir and
water boiler into the suit. The cooling patches act as water boilers and consist of an
outer and inner impermeable membrane, a wicking layer, a vapor cavity, a suit
garment, and a pressure regulating valve. Fill and draIn connectors are provided
for recharge. However, temperature control for this concept is complex and
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CONCEPT G - DIRECT RADIATIVE COOLING USING LCG
Direct radiative cooling is a non-expendable concept that dissipates the LCG thermal
load via radiation to deep space and indirectly cools the vent loop by a condensing
heat exchanger in the LCG loop, downstream of the radiator. Humidity control is
attained by removal of condensed moisture by the water separator which transfers it
to a holding tank. The automatic TCV provides LCG temperature control.
Since radiator sizing is based on the maximum thermal load, prevention of overcooling
of the crewman and/ or freezeup of the LCG at low load conditions is required. This
may be achieved by variable area, conductance and/or emissivity control techniques in
the radiator desih'11. Sizing is affected by the solar constant, time of lunar or Martian
day, the g-round view factor, and thc radiator values of emissivity and absorbtivity.
The assumption is made that planned maintenance can successfully retain radiator
surface properties. Radiator sizing is based on subsolar conditions with a ground
view factor of zero. This concept, because of its size, is suitable only to a "cart-
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60 - DIRECT RADIATIVE COOLING
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CONCEPT 7 - FREON HEFRIGEHATION CYCLE
In order to minimize radiator surface area, a heat pump utilizing a vapor compression
cycle was incorporated into the previous concept. This vapor compression cycle
utilizes a Freon as a coolant and consists of a radiator, expansion valve, evaporator
and compressor. The vent and LCG loops add heat to the refrigeration loop in the
evaporator, thus vaporizing the coolant. The coolant is in turn pumped by a com-
pressor up to the radiator saturation pressure. Heat is rejected to deep space by
radiation with the coolant ~iving up its heat by condensil1f!:. The pressure and
temperature of the condensed coolant is reduced across the expansion valve to the
evaporator conditions where the coolant is revaporized to complete the cycle. The
automatic TCV provides LCG temperature control. The water separator and holding
tank remove and store condensed vent loop moisture downstream of the evaporator.
Since the radiator sizing is based on the maximum thermal load, a variable speed
compressor and variable orifice are necessary to prevent overcooling of the crewman
and/or freezeup of the LCG at low load conditions.
It is assumed planned maintenance retains radiator surface properties. Sizing is
based on subsolar conditions with a ground view factor of zero. This concept, because
of its size, is suitable only to a "cart-type" configuration and is, therefore, eliminated
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CONCEPT H - DlHECT COOLING VIA H20 ADSOHPTION/HADIATION
A combination water adsorption/radiation concept utiliL::cS tile heat of vapori/mtion of
water in the evaporator to provide direct cooling of the LCG and vent loops and the
heat or adsorption to reject the system heat load via the radiator. The evaporator is
fed water by a pressurized bladder tank. Water flow rate is controlled by a solenoid
valve and controller as a ftmction of LCG evaporator outlet temperature. The
evaporator effluent water vapor is adsorbed by lithium bromide in the adsorber, the
heat of adsorption being dissipated by radiation to deep space. LCG temperature
control is achieved by tile automatic TCV.
Radiator sizing is bastd on the heat of reaction per pound of water vapor, the maximum
allowable vapor pressure and temperature the chemical can support, and the maximum
water feed rate. Lithium bromide was chosen over calcium chloride (a close second),
lithium chloride, and sodium selenide since its initial heat of reaction is lowest and
thus requires the smallest radiator. It is important that the hydrated lithium bromide
crystal does not go into solution with water: therefore, adequate design margin on
chemical si:dng is necessary as well as insuring good water vapor flow distribution
in the aclsorber. The water is rcclai med in the vehicle by desorbing the chemical by an
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~'ONCEPT 9 - THEHMAL STORAGE (ICE}
Thermal storage is a ,'egenerable thermal control concept that utilizes the heat of
fusion and the heat capacity of a material to provide thermal control. Direct cooling
of the vent loop and thl' LCG is achieved in the thermal storage unit utilizing the heat
of fusion of ice and superheating the water from 32 to 50°F. Vent loop humidity control
is achieved by condensation of the water vapor in the thermal storage unit and separa-
tion and removal of tht~ condensate by the water separator and holding t.1.nk. The TeV
provides automatic LeG temperature control.
Regeneration of the thermal storage unit dictates the necessity for a vehicle refrigera-
tion system. The thermal storage unit may be regenerated either by insertion of
precooled ice cartridgt,s or by incorporation of cooling coils within the thermal storage
unit. If a cooling coil approach is employed, it may be necessary to add an inter-
mediate coolant loop to prevent freeze-up of the LeG and/or the vent loop. This would
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CONCEPT 10 - TIlEHMAL STOHAGE_1SUBCOOLED ICE)
Thermal storage utilizing subcooled ice is the extension of the previous concept which
decreases AEPS volume and w, ~ight (by reducing amount of ice required) and increases
vehicle penalty (by increasing energy required to regenerate and subcool the ice).
This concept is comprised of ~I subcooled ice thermal storage unit, an intermediate
coolant loop with a bypac;s vah c and cryogoenic fittings, and an OZ/LCG heat exchanger
(schemat}eally shown a:,; two lllat exchangers). The ice is subcooled to -250oP in the
vehick via the coolant line cry'lgcnic fittings. Therefore, thermal storage capacity
cO!1:,;i:,;t:,; of subc()o!ing, IleaL of fusion and superheating of water. System temperature
conLrolis provided by the cool:lnt loop bypass valve which maintains a constant 02/
LCe heat exehanger inlet tcmpl~rature and the TCV which provides LCG temperature
control. A water separator [lnd holding tank removes and stores vent loop condensate.
The ice thermal storage unit requires development in regard to heat transfer and
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CONCEPT 11 - THERMAL STORAGE (PH4C1)
Thermal storage utilizing phosphonium chloride (PH4C1) is a self-regenerable thermal
control concept. PH4C1 is a chemical that has a heat of fusion of 324 BTU/lb at 820 F
and 48 atmospheres pressure and has an estimated specific gravity of 1. 7. It is
formed at low temperature from phosphine (PH3) and hydrogen chloride (HC1). A
vapor compression intermediate loop is utilized to raise the desired coolant
temperature of 500 p at the 02/LCG heat exchanger to 820 F at the thermal storage
unit. Humidity control is furnished by a water separator and holding tank which
remove and store vent loop condensate. Vehicle penalties associated with this
concept are relatively low, since PH4Cl will resolidify of its own accord at normal
cabin temperatures.
Solid PH4CI sublimates at pressures below 700 psia at room temperature. As
pressure is decreased further, gaseous PH4CI dissociates into two gases: (1) Hydrogen
chloride and (2) Phosphine (PH3). PH3 is highly toxic and therefore, the thermal
storage unit has been concepled so as to minimize the probability of any failure
resulting in external leakage.
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This concept is a hybrid concept which consists of a water boiler and radiator connected
in parallel through the LCG temperature control valve. The temperature control valve
selects what percentage of the heat load from the LCG is shared by each subsystem.
The radiator is sized to handle the average heat load whHe the water boiler handles
peak loads, thus radiator size and water expended in the boiler are minimized.
Humidity control is provided b,v a condensing heat exchanger and a water separator
which feeds the separated wak r to the water boiler to provide additional cooling
capacity. For IowaI' no load conditions. a variable conductance area or emissivity
deviee must be utilized to prevent over-cooling of the LeG. As is the casein the
direct radiation coneept, normal maintenance is required to sustain radiator perfor-
mance. 11('calise or its siz(', this ('oneept is not applicable to "worn or carried" and,
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FIGURE 4-12. EXPENDABLE/DIRECT RADIATIVE COOLING
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This hybrid concept consists of a radiator/vapor compression cycle and a water boiler
connected in parallel through all automatic LCG temperature control valve. The
temperature control valve selects what percentage of the heat load from the LCG
is shared by each subsystem. The radiator/vapor compression subsystem is sized
to handle the average LeG heat load plus the heat load from the vent system while
the H20 boiler handles peak heat loads. This minimizes radiator size, compressor
size, and power consumption as well as water expended in the boiler.
Humidity control is provided by the vapor compression cycle evaporator and the water
separator which feeds the separated water to the water boiler to provide additional
cooling capacity. For low or no load conditions, a variable speed compressor and
variable expansion valve are required to prevent over-cooling at the evaporator. As
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CONCEPT 14 - EXPENDABLE/THEHMAL STORAGE fICE)
This hybrid concept consists of a thermal storage unit and the water boiler in parallel
and connected by the LCG temperature control valve. The TCV selects the percentage
of LCG heat load shared by each subsystem. The water boiler provides temperature
control for the vent loop. Vent loop humidity control is provided by condensation of the
water vapor in the H20 boiler and removal of the condensate by the water separator.
The condensate is fed to the water boiler to provide additional cooling capacity. As is
the case in the ice thermal storage unit concept, it may be required to add an inter-
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CONCEPT 15 - EXPENDABLE/THERMAL STORAGE (PH4CI)
This hybrid concept utilizes a water boiler in parallel with a PH4CI thermal storage unit
via an LCG temperature control valve, The temperature eontrol valve selects what
percentage of the heat load from the LCG is shared by each subsystem, the intention
being that the PH4CI thermal storage unit handles the average heat load and the water
boiler handles peak loads. By doing this, compressor power and expendable water
are minimized.
The water boiler provides humidity control by cooling the vent loop which feeds the
separated water to the boiler via the water separator to provide additional cooling
capacity. A variable speed compressor and variable expansion valve are utilized in
the thermal storage subsystem to prevent over-cooling under low or no load conditions.
This system is flexible in that it can be sized for a multitude of thermal load sharing
combinations. As is the case in the PH4C1 thermal storage concept, research and
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CONCEPT 16 - RADIATION/THERMAL STORAGE (ICE)
This hybrid concept places a radiation/vapor compression system in series with an ice
thermal storage unit. The thermal storage unit removes heat from the LeG and vent
loops by the heat of fusion of ice. A portion of the total heat load is transferred from
the thermal storage unit to the radiator by the vapor compression cycle. A trade-off
may be made between radiator size and thermal storage unit weight. It can be seen
that the radiator is not sized for AEPS maximum heat load, but rather a portion of the
average load. For low load conditions at the beginning of the mission, it is necessary
to have a variable speed compressor and variable expansion valve to prevent subcoollng
the thermal storage unit. This may also be overcome by not starting the vapor
compression system at the beginning of the mission.
Regeneration of the thermal storage unit may be achieved in the vehicle by a
vehicle refrigeration system or outside the vehicle by the system radiator
and vapor compression cycle. This may be accomplished by turning on the
compressor and rejecting the heat of fusion of ice from the thermal storage
unit via the radiator to deep space.
The TCV prOVides automatic LCG temperature control. Vent loop humidity control
is achieved by condensation of the water vapor in the thermal storage unit and
separation and removal of the condensate in the water separator and holding tank.
Because of its size, this concept is not applicable to back mounting and is, therefore,
eliminated from consideration for Space Station applications.
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FIGURE 4-16. RADIATION/THERMAL STORAGE - ICE
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CONCEPT 17 - RADIATION/THERMAL STOJRAGE (PH4C1)
This hybrid concept consists of two vapor compression cycles thermally interconnected
in series by a thermal storage unit. The first vapor compression cycle transfers the
total AEPS heat load from the evaporator to the PH4C1 thermal storage unit. It is,
therefore, sized on maximum thermal load and requires a thermal storage unit vari-
able speed compressor and variable expansion valve to prevent over-cooling. The
second vapor compression cycle transfers a portion of the thermal load transferred
to the thermal storage unit to the radiator. Thus, a tradie-off can be made between
radiator size and thermal storage unit weight. In this system, the radiator size is
based on the percentage of the average heat load transferred by the second vapor com-
pression cycle and is, therefore, insensitive to the AEPS maximum heat load. In-
herently flexible, this concept may be used or sized for a variety of operational
modes. Humidity control is attained by a water separator and holding tank which re-
moves and stores vent loop condensed moisture downstream of the first vapor com-
pression cycle evaporator. The automatic TCV provides LCG temperature control.
Because of its size, this system is only applicable to "cart" mounting and is, there-













FIGURE 4-17. RADIATION/THERMAL STORAGE - PH4CI
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CONCEPT 18 - THERMAL STORAGE/H20 ADSOHPTION
This concept is similar to Concept 8 - Direct Cooling via H20 Ads orption/Hadiati on ,
except the radiator has been replaced by a thermal storage unit. The heat of vaporiza-
tion of water in the evaporator provides direct cooling of the LeG and vent loops.
LCG temperature control is achieved by the automatic TCV. The evaporator is fed
water by a pressurized bladder tank. Water flow rate is controlled by a solenoid
valve and controller as a function of LCG evaporator outlet temperature. The evapora-
tor eft1uent water vapor is adsorbed by sodium selenide in the adsorber, the heat of
adsorption being stored by the heat of condensation of PH4Cl in the thermal storage unit.
PH4Cl sizing is based on total integrated heat of adsorption. Sodium selenide was
chosen as the adsorbent over LiBr, LiCl and CaCl2 because it has the lowest total
integrated heat of ads(,rption. Adequate design margin on chemical sizing and insuring
good water vapor flow distribution by the proper adsorber configuration insures that
the hydrated sodium selenide crystal does not go into solution with the water. The
feedwater is reclaimed in the vehicle by desorbing the chemical by an electrical heater






















FIGURE 4-18. THERMAL STORAGE/H20 ADSORPTION
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4.1. 2 C~ CONTROL/02 SUPPLY
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CONCEPT 1 - LITHIUM HYDROXIDE (LiOH)
Lithium hydroxide, a non-regenerable solid absorbent, is packaged in replaceable
cartridges which also may contain a particulate filter and activated charcoal for trace
contaminant control. The LiOH contains 4 to 8% water and must be stored in protective
containers in a temperature controlled environment to ensure maximum performance.
After each use, the cartridge is replaced in the canister regardless of the total time or
use rate accumulated on the unit. This procedure ensures a fully operational charge
for each mission but has a built-in unrecoverable waste which is the unused portion
of the adsorbent plus the cartridge (unless the used cartridge is then utilized in the
vehicle ECS). In use, the vent loop returning from the astronaut is directed to the
LiOH where the follOWing reactions occur:
LiOB + HZO(g) --~~_ LiOB. H20
2 LiOB. H20 + C02
2 LiOH + C02
There is a net energy and water vapor production in the process which is removed in
the thermal/humidity control subsystem. Outlet C02 concentration remains near zero
for almost 80% of the useful lift" thus providing the astronaut an extremely low time-
averaged C02 atmosphere. The follOWing curves are based on a LiOH utilization





2 LiOH + C02
FIGURE 4-19. LITHIUM HYDROXIDE (Li OH)
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-LITHIUM HYDROXIDE (UOH)
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CONCEPT 2 - COOLED LITHIUM HYDROXIDE
Cooled lithium hydroxide, a com ept similar to the previouflly describ£.-'<i concept, takes
advantage of the liquid couling loop to remove the heat of reaction from the absorbing
bed. Cooler operation stimulatt's the formation of LiOH' H20 which, in turn. increases
bed reactivity toward C02 absorption.
In comparison to uncooled LiOH, this concept offers the advantage of reduced volume
plus minimum storage environment constraint as pure LiOH is the raw material and
stringent temperature control is not required. However. cooling coils and quick
disconnects do add to subsystem volume and weight.
As shown in the nonregenerable C02 sorbents comparison cmrves (Figure 4-20), cooling
the LiOH bed provides the greatest advantage at high metabolic rates (> 1200 BTU/hr)
and at high allowable outlet C02 ooncentrat ions (PpC02 > 7 mm Hg). The following
parametric curves are based on a cooled LiOH utilization efficiency of 60% at an

































2 liON + C02
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CONe EPT 3 - LITHIUM PEROXIDE (Li202)
Lithium peroxide, Li20Z, l'l~aets with wat('r vapor and CO'2 according to the following
reactions:
Li202 + 1120 ~ 2LiOH + 1/2 02
LiOH + H20 ------ LiOH' H20
2LiOlI'H20 1 CO2~ LizC0:3 + 3HZO
LiZ02 + CO2 --- Li2C03 + 1/2 02
A non-regenerable soliel absorbent, LiZOZ is supplied in cartridges which are replaced
after each mission. In ::l.ddition to C02 control, the chem:ical provides approximately
one-half the metabolic oxygen requirement. Temperature control of the reacting bed
is necessary to obtain acceptable performance over widely varying metabolic rates.
Over-cooling minimizes oxygen production while under-cooling can resuit in excessive
02 production and poor C02 control. The addition of catalysts has been shown to be
effective in stimulating 0'2 production at lower temperatures.
Usefulness of tilt' concept is hindere>d by the low (relative to LiOH) chemical density
and the requirement for cooling and subsequent temperature control. In a manner
similar to cooled LiOH, Li202 is advantageous at high metabolic loads where
performance degradation of uncooled LiOH is most rapid. The following curves
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CONCEPTS 4 & 5 - METALliC OXIDE (VEHICLE: REGENERABLE)
Metallic oxides (i. e. ZnO, MgO) react with C02 according to the following reversible
reaction:
MO + C02 >-
As shown in Figure 4-23, the carbonate readily decomposes with increasing tempera-
ture and, in some cases, may be solely vacuum regenerable.
Excessive volume change durmg the adsorb/desorb cycle affects the chemical rs
physical stability and is a prime consideration in any future development effort. For
this study, the adsorbent was contained between screens with gas flow over rather
than through the packing. C02 diffusion into the thin oxide bed will be sufficient as
long as the solid volume transition during adsorb/desorb does not result in an impreg-
nable surface or if an extremely fine screen is not required. An alternate concept
would consider a carrier to stabilize the solid adsorbent-·-possibly a thin layer of the
oxide flame-sprayed on a screen matrix.
In the venicle regenerable configuration, the adsorbent is packaged in a cartridge
which is replaced after each mission. An oven/vacuum chamber will be prOVided
within the vehicle for cartridge regeneration. Although not considered in the evaluation,
reclamation of the oxygen is possible with this system by directing the desorbed gas to
the vehicle C02 reduction system.
Other advantages of the concept include the visual inspection of the packed beds after
each use and simple replacement, should it be required. Parametric data for C02
control!02 supply subsystems utilizing magnesium oxide {MgO) and zinc oxide (ZnO)
to provide C02 control a re presented on the following pages and are based on a
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FIGURE 4-24. METALLIC OXIDE - VEHICLE REGENERABLE
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CONCEPTS 6 & 7 - METALLIC OXIDE (AEPS HEGENERABLE)
A variation of the metallic oxide concept considers a cyclic or AEPS regenerable
configuration. Two beds, similar in design to that described for the vehicle regenerable
system, are provided, each containing electrical elements for regeneration and a
cooling loop to cool the regenerated bed and maintain temperature control during
operation.
A timer is provided to sequence the vent loop and coolant loop valves to allow the vent
loop and coolant loop to flow to the on stream bed and to heat and expose to space
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FIGURE 4-25. METALLIC OXIDE - AEPS REGENERABLE
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CONCEPT 8 - SOLID AMINE - AEPS REGENERABLE
An inert carrier is utili;"ed to provide a stable amine adsorbent bed in this concept.
The regenerable solid amine is packaged within the flow passages of a plate-fin matrix
similar in design to an extended surface compact heat exchanger. Alternate flow
passages contain adsorbing and desorbing material with the unique feature of an
isothermal process. Energy released from the adsorbing passages is transferred
by conduction through the metal matrix to the desorbing material to supply the re-
quirements of the endothermic desorption. This concept neither imposes a thermal
load on the AEPS nor requires energy for regeneration. A timer and valving is pro-
vided to cycle the packed beds from the on-line adsorb to the space vacuum desorb
cycle.
Further development is required in the adsorbent, however, to find application within
the AEPS system. Current materials possess an affinity for water that would excessively
dehumidify the ventilation loop. This loss of water vapor could not only cause
astronaut discomfort, but may also reduce the adsorbent',s capacity for C02 and thus
result in poor COz control. This problem has been recognized and solutions have been
proposed to alter the amine and to minimize its affinity for water.
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CONCEPT 9 - LIQUID AMINE SORBENT
Ventilation flow from the astronaut flows to a gas/liquid contactor where intimate
contact is made with a recirculating amine solution. Carbon dioxide is absorbed from
the gas stream by the solution which passes to a rotary separator and then to the
regeneration circuit. Solution free oxygen discharging from the separator passes through
a backup sorbent bed to the thermal/humidity control subsystem.
Within the regeneration circuit, the solution is heated to drive off the C02 which is
removed in a second gas/liquid separator and dumped to space vacuum. A regenerative
heat exchanger is provided to minimize regeneration energy rt->quirements and a final
cooler to condition the solution for the adsorb cycle.
Two areas of development are required for concept operability: (1) minimize water
absorption to prevent excessive dehumidification similar to the solid amine; and
(2) find a suitable solvent/carrier for the amine. The viscosity of the pure amines is
quite high and would have a detrimental effect on pumping power and gas/liquid
contacting efficiency. Although water is an excellent solvent for the amine, it is
preferentially evaporated from the solution before the CO2 is desorbed. This imposes
high regeneration thermal loads and adds the requirement for a water condenser and
condensate return system. This concept has assumed that the desired low viscosity-
low vapor pressure solvent will be available for system development.
The following curves are based on a PEl solution having a utilization efficiency of 75%
at a metabolic load of 1050 BTU/hr.
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FIGURE 4-27. LIQUID AMINE SORBENT
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CONCEPT 10 - SOLID ELECTROLYTE
In the solid electrolyte concept, CO2 is fed from an accumulator to the process
system. The CO2 concentration and compression stage has not been included here
and could be accomplished by any of the selectc'CI regenerable systems. Because the
CO2 flow is insufficient to supply total metabolic oxygen and leakage requirements,
water is added to the solid electrolyte reactor feed at the humidifier. Water flow is
governed by oxygen demand. Operating at 1800°F, the solid electrolyte passes ionic
oxygen from the cathode to the anode forming molecular oxygen. This product is then
cooled for delivery. Hydrogen, carbon monoxide and other trace residuals pass from
the cathode compartment to the HZ separator. Hydrogen is dumped overboard while
the CO passes to a nickel catalyst reactor where the following reaction occurs at 1QOQo F
2CO ~ C02 +C
A regenerative heat exchanger thermally conditions the reactor feed with the product
C~ which is recycled to the humidifier inlet. Solid carbon must be periodically
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CONC E1>1' 11 - CO~ HEMOVA L & REDUCTION/02 (lEN EHATION
Three basic subsystems are integrattxl into this totally AE PS regent?rable concept.
A hydrogen depolarized cell consumes hydrogen and oxygen in a water production fuel
cell reaction to produce til(> EMF necessary for C~ removal from the ventilation loop.
The water vapor electrolysis unit supplies oxygen for metabolic consumption and
leakage and hydrogen for operation of the HZ depolarized cell and the Sabatier reactor.
Oxygen is reclaimed as water in the Sabatier reactor according to the following reaction:
Vent loop flow from the astronaut enters tlw HZ depolarized cf~ll where it picks up the
water produced in this unit. COZ is removed and is discharged into the hydrogen
stream which passes to the Sabatier reactor for CO2 reduction. A condensing heat
exchanger returns product water to an accumulator.
HZ depolari:lcd cell operation is controlled by the C02 sensor through an external
rheostat which sets the available EMF to a level rc>quired for the CO2 processing
rates. Water vapor is added to the H2 depolarized cell product stream and is then
heated to obtain the proper relative humidity prior to entering the water vapor
electrolysis unit. Water vapor is absorbed by the electrolyte in this device, as
required, to maintain a desired electrolyte concentration. Oxygen production (and the
associated hydrogen production) is determined by the output of the vent loop pressure
sensor. A condenser conditions the gas for return to the astronaut and the condensate
















































FIGURE 4-29. CO REMOVAL & REDUCTION/o GENERATION2 2
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CONCEPT 12 - CO2 REMOVAL & STORAGE/C>2 GENERATION
This concept is identical to the previous one except the Sabatier reactor has been
replaced by a C02 storage system. Hydrogen is removed in the platinum tube
separator and dumped overboard and water vapor is removed in the condenser. C02
is stored in the accumulator for eventual reduction in the vehicle.
This concept was evaluated to determine the feasibility of eliminating the AEPS CO2
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CONCEPT 13 - CO2 REMOVAL & REDUCTION/OZ SUPPLY
The hydrogen depolarized cell removes CO2 from the AEPS inlet vent loop which then
passes to the thermal/humidity control heat exchanger and returns to the astronaut.
Oxygen is supplied from a high pressure bottle.
Hydrogen for H2 depolarized cell operation and CO2 reduction is supplied by the
vehicle and stored in the AEPS as high pressure gas. The C02/HZ effluent from the
HZ depolarized cell passes to the Sabatier reactor where it is catalytically reacted to
form CH4 and HZO. Water from this process and from the humidity control subsystem
































FIGURE 4-31. CO2 REMOVAL & REDUCTION!02 SUPPLY
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CONCEPT 14 - CO2 REMOVAL & STORAGE/OZ SUPPLY
This concept considers CO2 removal and concentration utilizing a HZ depolarized cell.
The concentrated COZ is stored for eventual reduction in the vehicle and the hydrogen,
which is removed in the platinum separator, is recirculated to the HZ depolarized































FIGURE 4-32. CO2 REMOVAL & STORAGE/02 SUPPLY
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CONCEPTS 15 & 16 - CO2 REDUCTION/02 GENERATION
Both of these concepts can be integrated with any of the acceptable regenerable CO2
control concepts to provide a totally regenerable CO2 control/~ supply subsystem.
Wick feed or solid polymer water electrolysis provides makeup oxygen to the vent
loop and hydrogen to the Sabatier reactor. C02 is drawn from an accumulator in
the CO2 removal subsystem and is reducL>d to CH4 and H20. Methane is dumped
overboard while the water is condensed and returned to the electrolysis feed. The
thermal/humidity control heat exchanger conditions the vent loop for return to the
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4.2 Phase Two Effort
This section consists of the parametric analyses conducted during phase two of the
AEPS Study. Section 4.2. 1 presents the parametric analyses of the candidate shuttle
AEPS subsystem concepts and section 4.2.2 presents the parametric analyses of the
candidate emergency system subsystem concepts.
4.2.1 Shuttle AEPS Parametric Analyses
For the shuttle AEPS application, the oxygen supply subsystem parametric analysis
evaluated the candidate concepts for an average metabolic load of 1000 BTU/hr and a
peak metabolic load of 2500 BTU/hr (for 20 minutes); the thermal/humidity control
subsystem parametric analysis evaluated the candidate concepts for an average thermal
load of 1300 BTU/hr and a peak thermal load of 3240 BTU/hr with an AEPS power
penalty of 100 watt-hrs/lb; the C02 control/02 supply subsystem parametric analysis
evaluated the effect upon the candidate concepts of varying: metabolic load (C02 pro-
duction rate) from 400-2500 BTU/hr while maintaining the suit inlet C02 partial pres-
sure below 4 mm Hg. Although not shown in the schematies, a nonrechargeable 6000
psi oxygen supply subsystem is included in the parametric data (except for the vehicle
umbilical concept).
The shuttle AEPS parametric analyses are contained on the following pages and are
based upon extrapolation of in-house and published test data and a projection of both
state-of-the-art and design/development improvements ac:hievable by the late 1970's.
Note, however, that no parametric data are presented for the thermal/humidity




CONCEPT 1 - 900 PSI GASEOUS OXYGEN STORAGE
This oxygen supply concept (figure 4-34) utilizes the shuttle vehicle 900 psi mlmmum
storage to repressurize the AEPS after each mission. The basic AEPS oxygen sub-
system is fixed within its structure and is charged through the fill fitting.
CONCEPT 2 - 6000 PSI GASEOUS OXYGEN STORAGE
To take advantage of the low AEPS volume afforded by high pressure gaseous oxygen,
this concept (figure 4-34) considers shuttle storage of precharged oxygen supply
systems. Each system contains a charged 6000 psi oxygen bottle, pressure regulator,
pressure gage, fill fitting, shut off valve and low pressure disconnect. The system
is serviced and charged on earth between vehicle missions. After each AEPS EVA,
the expended or partially expended oxygen storage subsystem is removed and re-
placed with a fresh unit from storage.
This system minimizes crew time during AEPS recharge and eliminates the require-
ment for high pressure conne,~tions within the shuttle vehiele.
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FIGURE 4-34. GASEOUS 02 SUPPLY
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CONCEPT 3 - CHU)RATE (NaCI03) CANDLE OXYGEN SUPPLY
In this oxygen supply concept pictured in figure 4-35, eleetrically ignited chlorate
candles are utilized to charge a pressure vessel which then supplies AEPS require-
ments thru the system pressure control valve. Each candle is sized to provide
oxygen at the maximum metabolic rate - the pressure vessel acting as an accumula-
tor for overproduction during periods of below maximum metabolic activity. A filter
is used to ensure delivery of pure oxygen to the AEPS.



















FIGURE 4-35. SODIUM CHLORATE (NaCI03) CANDLE OXYGEN SUPPLY
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OXYGEN SUPPLY
OlDet = 1000 BTUI HA AVERAGE
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02 Supply Subsystem Summary
Because of low AEPS volume and weight, the 6000 psi gaseous oxygen storage concept
was selected for the remainder of shuttle AEPS subsystem study effort. However,




CONCEPT 1 - WATER BOILEH.
The water boiler is an expendable thermal control concept that utilizes the heat of
vaporization of water to provide direct cooling of the Liquid Cooling Garment (LCG)
loop and vent loop. The wick-fed water boiler also acts as the storage vessel for the
expendable water. The expendable water boiling temperature is controlled by a Back
Pressure Valve (BPV), which is either a temperature sensing or pressure sensing
flow control valve. Crewman comfort is achieved automatically by the Temperature
Control Valve (TCV). Separated water is fed into the water boiler, thus providing
additional cooling capacity. A relief valve furnishes protection against overpressur-
ization due to storage temperature fluctuations. Recharge is simply accomplished
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CONCEPT 2 - WATER SUBLlMATOR
The water sublimator is an expendable thermal control concept that utilizes the heat
of sublimation to provide direct cooling of the LCG and vent loops. In order to min-
imize AEPS expendables, the Apollo EMU sublimator coneept was modified to permit
utilization of the separated water to provide additional cooling capacity. The sub-
limator is a porous media heat exchanger wherein the downstream side of the porous
media is subjected to hard vacuum and the upstream side is supplied with expendable
water. Upon startup, the sudden drop in pressure across: the porous media freezes
the expendable water within the porous media. The addition of heat from the LCG and
vent loops sublimes the icc on the vacuum end of the porous media and thus the ther-
mal load is rejected to space. The sublimator is supplied expendable water from a
pressure-fed bladder tank which is pressurized by the vent loop. A flow limiting
orifice prevents breakthrough of the sublimator on startup.
A motor driven rotary water separator positively expels 8eparated water from the
vent loop downstream of the sublimator to the feed side of the water reservoir. A
check valve insures positive separated water expulsion and a gas trap (may not be
required) prevents sublimator breakthrough from gas bubbles. Check and relief
valves are added for safety and a fill connector and dump valve permits recharge.
The TCV provides LCG temperature control. This concept will not work on Mars
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CONCEPT 3 - THERMAL STORAGE (PH4Cl)
Thermal storage utilizing phosphonium chloride (PH4Cl) is a self-regenerable ther-
mal control concept•. PH4CI is a chemical that has a heat of fusion of 324 BTU/lb at
8ZoF and 48 atmospheres pressure and has an estimated specific gravity of 1.7. It
is formed at low temperature from phosphine (PH3) and hydrogen chloride (HC 1). A
vapor compression intermediate loop is utilized to raise the desired coolant temper-
ature of 50°F at the OZ/LCG heat exchanger to 82°F at the thermal storage unit.
Humidity control is furnished by a water separator and holding tank which removes
and stores vent loop condensate. Vehicle penalties associated with this concept are
relatively low, since PH4Cl will resolidify of its own accord at normal cabin tem-
peratures.
Solid PH4Cl sublimates at pressures below 700 psia at room temperature. As pres-
sure is decreased further, gaseous PH4Cl dissociates into two gases: (1) Hydrogen
chloride and (2) Phosphine (PH 3) . PH3 is highly toxic and therefore, the thermal
storage unit has been concepted so as to minimize the probability of any failure re-
sulting in external leakage.
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FIGURE 4-38. THERMAL STORAGE - PH4 CI
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CONCE PT 4 - THERi\1:AL STORAGE (ICE)
Thermal storage is a regenerable thermal control concept that utilizes the heat of
fusion and the heat capacity of a material to provide thermal control. Direct cooling
of the vent loop and the LCG is achieved in the thermal storage unit utilizing the heat
of fusion of ice and superheating the water from 32 to 50°F. Vent loop humidity con-
trol is achieved by condensation of the water vapor in the thermal storage unit and
separation and removal of the condensate by the water separator and holding tank.
The TCV prOVides automatic LCG temperature control.
Regeneration of the thermal storage unit dictates the necessity for a vehicle refrig-
eration system. The thermal storage unit may be regenerated either by insertion of
precooled ice cartridges or by incorporation of cooling coils within the thermal stor-
age unit. If a cooling coil approach is employed, it may be necessary to add an inter-
mediate coolant loop to prevent freeze-up of the LCG and/or the vent loop. This





















FIGURE 4-39. THERMAL STORAGE - ICE
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CONCEPT 5 - EXPENDABLE/RADIATION
This hybrid concept consists of a radiator/vapor compression cycle and a water boil-
er connected in parallel through an automatic LCG temperature control valve. The
temperature control valve selects what percentage of the heat load from the LeG is
shared by each subsystem. The radiator/vapor compression subsystem is sized to
handle the average LCG heat load plus the heat load from the vent system while the
H20 boiler handles peak heat loads. This minimizes radiator size, compressor
size, and power consumption as well as water expended in the boiler.
Humidity control is provided by the vapor compression cycle evaporator and the water
separator which feeds the separated water to the water boiler to provide additional
cooling capacity. For low or no load conditions, a variable speed compressor and
variable expansion valve are required to prevent over-cooling at the evaporator. As
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CONCEPT 6 - EXPENDABLE/THERMAL STOHAGE (PH4CI)
This hybrid concept utilizes a water boiler in parallel with a PH4CI thermal storage
unit via an LCG temperature control valve. The temperature control valve selects
what percentage of the heat load from the LCG is shared by each subsystem, the in-
tention being that the PH4Cl thermal storage unit handles the average heat load and
the water boiler handles peak loads. By doing this, compressor power and expendable
water are minimized.
The water boiler provides humidity control by cooling the vent loop which feeds the
separated water to the boiler via the water separator to provide additional cooling
capacity. A variable speed compressor and variable expansion valve are utilized in
the thermal storage subsystem to prevent over-cooling under low or no load condi-
tions. This system is flexible in that it can be sized for a multitude of thermal load
sharing combinations. As is the case in the PH4CI thermal storage concept, research
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FIGURE 4-41. EXPENDABLE/THERMAL STORAGE - PH4CI
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4.2.1. 3 CO2 CONTROL/02 SUPPLY
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CONCEPT 1 - LITHIUM HYDROXIDE (LiOH)
Lithium hydroxide, a non-regenerable solid absorbent, is packaged in replaceable
cartridges which also may contain a particulate filter and activated charcoal for trace
contaminant control. The LiOH contains 4 to 8% water and must be stored in protec-
tive containers in a tempeI'ature controlled environment to ensure maximum perfor-
mance.
After each use, the cartridge is replaced in the canister regardless of the total time
or use rate accumulated on the unit. This procedure ensures a fUlly operational
chargo for each mission but has a built-in unrecoverable waste which is the unused
portion of the absorbent plus the cartridge (unless the used cartridge is then utilized
in the vehicle ECS). In use, the vent loop returning from the astronaut is directed to
the LiOH where the following reactions occur:
LiOH + HZO(g) ... LiOH H20
2 LiOH H20 + CO2 .. Li2C03 + 3H20(g)
2 LiOH + C02 .. Li2C03 + H20(g)
There is a net energy and water vapor production in the process which is removed in
the thermaVhumidity control subsystem. Outlet C02 concentration remains near
zero for almost 80% of the useful life, thus prOViding the astronaut an extremely low
time-averaged CO2 atmosphere. The following curves are based on a LiOH utilization
efficiency of 57% at an average metabolic load of 1000 BTU/hr.
4-200
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CONCEPT 2 - LITHIUM PEROXIDE (LiZOZ)
Lithium peroxide, Li20 Z' reacts with water vapor and C02 according to the following
reactions:
Li202 + H20--------l 2 LiOH + l/Z OZ
LiOH + H20 LiOH· H20
2 LiOH· H20 + C02 ~ Li2C03 + 3 HZO
Li202 + CO2 .. Li2C03 + 1/2 02
A non-regenerable solid absorbent, LiZ02 is supplied in cartridges which are replac-
ed after each mission. In addition to C02 control, the chemical provides approximately
one-half the metabolic oxygen requirement. Temperature control of the reacting bed
is necessary to obtain acceptable performance over widely varying metabolic rates.
Over-cooling minimizes oxygen production while under-cooling can result in excessive
02 production and poor C02 control. The addition of catalysts has been shown to be
effective in stimulating 02 production at lower temperatures.
Usefulness of the concept is hindered by the low (relative to LiOH) chemical density
and the requirement for cooling and subsequent temperature control. In a manner
similar to cooled 1...iOH, 1...i202 is advantageous at high metabolic loads wherc
performance degradation of uncooled LiOH is most rapid. The following curves are
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FIGURE 4-43. LITHIUM PEROXIDE (Li202)
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CONC EPTS 3 & 5 - METALLIC OXIDE (AEPS REGENERABLE)
A variation of the metallic oxide concept is a cyclic or AEPS regenerable con-
figuration. Two beds, similar in design to that described for the vehicJe regener-
able system, are provided, each containing electrical elements for regeneration and
a cooling loop to cool the regenerated bed and maintain temperature control during
operation.
A timer is provided to sequence the vent loop and coolant loop valves to allow the
vent loop and coolant loop to fiow to the on stream bed and to hea.t and expose to space
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FIGURE 4-44. METALLIC OXIDE - AEPS REGENERABLE
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CONCEPTS 4 & 6 - METALLIC OXIDE (VEHICLE HEGENERABLE)
Metallic oxides (i. e. ZnO, MgO) react with CO2 according to the following reversible
reaction:
M° + C02 .';;;;<::;:::=======>~MC 03 + (~
As shown in Figure 4-23, the carbonate readily decomposes with increasing temper-
ature and, in some cases, may be solely vacuum regenerable.
Excessive volume change during the adsorb/desorb cycle affects the chemical's
physical stability and is a prime consideration in any future development effort. For
this study, the adsorb<'nt was contained between screens with gas flow over rather
than through the packing. CO2 diffusion into the thin oxide bed will be sufficient as
long as the solid volume transition during adsorb/desorb does not result in an impreg-
nable surface or if an extremely fine screen is not required. An alternate concept
would consider a carrier to stabilize the solid adsorbent-- possibly a thin layer of
the oxide flame-sprayed on a screen matrix.
In the vehicle regenerable configuration, the adsorbent is packaged in a cartridge
which is replaced after each mission. An oven/vacuum c:hamber will be provided
within the vehicle for cartridge regeneration. Although not considered in the eval-
uation, reclamation of the oxygen is possible with this system by directing the de-
sorbed gas to the vehicle COz reduction system.
'-'
Other advantages of the concept include the visual inspection of the packed beds after
each use and simple replacement, should it be required. Parametric data for C02
control/02 supply subHystems utilizing magnesium oxide (MgO) and zinc oxide (2nO)
to provide C02 control are presented on the following pages and are based on a
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MAGNESIUM OXIDE (M. 0) - VEHICLE REGENERABlE
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CONCEPT 7 - METAL HYDROXIDE - VEHICLE REGENERABLE
This concept combines the attributes of the lithium hydroxide and metal oxide sys-
tems to provide a regenerable sorbent system with high capacity and rate of reaction.
Metal hydroxides (i. e. Zn (OH)2, Mg (OH)2) react with C02 according to the following
reaction:
The process is reversible thru the following reaction steps:
MC03 + Q
MO + H20
--------'..~ MO + C02
------.....- M(OH)2 + (~
Higher reaction rates and greater affinity are anticipated using the more basic hy-
droxides rather than the oxides. This potentially will produce a greater deliverable
use capacity but entails a greater load on the humidity control system since water is
produced during the CO2 sorbtion.
Within the AE PS, the sorbent is packaged in a water cooled cartridge which is re-
placed after each mission. An oven/vacuum chamber is provided in the vehicle for
the two step regeneration proc'ess. First, under heat and vacuum, the carbonate is
calcined to the oxide. Steam is then admitted to the chamber and recirculated at
400 to 9000 F, converting the oxide to the hydroxide.
Parametric data for C02 control/02 supply subsystems utilizing magnesium hy-
droxide (Mg (OH)2) to provide C02 control are presented on the following pages and
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CONCEPT 8 - SOLID AMINE - AEPS REGENERABLE
An inert carrier is utilized to provide a stable amine adsorbent bed in this concept.
The regenerable solid amine is packaged within the flow passages of a plate-fin ma-
trix similar in design to an extended surface compact heat exchanger. Alternate
flow passages contain adsorbing and desorbing material with the unique feature of
an isothermal process. Energy released from the adsorbing passages is trans-
ferred by conduction through the metal matrix to the desorbing material to sup-
ply the requirements of the endothermic desorption. This concept neither imposes
a thermal load on the AE PS nor requires energy for regeneration. A timer and'
valving is prOVided to cycle the packed beds from the on-line adsorb to the space
vacuum desorb cycle.
Further development is required in the adsorbent, however, to find application within
the AEPS system. Current materials possess an affinity for water that would exces-
sively dehumidify the ventilation loop. This loss of water vapor could not only cause
astronaut discomfort, but may also reduce the adsorbent's capacity for C02 and thus
result in poor CO2 control. This problem has been recognized and solutions have
been proposed to alter the amine and to minimize its affinity for water.
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FIGURE 4-47. SOLID AMINE - AEPS REGENERABLE
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CONEPT 9 - SOLID AMINE - VElllCLE REGENERABLE
A variation of the solid amine concept considers a non-cyc1ic or vehicle regenerable
configuration. The adsorbent is packaged in a water-cooled cartridge which is re-
placed after each mission. An oven/vacuum chamber is provided within the vehicle
for cartridge regeneration. The following curves are based on a 10% C02 capacity













FIGURE 4-48. SOLID AMINE-VEHICLE REGENERA8LE
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4. 2. 2 Emergency Systems Parametric Analyses
For the AEPS Emergency Systems applications, the C02 control/02 supply subsystem









while maintaining the suit inlet C02 partial pressure below 15 mm Hg. Unless other-
wise specified, the oxygen supply subsystem is a 6000 psi gaseous supply.
The thermal/humidity control subsystem parametric analyses evaluated the candidate









The Emergency Systems parametric analyses are contained on the following pages and
are based upon extrapolation of in-house and published test data and a projection of
both state-of-the-art and design/development improvements achievable within the time
frames specified by this study for each of the emergency systems' respective primary
system.
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5.0 PHIMARY AND SECONDARY EVALUATIONS
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5.0 PRl.MARY AND SECONDAHY EVALUATIONS
This section describes the primary and secondary evaluations of the candidate ther-
mal control and CO2 control/02 supply subsystem concepts conducted in Phases One &
Two of the AEPS study. Implementation of the evaluation criteria is described and the
resultant candidate concept ratings are presented.
5. 1 Phase One Effort
5. 1. 1 Primary Evaluation
5. 1. 1. 1 General - All candidate concepts that passed the go/no go evaluation were
subjected to the primary evaluation. Each candidate concept received a rating of from
o to 100 for each primary criterion. The ratings applied to a candidate concept were
dependent upon the characteristics of the candidate relative to the other candidates.
Each rating was then multiplied by the weighting factors defined in Table 5-1 and the
ratings added to obtain a total rating for each candidate concept. A candidate concept
was selected if its overall rating was clearly the best of the competing concepts. If
a clear-cut choice was not evident, the remaining competing concepts were reviewed
against the secondary criteria.
The primary criteria are defined as follows:
Vehicle Equivalent Weight - The physical aspects of any given concept can be con-
verted to an equivalent vehicle launch weight penalty for purposes of comparison.
Equivalent vehicle weight consists of subsystem or system fixed weight, expendables,
power requirements, heat rejection requirements, reeharge and/or regeneration
equipment, spares, and special interface equipment. If the equivalent vehicle weight
for a given concept is greater than that for the existing Apollo EMU concept, it is
eliminated.
AEPS Equivalent Volume - EVA equipment volume consists of all EVA life support
equipment with which the crewman must egress from the vehicle and is an indirect
measurement of crewman encumbrance and mobility hindrance. This criterion, as
is equivalent vehicle weight, is a tool that provides an objective quantitative basis
for evaluation and represents thc two most important evaluating criteria for use
during the study.
Reliability - Reliability is a measure of the probability that a concept will meet the
total mission requirements with a minimum of spares I redundancy and maintenance
time. In addition, single point failures and sequential failures are eliminated.
Application of these criteria entail objective engineering assessments and do not
involve interpolation of numbers representing failure probability estimates.
Operability - Operability is a measure of the concept's ability to be simply used
for the mission's various operating modes including: don/doff, startup, checkout,
egress/ingress, shutdown, recharge/regeneration, and operational variations
during the actual EVA. If the operability of a candidate concept is considered
unacceptable, it is eliminated.
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G. 1. 1. 1 (continued)
Flexibility - Flexibility is a measure of the concept's ability to be used under
various conditions at minimum penalty:
a. Different types of EVA missions such as exploration, cargo transfer, assem-
bly operations, etc.
b. Different space programs involving varying gravity environments, thermal
environments, etc.
c. Adaptability of incorporating new technology, thus preventing premature
technical obsolescence.
TABLE 5-1 PRIMARY CRITERIA WEIGHTING FACTORS
Wehrhting: Factors
Criteria Space Station Lunar Base Mars Landing:
Vehicle Equivalent Weight 0.30 0.35 O. :35
AEPS Equivalent Volume 0.30 0.25 O. :~5
Reliability 0.15 0.15 0.15
Operability 0.15 0.15 0.15
Flexibility 0.10 0.10 0.10
The primary criteria whose ratings were determined quantitatively are vehicle
equivalent weight and AEPS equivalent volume. The competitive ratings for both
these criteria were determined by establishing a straight-line relationship between
the criteria rating and vehicle equivalent weight or AEPS equivalent volUllle, as the
case may be, on a semi-log scale. The relationships were established for both
thermal control and C02 contro1/02 supply concepts, on a mission basis, by select-
ing criteria values that corresponded with a 100 point criteria rating and a 10 point
criteria rating in accordance with Table 5-2.
The criteria ratings for the candidate subsystem concepts were then simply determined
by selecting the rating corresponding to the concept's vehicle equivalent weight or
AEPS equivalent volume as defined by the parametric analysis presented in Section 4. O.
A semi-log scale was utilized to provide added benefit to those concepts that exhibited
low vehicle weights and AEPS equivalent volumes and to penalize those concepts with
high vehicle equivalent weights and AEPS eqUivalent volumes.
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QUANTITATIVE PRIMARY CRITERIA RATING END POINTS
MISSION
SUBSYSTEM PRIMARY CRITERION SPACE STATION LUNAR BASE MARS
~hermal Control Vehicle Equivalent Weight
100 points 0 0 0
10 ooints 1500 Ibs 3300 lbs 3300 Ibs
AEPS Equivalent Volume
100 points 500 in3 800 in3 800 in3
10 points 2650 in3 5000 in3 5000 in3
CO2 Control/02 Supply Vehicle Equivalent Weight
100 points 300 Ibs 600 Ibs 600 Ibs
10 Doints 1100 lbs 2200 lbs 2200 lbs
AEPS Equivalent Volume
100 points 250 in3 400 in3 400 in3
10 points 2500 in3 5000 in3 5000 in3
TABLE 5-2
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!i. 1. 1. 1 (eontinlltHi)
The ratinv;s of the three remaJninv; primary criteria were determined qualitatively.
The reliability rating was a comparative aS~:1088mentof candidate concepts and was
based upon the total number of subsystem components and the number of subsystem
component failures that could cause mission abort and/or loss of life.
The operability rating was determined by dividing operability into seven subareas























A relative assessment of each candidate concept was then made and the sum of the
ratings of the seven subareas was equal to the total operability rating for each
candidate concept.
The flexibility rating was determined by dividing flexibility into three subareas and





Applicability to different space programs





A relative assessment of each candidate concept was then made and the sum of the
ratings of the three subareas was equal to the total flexibility rating for each
candidate concept.
The rating for each primary criterion was multiplied by the weighting factors defined
in Table 5-1 and then summed up to determine the final competitive rating for each
candidate concept.
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5.1.1. 2 Thermal Control - Table 5-3 is an index of the eighteen (18) candidate thermal
control concepts that passed the go/no go evaluation and were carried into the
primary evaluation. Concepts 1-5, 9-11, 13-15 and 18 were considered for Space
Station, all eighteen were considered for Lunar Base, and all but concept 2 were
considered for Mars.
TABLE 5-3
THERMAL CONTROL CONCEPT INDEX
Concept Number Concept Title
1 Water Boiler
2 Water Subl1mator
3 Plate Fin Flash Evaporator
4 Hotary Flash Evaporator
5 Vapor Diffusion Thru Suit Pressure Valves
li Direct Radiative Coolin~ Using LCG
7 f'rt'on Refrigl'ration Cyclt,
Ii Direct Cooling Via 1120 Adsorption (LiBr)/Hadiation
9 Thprmal Storagp - Iep
10 Thermal Storage - Subcoolt·d Ice
11 Thermal Storage - PH4C1
12 ExpendablP/Direct Hadiative Cooling
13 Expendable/Radiation
14 Expendable/Thermal Storage - Ice
1[, Expendable/Thprmal Storage - PH4C1
16 Radiation/Thprmal Sturagp - lep
17 Hadlation/Thpr mal Stura!l:t' - PH4Cl
Iii Thermal Storagp (1'1I4C 1)/1120 Adsorption (Na2Se)




c. Direct Radiative Cooling Using LCG
d. Freon Refrigeration Cycle
e. Thermal Storage - PH4CI
f. Expendable/Direct Radiative Cooling
g. Expendable/Radiation
h. Expendable/Thermal Storage -- PH4CI
1. Radiation/Thermal Storage - PH4CI
Implementation of the primary evaluation criteria and the resultant candidate thermal
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The reliability rating is a comparative assessment of candidate concepts
and is based upon total number of subsystem components and the number of




PHIMAHY EVALUATION - SPACE STATION AEPS
OPERABILITY
Concept A B C D E F G Total Rating
1 15 4 14 10 5 25 25 98 15
2 15 4 14 10 4 25 25 97 14.9
3 15 4 12 10 4 25 25 95 14.6
·1 15 4 11 10 4 25 25 94 14.4
5 7 4 3 10 5 20 25 74 11. 3
9 ]3 3.5 10 2 3 7 15 53.5 8.2
10 14 1 7 2 1 0 15 40 6. 1
11 14 5 13 2 5 25 20 84 12.9
L:l ;) 4 L2 2 5 2;j 20 7:l 11.2
1·1 1'I :l H 2 :l 5 :.w !)r) 8.4
1;) j;j 4 12 10 ;, ~G 20 91 13.9
18 14.G I 7 5 5 20 53.5 8.2
Notes:
A = Don/doff (15 points)
B = Startup (5 points)
C = Checkout (15 points)
D = Egress/ingress (10 points)
E = Shutdown (5 points)
F = Recharge/regeneration (25 points)
G = Operational variations during EVA (25 points)
Operability Rating = to1tal (15) (Normaliz ing Factor) *
00
*NormalizinR factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 15 points.
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THEHMAL CaNTHaL
PR1MARY EVALUATION - SPACE STATION AEPS
FLEXIBILITY
Conet'pt A B C Total Rating
--
:>0 25 0 75 7. :>
2 :>0 Hi 0 6(; G.6
~ 50 2:> 10 85 8.5
4 50 2'" 10 85 8.5,)
5 50 25 10 85 8.5
9 30 25 0 55 5.5
10 20 25 0 45 4.5
11 40 25 25 90 9.0
I :1 ,is 20 20 HS 8.5
14 40 25 0 65 6 r::.;)
15 50 25 25 100 10.0
18 40 25 25 90 9.0
Notes:
A =- EVA mission flexibility (50 points)
B :cc Applicability to different space programs (25 points)
C = Ability to incorporate new technology (25 points)
Flexibility Rating = t~~l (10) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 10 points.
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TIlEltMAL CONTHOL
PHIMAHY EVALUATION - SPACE STATION AEPS
SUMMARY
Criteria
Concept AEPS Vol. Veh. Wt. Reliability Operability Flexibility Total
1 30.0 10.0 13.6 15.0 7.5 72.5
2 24.6 10.0 15.0 14.9 G.6 66.6
3 18.9 10.0 11.0 14.6 8.5 59.4
4 18.0 10.0 10.0 14.4 8.5 57.3
5 16.8 10.0 1.8 11.3 H.5 44.8
9 2.3 4.1 13.6 8.2 fl.5 33.7
10 2.G 4. 1 6. 8 G. 1 ·L 5 24.1
11 3.8 27.0 11. 0 12.9 ~). 0 63.7
1" 4.4 18. 0 13.4 11.2 H. 5 55.5.)
14 ;) .0 1. 1 11. 7 8.4 (i. 5 32.7
15 :n .0 Iii. 5 10. 0 13.9 10.0 71.4
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I \ I II i Concept I, Nu'mber Concept TItlei 1 i1 Water Boiler I\ I 2 Water Subllmator j I3 Plate Fin Flash Evapora"or II 4 Rotary Flash Evaporator !5 Vapor OiHlISlon Thru Suit Pressure ValvesI 6 Direct Radultlv8 Coolmg Usmg Leli i7 Freon RefrigeratIOn Cvcle I8 Dorect Cooling V,a H20 Adsorption (L IBri/Radlatlon -II 9 Thermal Storage Ice I
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I
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I 15 Expendable/Thermal Storage PH4ClI j 16 RadlCltlonlThermal Storage Ice
I I
17 Radiation/Thermal Storage PHiC 1
18 Thermal Storage (PH4 Cl:,/H20 dsorptlOn INa2Sei I
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I K B. :3
Note:
The reliability rating is a comparative assessment of candidate concepts
and is based upon total number of subsystem components and the number of




PR1MAHY EVALUATION - LUNAH BASE AEPS
OPEHABI LlTY
Concept A B C D E F G Total Rating
1 15 4 14 10 5 25 25 98 15
2 15 4 14 10 4 25 25 97 14.9
3 15 4 12 10 4 25 25 95 14.6
4 15 4 11 10 4 25 25 94 14.4
;) 7 4 3 10 5 20 25 74 11. 3
(j 5 5 15 1 5 25 15 71 10.9
7 5 5 14 1 5 23 15 ()H 10.4
H 5 R 1 1 fi 15 :H) 5.5
!) 1:{ :L5 10 2 :1 7 15 5:1. ;) 8.2
10 14 7 2 I () 15 40 6.1
11 14 5 13 2 5 25 20 84 12.9
12 5 4 14 1 G 25 15 69 10.6
1:{ 5 4 12 1 5 25 15 67 10.3
14 14 3 8 2 3 5 20 55 8.4
15 15 4 12 10 .5 25 20 91 13.9
IG ;) :1.5 9 1 3 7 15 43.5 6.7
17 5 5 13 1 5 25 15 69 10.6
18 14.G 7 5 1 5 20 53.5 8.2
Notes:
A Don/doff (15 points)
B " St-'lrtup (.') points)
C ' Checkout (1;' points)
D :c Egress/ingTl'Hs (10 points)
E Shutdown (5 points)
F = Recharg('/reg('neration (2G points)
G = Operational variations during EVA (2fi points)
Operability Hating = t~~~)l (I fi) (Normalizing Factor)'"
'" Normalizing factor upgradl's all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 15 points.
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THEHMAL CON'l'[tOL
PHIMAHY EVALUATIUN - LUNAR BASE AEPS
FLEXIBILITY
Concept A B C Total Hating
--
I 50 25 0 75 7.5
2 50 16 0 66 6.6
3 50 25 10 85 8.5
4 50 25 10 85 8.5
5 SO 25 10 85 8.5
(j 40 1() 0 5G 5.6
7 40 Hi 0 SG 5.G
8 --to I (i .) r: 81 8. 1,.;,.,t.)
!l :;0 .) r: 0 riG S.5.:. ,)
10 20 ") r: 0 ,IS 4. S." )
11 40 2;) 25 90 9.0
12 40 Hi 0 56 J.6
13 40 16 0 56 5.6
14 40 25 0 65 G.S
15 50 25 25 100 10.0
16 40 Hi 0 56 5.6
17 40 Hi 2r: 81 8. 1.J
18 40 25 25 90 9.0
Notes:
A EVA mission flexibility (50 points)
B Applicability to difft'ft'nt spact' programs (2:> pointB)
(' Ability to incol'porat(· n( ow t( 'chnology (2!i points)
Flexibility Hating total , .-- (lO) (Normuhzlllg Fador)*
100
*Normalizing factor upgradl's all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 10 points.
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THEHMAL CONTROL
PRIMARY EVALUATION - LUNAR BASE AEPS
SUMMARY
CRITERIA
Concept AEPSVol. Veh. Wt. Reliability Operability Flex. Total
1 25.0 3.5 12.6 15.0 7.5 63.6
2 22.5 3• .') 1:~. 9 14.9 6.6 fi 1. 4
:~ :W.2 3.5 10.2 14.6 8.5 57.0
4 Ul. :~ 3.G 9.3 14.4 8.5 55.0
5 18.0 3.5 1.7 11. 3 8.5 43.0
G .25 :~5. 0 13.9 10.9 5.6 G5.6
7 1.8 24.9 13.2 10.4 5.6 56.0
H .44 18.6 10.9 5.5 8.1 43.5
9 2.0 5. (i 12. (i 8.2 5.5 33.9
10 ;\. H 5.G 6. :l G.I 4.5 26. :~
11 G.H 28.0 10.2 12.9 9.0 65.9
12 7. :{ 21. 0 15.0 10.6 5.6 59.5
13 !l. [i 16. 1 12.4 10.3 5.6 5:~. 9
14 4. J fi. :~ 10.H 8.4 6.5 :~5. 1
15 2 I .;~ 21. 0 9.3 13.9 10.0 75.5
16 1. (i 7.7 11.9 6.7 5.6 33.5
17 :1.t; 28.0 9.3 10.6 8.1 59.8
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The reliability rating is a comparative assessment of candidate concepts
and is based upon total number of subsyst(~m components and the number of




PHlMARY EVALUATION - MAHS AEPS
OPEHA13ILITY
Concept A 13 C D E F G Total ltating
--
I 15 4 14 10 [) 2r:: 25 9i'l 15'J
:3 15 4 12 10 4 25 2r:: 95 14.6,J
4 15 4 11 10 4 25 25 94 14.4
5 7 4 :3 10 5 20 25 74 11.3
6 5 5 15 1 5 25 15 71 10.9
7 5 5 14 1 5 23 15 68 10.4
8 5 1 i'l 1 1 5 15 35 5.5
9 13 3.5 10 2 3 7 15 53.5 8.2
10 14 1 7 2 1 0 15 40 6. 1
11 14 5 13 2 5 25 20 84 12.9
12 5 4 14 1 5 2G 15 69 10.6
13 5 4 12 1 5 25 15 67 10.3
14 14 3 8 2 3 5 20 55 8.4
15 15 4 12 10 5 ') r: 20 91 13.9~;)
16 5 3.5 9 1 :3 7 15 43.5 6.7
17 5 5 13 1 5 25 15 69 10.6
11'1 14.5 7 5 1 ;) 20 53.5 8.2
Notes:
A == Don/doff (15 points)
B == Startup (5 points)
C ::= Checkout (15 points)
D -- Egress/ingress (10 points)
E == Shutdown (5 points)
F == Recharge/regeneration (25 points)
G == Operational variations during EVA (25 points)
Operability Rating ::::t~~l (15) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to pt.'rmit concept with highest rating to
l"t'Cdvl' Ow full 15 points.
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THEIlMAL CONTROL
PRIMAHY EVALUATION - MARS AEPS
FLEXIBILITY
Concept A B C Total Hating
1 50 25 0 75 7.5
3 50 25 10 85 8.5
4 50 25 10 85 8 . .5
5 f>0 25 10 85 8.5
G 40 1G 0 56 5.6
7 40 16 0 5Ci 5.6
8 40 Hi 25 81 8. 1
9 :30 25 a 55 5.5
10 20 2;:> 0 45 4.5
11 40 25 25 90 9.0
12 40 1G 0 5G 5.6
1:1 40 IG () 5G 5.6
14 40 25 {) Gfi 6.5
15 50 25 2C: 100 10.0,)
16 40 16 0 56 5.6
17 40 16 25 81 8.1
18 40 25 25 90 9.0
Notes:
A == EVA mission flexibility (50 points)
B =: Applicability to different space programs (25 points)
C :co Ability to incorporate neW technology (25 points)
Flexibility Hating = t~~)~l (10) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
recl'ivl' tht' full 10 points.
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THEH.MAL CONTROL
PHIMARY EVALUATION - MARS AEPS
SUMMAHY
CRITEHIA
Concept AEPS Vol. Veh. Wt. Reliability Operability Flex. Total
1 25.0 3.5 12.6 15.0 7.5 63.6
3 20.2 3.5 10.2 14.6 8.5 57.0
4 19.3 3.5 9.3 14.4 8.5 55.0
5 18.0 3.5 1.7 11.3 8.5 43.0
6 1.3 35.0 13.9 10.9 5.6 66.7
7 2.2 ~4.9 13.2 10.4 5.6 56.3
8 1.0 18.6 10.9 5.5 8.1 44.1
9 2.0 5.6 12.6 8.2 5.5 33.9
10 3.8 5.6 6.3 6.1 4.5 26.3
11 5.8 2H.O 10.2 12.9 9.0 65.9
12 11.0 21.0 15.0 10.6 5.6 63.2
13 11. 0 16.1 12.4 10.3 5.6 55.4
14 4.1 5. :3 10.8 8.4 6.5 35.1
15 21.3 21.0 9.3 13.9 10.0 75.5
16 1.7 7.7 11.9 6.7 5.6 33.6
17 3.8 2H.O 9.3 10.6 8. 1 59.8
18 8.5 9.8 9.3 8.2 9.0 44.8
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5.1. 1. 3 C02 Control/02 Supply - Table 5-4 is an index of the sixteen (16) candidate
C02 control102 supply concepts that passed the go/no go evaluation and were carried
into the primary evaluation. All sixteen concepts were considered for the Space
Station and Lunar Base missions; however, the AEPS regenerable C02 control





1 Lithium Hydroxide (LiOH)
2 Cooled Lithium Hydroxide
3 Lithium Peroxide (~O2)
4 Magnesium Oxide· ehlcle Regenerabl,e
5 Zinc Oxide· Vehicle Regenerable
6 Magnesium Oxide· AEPS Regenerable
7 Zinc Oxide· AEPS Regenerable




11 C02 Removal & Reduction/~ Generation
12 CO2 Removal & Storage/O~ eneratiol1
13 CO2 Removal & Reduction ~ Supply
14 CO2 Removal & Storage/0t. upply15 CO2 Reduction/02 Genera Ion (Wick Feed)
16 CO2 Reduction/02 Generation (Solid Polymer)
TABLE 5-4
C02 CONTHOL/OZ SUPPLY CONCEPT INDEX
The followiDg .ix (6) ooncepts pa!lsed the nrill1ary evaluation and were carried into
the seoondary evaluation:
a. Lithium Hydroxide (LiOH)
b. Magnesium Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
c. Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
d. Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
e. Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
f. Solid Amine - AEPS Regenerable
Implementation of the primary evaluation criteria and the Jresaltant candidate C02








































Lithium Peroxide (Li20 2)Magnesium Oxide - vehicle Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Solid Amine· AEPS Regenerable
Liquid Amine
Solid Electrolyte
CO2 Removal & Reduction/02 Generation
CO2 Removal & Storage/OZ Generation
CO2 Removal & Reduction/02 SupplyCO2 Removal & Storage/02 SupplyCO2 Reduction/02 Generation (Wick Feed)CO 2 Reduction/02 Generation (Solid Polymer) --+-------i
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C()~ CON'I'I{()L/()~ SlJPPLY





































The reliability rating is a comparativc' assessment of candidate concepts
and is based upon total number of subsystem conponents and the number of




PHIMAHY J<:VALUATION - SPACI'; STATION AEPS
OPEHABlLITY
Concept A 13 C D lt~ F G Total Hating
1 15 5 15 10 5 10 2" 85 13.8.)
2 15 5 13 10 5 5 2" 68 10.4.)
3 15 2 10 10 :3 5 20 65 9.9
4 15 5 13 10 ;) 10 25 83 12.6
5 15 5 13 10 5 10 25 83 12.6
6 15 5 10 10 ;) 20 25 90 13.7
7 15 5 10 10 5 20 2" 90 13.7.)
8 15 5 13 10 5 25 25 98 15.0
9 10 2 5 5 1 20 25 68 10.4
10 5 1 1 1 1 7 25 41 6.4
11 S I 1 I 2 10 25 45 7.0
12 ;) 1 1 1 4 7 25 44 6.8
13 5 1 1 1 2 7 25 42 6.5
14 5 1 1 1 4 5 25 42 6.5
1.5 ;) 1 1 1 2 7 25 42 6.5
16 5 1 1 1 2 7 25 42 6.5
Notes:
A == Don/doff (15 points)
B == Startup (5 points)
C == Checkout (15 points)
D == Egress/ingress (10 points)
E == Shutdown (5 points)
F == Hecharge/regt'neration (25 points)
G := Opl>rational variations during E VA (25 points)
Operability Hating ::c t~~~ (15) (Normaliz.ing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgradps all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 15 points.
5-:~5
C02 CONTROL/O, SUPPLY
PHlMAHY EVALUATION - SPACE STATION AEPS
FLEXIBILITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
1 50 25 0 75 7.5
2 50 25 0 7S 7.S
:3 50 25 15 90 9.0
4 50 2'- 25 100 10.0.J
;; 50 25 2'- 100 10. 0.J
(i 50 17 25 92 9.2
7 50 17 25 92 ~). 2
H 50 17 2'- 92 9.2.)
!J 50 17 2'- 92 9.2.)
10 10 IS 21: 50 5.0oJ
1 1 10 1!i 25 50 5.0
12 10 IS 25 50 S.O
13 10 IS 25 50 5.0
14 10 15 2'- 50 5.0.)
15 10 15 25 50 5.0
1(; 10 15 25 50 5,0
Notes:
A = EVA mission flexibility (50 points)
B =-. Applicability to differt'nt space programs (25 points)
C c= Ability to incorporate new technology (25 points)
1"1 'b'l't () t' total I 1) N 1" F' *. l'Xl 1 1 Y \a mg· 100 ({ (orma lzmg .' actor)
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
recl'ivl' the full 10 points.
5-:W
C02 CONTH.OL/()~ SUP PLY
PHIMAHY EVALUATION - SPACE STATION AEPS
SUMMAHY
Criteria
Concept AEPS Vol. Veh. Wt. Reliability Operability Flexibility Total
1 25.8 3.0 15.0 13.0 7.5 64.3
2 26.7 1.5 15.0 10.4 7.5 61.1
3 25.2 1.5 12.0 9.9 9.0 57.6
4 27.0 15.0 10.7 12.6 10.0 75.3
5 2H.2 19.5 10.7 12.6 10.0 81. 0
6 1H. !) 16.2 7.2 13.7 9.2 65.2
7 Ul.2 20.4 7.2 13.7 9.2 69.7
8 15. ~l 27.6 9.:> 15.0 9.2 76.6
9 1.1 7. 8 (i.4 10.4 9.2 34.9
10 0 0 4.:> 6.4 5.0 15.9
11 0 0 3.0 7.0 5.0 15.0
12 0 0 ~L 3 6.8 5.0 15.1
13 0 13.5 5.5 6.5 5.0 30.5
14 () 0 5.5 6.5 5.0 17.0
15 0 3.9 3.8 6.5 5.0 19.2









Lithium Peroxide (L'20 2)
Magnesium Oxide - vehicle Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerablle
Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Solid Amine - AEPS Regenerable
liquid Amine
Solid Electrolyte
CO2 Removal & Reduction/02 Generation
CO2 Removal & Storage/02 Generation
CO 2 Removal & ReductionT02 SupplyCO2 Removal & Storage/02 Supply
CO2 Redliction/02 GeneraTion (Wick Feed)
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Lithium Peroxide (Li20 2)Magnesium Oxide - vehicle Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Solid Amine· AEPS Regenerable
Liquid Amine
Solid Electrolyte









































AEPS EQUIVALENT VOL (IN 3)
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C02 CONTHOL/02 SUPPLY





































The reliability rating is a comparative assessment of candidate concepts
and is based upon tot.11 number of subsystem components and the number of
subsystem component failures that could cause mission abort and/or loss of
life.
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C02 CONTllOL/02 SLJPP LY
PHlMAHY EVALUATION - LUNA\{ BASE A1<:PS
OPEHABlLITY
Concept A D C D B F G Total Hating
---
I 15 5 15 10 5 10 25 85 13.8
2 15 5 13 10 5 5 25 68 10.4
3 15 2 10 10 :1 5 20 65 9.9
4 IS 5 13 10 5 10 25 83 12.6
5 IS 5 1:l 10 ;) 10 2" 83 12.6.J
(i Ui ;) 10 10 ;) 20 2;) 90 13.7
7 I:) ;) 10 10 ;) 20 2r. 90 13.7,)
H u. ;) 1:l 10 ;j 2f: 2!) 9H 15.0.J
!J 10 2 5 5 20 25 (it' 10.4
10 :) 1 1 J 7 2;) 41 6.4
11 !l 1 1 1 2 10 2r. 45 7.0oJ
12 5 1 1 1 4 7 2r. 44 6.8.)
13 !l 1 1 1 2 7 25 42 6.5
14 5 1 1 1 4 [) 2" 42 6.5.J
15 5 1 1 1 2 7 25 42 6.5
16 5 1 1 1 2 7 25 42 6.5
Notes:
A = Don/doff (15 points)
B = Startup (5 points)
C =, Checkout (I G points)
n =- b-:gn'ss/ingn':';::i (10 pointH)
J.: = Shutdown (G points)
l<' " Hecharge/r('g'('neration (25 points)
G = Operational variations during EVA (2S points)
O .to'lOt l~ t' total 1 N l'penwl 1 y ,a 1I1g 0- 100 (S) ( orma lzing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 15 points.
C02 CONTROL/OZSUPPLY
PRIMAHY EVALUATION - LUNAR BASE AEPS
FLEXIBILITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
1 50 2'"' 0 75 7.5.)
2 50 25 0 7:') 7.:')
3 :')0 25 15 90 9.0
4 GO 2'"' 25 100 10.0a
5 50 25 25 100 10.0
6 GO 17 25 92 9.2
7 50 17 2'"' 92 9.2.)
H 50 17 ~5 92 9.2
9 50 17 25 92 9.2
10 10 15 25 50 G.O
11 10 15 25 50 5.0
12 10 15 25 50 5.0
13 10 15 25 50 5.0
14 10 15 25 50 5.0
15 10 15 25 50 5.0
16 10 15 25 50 5.0
Notes:
1\ == EVA mission flexibility (50 points)
B ~~ Applicability to difft'rt'nt space programs (2:') points)
C' ' Ability to incorporatt' new tt'chnology (2fi points)
Fkxibility Hating = h~~~ (10) (Normalizing Factor)'"
"'Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 10 points.
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C02 CONTHOL/02 SIIPPLY
PRIMAHY }<;VALUATION - LUNAH BASE AEPS
SUMMAHY
Criteria
Concept AEPS Vol. Vch. Wt. Reliability Operability Flexibility Total
---
I 22.3 :3.5 15.0 13.0 7.5 61. 3
2 2:3. 0 1.8 15.0 10.4 7.5 5'7.7
3 21. 1:\ 1.8 12.0 9.9 9.0 54.5
4 23.5 17.2 10.7 12.6 10.0 74.0
5 24.3 22.1 10.7 12.6 10.0 7~). 7
6 20. G 18.9 7.2 13.7 9.2 6!1.5
7 21. 0 2'1. 1 7.2 13.7 9.2 7:).2
8 19.0 3;3, fi 9.5 15.0 9.2 86.3
9 15.3 10. G 6.4 10.4 9.2 51. 8
10 0 H.1 4.G 6.4 5.0 24.0
11 0 7.7 3.0 7.0 G.O 22.7
12 0 1.2 3. ;~ G.R 5.0 IG. :~
13 0 20.7 5.5 G h 5.0 :n.7.;)
14 0 3.7 5.5 6 h 5.0 20.7. ;)
15 0 IG.5 3.8 6.5 5.0 31.8













LithiulT1 Peroxide (Li20 2)Magnesium Oxide - vehicle Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Solid Amine· AEPS Regenerable
Liquid Amine
Solid Electrolyte
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The reliability rating is a comparative assessment of candidate concepts
and is based upon total number of subsystem components and the number of




PIUMAHY [';VA LUATION - MAHS AEPS
OPERABILITY
Concept A B C D E F G Total Hating
1 15 5 15 10 5 10 25 85 13.8
2 15 5 13 10 5 5 25 68 10.4
3 15 2 10 10 3 5 20 65 9.9
4 1;) 5 13 10 5 10 25 83 12.6
5 15 5 13 10 5 10 25 83 12.6
10 5 1 1 1 1 7 25 41 6.4
11 5 1 1 1 2 10 25 45 7.0
12 5 1 1 1 4 7 25 44 6.8
13 5 1 1 1 2 7 25 42 6.5
14 5 1 1 1 4 5 25 42 6.5
15 5 1 1 1 2 7 25 42 6.5
16 5 1 1 1 2 7 25 42 6.5
Notes:
A = Don/doff (15 points)
B =Startup (5 points)
C = Checkout (15 points)
D = Egress!ingress (10 points)
E =Shutdown (5 points)
F = Recharge/regeneration (25 points)
G = Operational variations during EVA (25 points)
Operability Rating = t~~~l (15) (NormaliZing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 15 points.
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COz CONTROL/OZ SUPPLY
(>({1MAHY EVALUATION - MARS AEPS
FLEXll3ILITY
Concept A B C Total Hating
1 50 25 0 75 7.5
2 50 25 0 75 7.5
3 50 25 15 90 9.0
4 50 25 25 100 10.0
5 50 25 25 100 10.0
10 10 15 25 50 5.0
11 10 15 25 50 5.0
12 10 15 25 50 5.0
1:~ 10 15 25 50 5.0
14 10 15 25 50 5.0
15 10 15 25 50 5.0
16 10 15 25 50 5.0
Notes:
A = EVA mission flexibility (50 points)
B = Applicability to different space programs (25 points)
C = Ability to incorporate npw technology (25 points)
Flexibility Rating = t~~l (10) (Normalizing Factor) *
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
r('ceive the full 10 points.
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C02 CONTROL/02 SUPPLY
PRIMARY EVALUATION - MARS AEPS
SUMMARY
Criteria
Concept AEPS Vol. Veh. Wt. Reliabi!i!.Y Operability Flexibili~ Total
1 22.3 3.5 15. 0 13.0 7.5 61.3
2 23.0 1.8 15.0 10.4 7.5 57.7
:3 21.8 1.H 12.0 9.9 9.0 54.5
4 23.5 17.2 10.7 12.6 10.0 74.0
5 24.3 22. 1 10.7 12.6 10.0 79.7
10 0 8.1 4.5 6.4 5.0 24.0
11 0 7.7 3.0 7.0 5.0 22.7
12 0 1.2 3.3 6.8 5.0 16.3
13 0 20.7 5.5 6.5 5.0 37.7
14 0 3.7 5.5 6.5 5.0 20.7
15 0 16.5 3.8 6.5 5.0 31. 8
16 0 16.5 3.8 6.5 5.0 31. 8
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5. 1. ~ Secondary Evaluation
5. 1. 2.1 General - The secondary evaluation represents a step in depth of competitive
evaluation which is taken if no clear-cut selection is available from the primary evalua-
tion. Ratings of the candidate concepts against seconda.ry characteristics are relative
assessments within each area of consideration and, as in the implementation of the
primary criteria, each candidate concept receives a rating of from 0 to 100 for each
criterion. Each rating is then multiplied by the weighting factors defined in Table 5-5
and the ratings added to obtain a total rating for each candidate concept. A concur-
rent review of both the primary and secondary evaluation results is then conducted.
Those concepts which score relatively high in both evaluations are considered to have
passed the secondary evaluation: those that score relatively low in both evaluations
are rejected and eliminated from further consideration.
In any event, the secondary criteria are applied against all recommended concepts
to provide a systematic review of the overall acceptability" of these selected concepts
and to ensure that these characteristics would not preclude their use.
The secondary criteria are defined as follows:
Vehicle Equivalent Volume - Vehicle equivalent volume is a volumetric measure
of the subsystem, expendables, recharge and/or regeneration equipment, power
penalty, heat rejection penalty, and special interface equipment, and is a
"second-order" tool which provides an objective quantitative basis for evaluation.
AEPS Equivalent Weight - Since this criterion is directly considered in the
primary criteria of vehicle equivalent weight, the primary emphasis of weight
in the secondary criteria is the limiting factor of ability to handle, service,
move, replace, and/or install the equipment and the effect upon the total EVA
system (including AEPS, space suit, etc.) center of gravity.
Interface Compatibility - This is a measure of the ability of the concept to
integrate with other subsystems or components, the crew, the space suit and
the vehicle without a severe penalty on the other areas. Because of the physical
and functional scope of an AEPS, an interface check is necessary to assure that
no unreasonable problems are encountered in eventual integration of the AEPS
in the total mission/vehicle system.
Maintainability - Maintainability is a measure of the time reqUired for checkout,
replacement of expendables, regeneration of components or subsystems, clean-
ing, and scheduled and unscheduled maintenance where such operations are
required. This assessment is made after a satisfactory design concept is evolved
with respect to performance, spares, redundancy, and modularity.
Cost - Cost is a secondary criterion since the mission must first be achieved.
If two or more competing concepts can achieve the mission, then cost differences
are considered as a significant basis for decision.
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5.2.1 (continued)
TABLE 5-5 SECONDARY CRITERIA WEIGHTING FACTORS
Weighting Factors
Space Station Lunar Base Mars Landing
Vehicle Equivalent Volume 0.30 0.30 O. :30
AEPS Equivalent Weight 0.15 0.20 0.20
Interface Compatibility 0.25 0.20 O.:W
Maintainability 0.20 0.20 O.:W
Cost 0.10 0.10 0.10
The secondary criteria whose ratings were determined quantitatively are vehicle
equivalent volume and AEPS equivalent weight. The competitive ratings for both
these criteria were determined in a manner similar to that described for the quanti-
tative primary criteria (see Section 5.1) and in accordance with Table 5-6.
The ratings of the three remaining secondary criteria were determined qualitatively.
The interface compatibility rating was determined by dividing interface compatibility











A relative assessment of cach candidate concept was then made and the sum of the
ratings of the three subareas was equal to the total interface compatibility rating
for each candidate concept.
The maintainability rating was determined by dividing maintainability into three












QUANTITATIVE SECONDARY CRITERIA RATING END POINTS
MISSION
SUBSYSTEM SECONDAHY CRITERION SPACE STATION LUNAR BASE MARS
!rhermal Control Vehicle Equivalent Volume
100 points fift3 6 ft3 6 ft3
10 ooints 45 ft3 90 ft3 90ft3
AEPS EqUivalent Weight
100 points l2.5lbs 25 lbs 25 lbs
10 points 40lbs 40 lbs 40 lbs
~02 Control/02 Supply Vehicle Equivalent Volume
100 points 9000 in3 17,000 in3 17,000 in3
10 nointJ'; 42 500 in3 87 000 in3 87 000 in3
AEPS Equivalent Weight
100 points 8 lbs 12 lbs 12 lbs




A relative al5scssment of each candidate concept was then made and the sum of the
ratings of the three subareas was equal to the total maintainability rating for each
candidate concept.









A relative assessment of each candidate concept was then made and the sum of the
ratings of the two subareas was equal to the total cost rating for each candidate
concept.
The rating for each secondary criterion was multiplied by the weighting factors
defined in Table 5-5 and then summed up to determine the final competitive rating
for each of the remaining candidate concepts.
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5.1. 2.2 Thermal Control - Nine (9) thermal control concepts passed the primary
evaluation and were carried into the secondary evaluation. Concepts 1, 2, 11, 13 and
15 were considered for Space Station, all nine were considered for Lunar Base, and
all but concept 2 were considered for Mars.
The following six (6) concepts passed the secondary evaluation:
a. Water Boiler
b. Water Sublimator
c. Thermal Storage - PH4CI
d. Expendable/Direct Radiative Cooling
e. Expendable /Radiation
f. Expendable/Thermal Storage - PH4CI
Implementation of the secondary evaluation criteria and the resultant candidate
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THERMAL CONTROL
SECONDARY EVALUATION - SPACE STATION AEPS
INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
1 20 52 20 92 25.0
2 20 52 20 92 25.0
11 20 28 28 76 20.7
1:3 20 10 :20 SO 1:3. ()
15 20 44 20 H4 2:3. 0
Notes:
A = other AEPS Subsystem Interfaces (20 points)
B == Crew Interfaces (50 points)
C == Vchicle Interfaces (30 points)
Interface Compatibility Hating == t~~l (25) (NormaliZing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 25 points.
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THEHMAL CONTROL
SECONDARY EVALUATION - SPACE STATION 1'.EPS
MAINTAINABILITY
Concept A 13 C Total Rating
1 40 20 40 100 20.0
2 40 20 40 100 20.0
11 40 20 40 100 20.0
1:3 !;:) 10 IO 35 7.0
}:> 40 20 40 lOO 20.0
Notes:
A == Complexity of Maintenance (40 points)
B Average Downtime (20 Points
C Frequence of Downtimes (40 points)
Maintainabi lity Rating total
100
*(20) (NormaliZing Factor)
Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept
with highest rating to reeeive the full 20 points.
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THERMAL CONTROL
SECONDAHY EVALUATION - SPACE STATION AEPS
COST
Concept A B Total
1 30 70 100
2 :30 70 100
11 15 0 15
13 IS 50 65








A = Recurring Cost
B == Nonrecurring Cost
. total
Cost Ratmg = 100 (10) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 10 points.
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THERMAL CONTROL




Concept Volume Weight Compatibility Maintainability Cost Total
1 3.0 15.0 25.0 20.0 10.0 73.0
2 3.0 9.8 25.0 20.0 10.0 67.8
11 30.0 0 20.7 20.0 1.5 72.2
13 30.0 2. 1 13.6 7.0 6.5 59.2
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AEPS EQUIVALENT WT (L8S)
5-69
THERMAL CONTROL
SECONDARY EVALUATION - LUNAR BASE AEPS
INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
---
I 20 50 20 90 20.0
2 20 50 20 90 20. 0
(i If) 10 :w 55 12.2
7 If) 10 :W 55 ]2.2
11 20 25 :W 75 ] G. 7
12 15 10 20 45 10.0
1:3 20 10 20 50 11.1
15 20 40 20 80 17.8
17 20 10 25 5G 12.2
Notes:
A = other AEPS Subsystem Interfaces (20 points)
B = Crew Interfaces (50 points)
C = Vehicle Interfaces (30 points)
Interface Compatibility Rating = t~~l (20) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to p('rmit conc('pt with highest rating to
1'('ceive the full 20 points.
5-70
THEHMAL CONTROL
SECONDARY EVALUATION - LUNAR BASE AEPS
MAINTAINABILITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
1 40 20 40 100 20.0
2 40 20 40 100 20.0
6 15 10 10 35 7.0
7 IS 10 :) :30 6.0
11 40 20 40 100 20.0
12 IS 10 10 35 7.0
l:~ 1S 10 :) 30 6.0
15 40 20 40 100 20.0
17 1;' 10 5 30 6.0
Notes:
A = Complexity of Maintenance (40 points)
B = Average Downtime (20 points)





* Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to per'mit concept
with highest rating to receive the full 20 points.
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THERMAL CONTROL
SECONDARY EVALUATION - LUNAR BASE AEPS
COST
Concept A B Total Rating
1 :30 70 100 10.0
2 :30 70 100 10.0
6 20 60 80 8.0
7 15 50 65 6.5
11 15 0 15 1.5
12 20 60 80 8.0
13 15 60 75 7.5
15 10 0 10 1.0
17 10 0 10 1.0
Notes:
A == Recurring Cost
B == Nonrecurring Cost
. totalCost Ratmg == 100 (10) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor llpgrad(~s all ratings to permit concept with highpst rating to
recl'iv(' the full 10 points.
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THERMAL CONTROL




Concept Volume Weight Compatibility Maintainability Cost Total
1 3.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 10.0 73.0
2 3.0 16.0 20.0 20.0 10.0 1)9.0
6 30.0 5.0 12.2 7.0 8.0 G2.2
7 27.0 0.8 12.2 6.0 6.5 52.5
11 30.0 0 16.7 20.0 1.5 G8.2
12 18.0 20.0 10.0 7.0 8.0 (;3. 0
13 16.5 7.6 11.1 6.0 7.5 49.2
15 18.0 0.4 17.8 20.0 1.0 fi7.2
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SECONDARY EVALUATION - MARS AEPS
INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY
Concept A B L. Total Rating
---
I 20 50 20 90 20.0
(j 15 10 30 55 12.2
7 15 10 30 55 12.2
11 20 25 30 75 16.7
12 15 10 20 45 10.0
13 20 10 20 50 11. 1
15 20 40 20 80 17.8
17 20 10 25 55 12.2
Notes:
A == Other AEPS Subsystem Interfaces (20 points)
B == Crew Interfaces (50 points)
C = Vehicle Interfaces (30 points)
I f' C 'b'l'ty R' total (2 N 1" F *ntcr acp oompatl 1 1 atlllg == liiO 0) ( orma lZlllg . actor)
.. Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receivt' the full 20 points.
5-78
THEHMAL CONTHOL
SECONDARY EVALUATION - MARS AEPS
MAINTAINABILITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
1 40 20 40 100 20.0
() 40 20 40 100 20.0
7 15 10 10 35 7.0
L1 40 20 40 100 6.0
12 1:1 10 10 ~~O 7.0
L:~ Hi 10 5 :30 (i.O
LS 40 20 40 100 20.0
17 H. 10 5 30 6.0
Notes:
A Complexity of Maintenance (40 points)
B == Average Downtim e (20 points)
C Frequency 01 Downtimes (40 points)
Maintainabj IHy Hating == total
100
*'(20) (Normalizing Faetor)
*' NormaliZing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept
with highest rating to receive the full 20 points.
5-79
THERMAL CONTROL
SECONDARY EVALUATION - MARS AEPS
COST
Concept A B Total Rating
1 30 70 100 10.0
G 20 GO 80 8.0
7 15 50 65 6.5
1 1 15 0 15 1.5
12 20 GO 80 8.0
1:3 15 GO 75 7.5
15 10 0 10 1.0
17 10 0 10 1. 0
Notes:
A == Recurring Cost
B = Nonrecurring Cost
. totalCost Ratmg = 100 (10) (Normalizing Factor)*
*NormalizinK factor lIpgrad(~s all ratings to p('rmit concept with highest rating to
I'l'Cl'iVl' Ow full 1() points.
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THERMAL CONTROL




Concept Volume Weight Compatibility Maintainability Cost Total
1 :3.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 10.0 73.0
G :30.0 9.4 12.2 7.0 8.0 G6.6
7 27.0 0.9 12.2 6.0 6.5 f:i2.6
11 30.0 0 16.7 20.0 1.5 68.2
12 18.0 20.0 10.0 7.0 8.0 63.0
13 16.5 8.0 11. 1 6.0 7.5 49.2
15 18.0 0.4 17.8 20.0 1.0 !,7.2
17 30.0 0 12.2 6.0 1.0 49.2
5-81
5.1. 2.:J C02 Control/02 Supply - Six (6) C02 control/02 supply concepts passed the
primary evaluation and were carried into the secondary evaluation. All six of these
concepts were considered for Space Station and Lunar Base; however, only Lithium
Hydroxide (LiOH) and the two vehicle regenerable metallic oxide concepts were con-
sidered for Mars.
The following five (5) concepts passed the secondary evaluation:
a. Magnesium Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
b. Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
c. Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
d. Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
e. Solid Amine - AEPS Regenerable
Implementation of the secondary evaluation criteria and the resultant candidate C02




VEHICLE EQUIV VOL RATING = 0.30
(CRITERIA RATING)
. Lithium Hydroxide (LiOH)
Cooled Lithium Hydroxide
Lithillm Peroxide (Li2 0 2)Magnesium Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Solid Amine - AEPS Regenerable
liqUid Amine
Solid Electrolyte
CO2 Removal & Reduction/02 Generation
CO 2 Removal & Storage/02 G'eneration
CO2 Removal & Reduction/02 Supply
CO2 Removal & Storagel02 Supply
CO 2 Reduction/02 Generation (Wick Feed)
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Lithium Peroxide (Li20 2)Magnesium Oxide - vehicle Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Solid Amine - AEPS Regenerable
Liquid Amine
Solid Electrolyte
CO2 Removal & Reduction/02 Generation
CO2 Removal & Storage/02 ueneration
CO2 Removal & Reduction702 SupplyCO2 Removal & Storage/02 Supply
CO2 Reduction/02 Generation (Wick Feed)
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AEPS EQUIVALENT WT (LBS)
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C02 CONTROL/02SUPPLY
SECONDARY EVALUATION - SPACE STATION AEPS
INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY
Concl'pt A B C Total Rating
1 20 32 4 56 14.6
4 20 28 20 68 17.7
5 20 28 20 68 17.7
G 12 44 24 80 20.8
7 12 44 24 80 20. 8
8 16 52 28 96 25.0
Notes:
A = other AEPS Subsystem Interfaces (20 points)
B = Crew Interfaces (50 points)
C = Vehicle Interfaces (30 points)
Interface Compatibility Hating = t~~~l (2;)) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
recdVl' thl' full 20 points.
5-86
C02 CONTROL/02 SUPPLY
SECONDARY EVALUATION - SPACE STATION AEPS
MA INTAINABI LITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
1 40 20 40 100 20.0
4 40 20 40 100 20.0
5 40 20 40 100 20.0
6 30 IS 35 80 Hi.O
7 30 15 35 80 16.0
8 :~5 15 40 90 18.0
Notes:
----
A Complexity of Maintenance (40 points)
B Average Downtime (20 points)




* Normalizing factor upg-rades all ratings to permit concept
with higheHt rating to receive the full 20 points.
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C02 CONTROL/02 SUPPLY
SECONDARY EVALUATION - SPACE STATION AEPS
COST
Concept A B Total Rating
--
I () 70 70 10.0
:1 20 40 GO 8.6
S ~o 40 GO 8.6
(j 20 30 50 7.2
7 20 30 50 7.2
8 :30 40 70 10.0
Notes:
A := Recurring Cost
B = Nonrecurring Cost
. totalCost Hatmg = J:"OO (10) (Normaliz.ing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
r('cl'iVt' tht, full 10 points.
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C02 CONTROL/02 SUPPLY




Concept Volume Weight Compatibility Maintainability Cost Total
~L () 14.£) 14.6 20.0 10.0 62.1
4 11.7 8. 1 17.7 20.0 H.6 66.1
.') 12. 0 8.5 17.7 20.0 H.6 66.8
(; 2b.8 5.2 20.8 16.0 7.2 78.0
7 29.4 6.2 20.8 16.0 7.2 79.6









Lithium Peroxide (Li2 0 2l
Magnesium Oxide· vehicle Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
Magnesium Oxide· AEPS Regenerable
Zinc Oxide· AEPS Regenerable
Solid Amine· AEPS Regenerable
Liquid Amine
Solid Electrolyte
CO2 Rf!moval & Reduction/02 GenerationCO2 Ramoval & Storagel02 GenerationCO2 Removal & Reduction702 SupplyCO2 Removal & Storage/02 Supply
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Lithium Peroxide (Li2 0 2)Magnesium Oxide· Vehicle Regenerable
Zmc Oxide· Vehicle Regenerable
Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Solid Amine· AEPS Regenerable
Liquid Amine
Solid Electrolyte
CO2 Removal & Reduction/02 GenerationCO2 Removal & Storage/02 G"enerationCO2 Removal & Reductionl02 SupplyCO2 Removal & Storage/02 Supply
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SECONDARY EVALUATION - LUNAR BASE AEPS
INTEHFACE COMPATIBILITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
1 20 -10 ;) 6:-:, 1:3. 7
4 20 35 15 70 14.7
5 20 35 15 70 14.7
(i 10 -15 25 80 16.9
7 10 45 2'- 80 16.9.)
H 15 GU ;30 951 20.0
Notes:
A = Other AEPS Subsystem Interfaces (20 points)
B = Crew Interfaces (50 points)
C = Vehicle Interfaces (30 points)
I t f C "bTty R t" totaln er ace ompatl 1 1 a mg = 100
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 20 points.
5-94
C02 CONTHOL/OZ SUPPLY
SECONDARY EVALUATION - LUNAR BASE AEPS
MAINTAINABILITY
Concepl A n c Total Rating.
I 40 20 ·W 100 20.0
4 40 20 40 LOa 20.0
!) 40 20 40 100 20.0
(i 30 15 :3 G 80 16.0
7 ;\0 Iii :l !) 80 1Ii. 0
H :H> 15 ·W 90 18.0
Notes:
------"
A Comph~xity or Maintenance (40 pointH)
B Average Downtime (20 points)
C Frequency of Downtimes (40 points)
Maintain~'lhilityRating -, _tota~__ (20)
100
*(NoemaUzing Factor)
* NOrmalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept
with highest rating to receive the full 20 points.
5-95
C02 CONTROL/02 SUPPLY
SECONDAHY EVALUATION - LUNAR BASE AEPS
COST
Concept A B Total Rating
1 () 70 70 10.0
4 ~O 40 GO 8.6
5 20 40 60 8.6
G ~() 30 50 7.2
7 2() 30 SO 7.2
H 30 40 70 10.0
Notes:
A =- Hecurring Cost
13 == Nonrecurring Cost
. total
Cost Ratmg == 100 (10) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 10 points.
5-%
C02 CONTROL/02 SUPPLY




ConceEt Volume Weight C ompatibili ty Maintainability Cost Total
1 3.0 Hl.4 13.7 20.0 10.0 66.1
4 17.7 11. 2 14.7 20.0 8.6 72.2
5 IH.6 11. 4 14.7 20.0 8.6 73.3
6 27.9 12.0 16.9 16.0 7.2 80.0
7 29. 1 I:L 8 16.9 16.0 7.2 82.9








Lithium Peroxide (Li2 0 2 )Magnesium Oxide - vehicle Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Solid Amine· AEPS Regenerable
Liquid Amine
Solid Electrolyte
CO2 Removal & Reduction/02 Generation
CO 2 Removdl & Storage/02 ~enerationCO2 Hemoval & Reduction702 SupplyCO2 Hemoval & Storage/02 SupplyCO2 Reduction/02 GeneraTion (Wick Feed)
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Magnesium Oxide - vehicle Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable
Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable
Solid Amine· AEPS Regenerable
liquid Amine
Solid Electrolyte
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SECONDARY EVALUATION - MARS AEPS
INTERFACE COMPATmILITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
1 20 40 5 65 13.7
4 20 35 15 70 14.7
5 20 35 15 70 14.7
Notes:
A = Other AEPS Subsystem Interfaces (20 points)
B = Crew Interfaces (50 points)
C = Vehicle Interfaces (30 points)
I t f C °bolo R to total 2 N I' F *n er ace ompatl 1 Ity a mg = 100 (0) ( orma izmg actor)
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 20 points.
5-102
C02 CONTHOL!02 SUPPLY
SECONDARY EVALUATION - MARS AEPS
MAINTAINABILITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
1 40 20 40 100 ~!O. 0
4 40 20 40 100 ~!O. 0
5 40 20 40 100 ~W. 0
Notes:
A Complexity of Maintenance (40 points)
B Average Downtime (20 points)




* Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept
with highest rating to receive the full 20 points.
5-103
C02 CONTROL/02 SUPPLY







A = Recurring Cost

















. totalCost Ratmg = 100 (10) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 10 points.
5-104
C02 CONTROL/OZ SUPPLY






Concept Volume Weight Compatibility_ Maintainability
3.0 19.4 13.7 20.0
4 17.7 11. 2 14.7 20.0







5.2 Phase Two Effort
5.2.1 ShuttleAEPS
5.2. 1. 1 Primary Evaluation
All shuttle AEPS candidate subsystem concepts that passed the go/n() go evaluation
were subjected to a primary evaluation as described in section 5.1.1. The criteria
weighting factors were the same as those specified for Space Station in table 5-1.
The primary criteria whose ratings were determined quantitatively are vehicle
equivalent weight and AEPS equivalent volume. The competitive rabngs for both
these criteria were determined by establishing a straight-line relationship between
the criteria rating and vehicle equivalent weight or AEPS equivalent volume, as the
case may be, on a semi-log scale. The relationships were established for both
thermal control and C02 contro1/02 supply concepts, on a mission basis, by select-
ing criteria values that corresponded with a 100 point criteria rating and a 1.0 point
criteria rating in accordance with table 5-7.
TABLE 5-7
SUBSYSTEM PRIMARY CRITERION VALUE
Thermal Control Vehicle Equivalent Weight
100 points 501bs.
10 points 216 Ibs.
AEPS Equivalent Volume
100 points 0
10 points 2500 in3
CO2 Control!0z Supply Vehicle Equivalent Weight I100 points 501bs.
10 points 216 lbs.
AEPS Equivalent Volume
100 points o 3
10 points 2500 in
The criteria ratings for the candidate subsystem concepts were then simply deter-
mined by selecting the rating corresponding to the concept's vehicle equivalont
weight or AEPS equivalent volume as defined by the parametric analysis presented
in section 4. O. A semi-log scale was utilized to provide added benefit to those con-
cepts that exhibited low vehicle weights and AEPS equivalent volumes and to penalize
those concepts with high vehicle equivalent weights and AEPS equivalent volumes.
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5.2.1. 1.1 Thermal Control - Table 5-8 is an index of the seven (7) candidate thermal
control concepts that passed the go/no go evaluation and were carried into the pri-
mary evaluation.
TABLE 5-8












Thermal Storage - PH4C 1
Thermal Storage - IC E
Expendable/Radiation - Heat Pump
Expendable/Thermal Storage - PH4ClVehicle Umbilical




Implementation of the primary evaluation criteria and the resultant candidate thermal
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The reliability rating is a comparative assessment of candidate concepts and is
based upon total number of sybsystem components and the number of subsystem






PRI1VlARY EVALUATION - SHUTTLE AEPS
OPERABILITY
A B C D E F G Total ·~~~~ti·:"g
15 .~ 14 10 5 25 25 98 i.Zj.O
~~) 4 14 10 4 25 25 97 14.9
14 5 13 2 5 25 20 84 :-"2.9
13 3.5 10 2 3 7 15 53.5 6.2
;J 4 12 2 5 25 20 73 ~.... .).l..l..~
15 4 12 10 5 25 20 91 13.9
15 5 15 0 5 25 0 65 S.9
Notes:
.~. Donidoff (15 points)
B Startup (r) points)
C C{","~ckout (15 points)
D Eg-;·,·ss!ingress (10 j)()ints)
E Shli Ldown (5 points)
F Recharge/regeneration (25 points)
G Operational variatior.5 during EVA (25 points)
Operability Rating = t~~~l (15) (Normalizing Factor)*
* :\'orm&Jizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 15 points.
5-i12
PRIMARY EVALUATION - SHUTTLE AEPS
FLEXIBILITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
1 50 25 0 75 7.5
2 50 16 0 66 6.6
3 40 25 25 90 9.0
4 30 25 0 55 5.5
5 45 20 20 85 8.5
6 50 25 25 100 10.0
7 10 4 0 14 1.4
Notes:
A EVA mission flexibility (50 points)
B Applicability to different space programs (25 points)
C -- Ability to incorporate new technology (25 points)
Flexibility Rating = t~:l (10) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with
highest rating to receive the fun 10 points.
5-113
PRIMARY EVALUATION - SHUTTLE AEPS
SUMMARY
Criteria
Concept AEPS Vol. Vehicle Wt. Reliability ~'ability Flexibility Total
1 22.0 26.0 13.6 15.0 7.5 84.1
2 21. 0 24.0 15.0 14.9 6.6 81.5
3 4.4 30.0 11.0 12.9 9.0 67.3
4 3.5 10.8 6.8 8.2 5.5 34.8
5 12.0 20.0 13.4 11.2 8.5 65.1
6 4.9 20.0 10.0 13.9 10.0 58.8
7 30.0 8.8 15.0 9.9 1.4 65.1
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5.2. i. 1.2 C02 ControJ!02 Supply - Table 5-9 is an index of the eleven (11) candidate
002 controI!02 supply subsystem concepts that passed the go/no go eva~uatlon and
were carried into the primary evaluation.
TABLE 5-9























Vehicle Umbilical - Purge flow
Vehicle Umbilical - Demand flow







f. Solid Amine-AE PS rogenerable
Implementation of the primary evaluation criteria and the resultant candidate C02
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,:'";','N' :ao., .:;' .';.i~.:.g is a ,:,m",;;arative as:::'08i::imenC oi candidate cor,cepIs and ~.s basec.
U.;JU{, . ,)t~t; nurcoe:.: of subsystem components and the number of sub.sysr,em 00{Jipo"en'~
~"'-ii".·,.~ ,.-,~.t -':(il..~,. ~ause mission abort and/or loss of life.
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PRIMARY EVALUATION - SHUTTLE AEPS
OPERABILITY
Concept A B C D E F G Total Hating
1 15 5 15 10 5 10 25 85 13.0
.) 15 2 10 10 3 5 20 65 10.0
3 15 5 10 10 5 20 25 90 13.8
L, H) 5 13 10 5 10 25 83 12.7
5 15 5 10 10 5 20 25 ~o 13.8
6 1~ 5 13 10 5 10 25 83 12.7;)
'7 15 5 13 10 5 5 25 78 11. 9•
8 15 5 13 10 5 25 25 98 15.0
9 15 5 13 10 5 15 25 88 13.5
10 10 5 15 0 5 25 25 85 13.0
11 10 5 15 0 5 25 25 85 13.0
Kotes:
A := Don/doff (15 points)
B Startup (5 points)
C Checkout (15 points)
IJ Egress/ingress (10 points)
E Shutdown (5 points)
F Recharge/regeneration (25 points)
G Operational variations during EVA (25 points)
t~~l (15) (Normalizing Factor)*
* ~orm:llizinj.!; factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to






Concept :\ B C Total Rating
1 50 25 0 75 7.5
2 50 25 15 90 ~}. 0
3 50 17 25 92 9.2
4 ,)V 25 25 1i r" 1(,.0",Vv
5 ,)V 17 25 92 9.2
6 ~) \J --;.-: 25 100 :"0.0':"u
7 ,")0 25 25 ....: r." 10.0~v\.;
8 30 17 25 ~J2 9.2
9 ::;0 25 25 10C 10.0
10 20 0 0 20 2.0
11 20 0 0 20 2.0
.\.·~v...... :;...-;S~0;. flexibility (50 points)
"6 ;~»i.l.(·">'" .t<~:)r ":0 different space prog-.cams (25 points)
C ,:. hility to incorporate n,~w technology (25 points)
total , 0' ( .'. F )
- '.\':'-.'h~.CV ".lCIr.g = 100 ~ I' J NOrmaliZing actor *
J;',\'Jl':;'i;ld.l,l ...g- ;::Ic,,)r upgrades all ratings to permit concept with higheSt r:.Y~",':,;':; to
-t~~ct.:~ivc~ -:}'j,-. fL i.. i (j pointf.
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PRlMA1:~Y EVALUATION - SHUTTLE AEPS
SUMMARY
Criteria
Concept AEPS Vol. Vehicle Wt. ~1iabi1ity Operabili~ Flexibility 1\)ta~
-
23.9 1l:S.5 15.0 13.0 ': .5 77.9
2 23.2 12.5 12.0 10.0 9.0 66.7
.) 18.4 29.0 7.2 13.8 9.2 77.6v
'j ?' .) 27.3 10.7 12.7 1,).0 86.9...,n.~
- 18.1 28.0 7.2 13.8 :1.2 76.3.J
"
'J c: - 26.0 10.7 12.7 10.0 84.9-;).:)
n 26.8 9.9 10.7 11. 9 10.0 69.3i
~ H.5 30.0 9.5 15.0 9.2 78.2
9 17.1 19.8 10.7 13.5 10.0 7l.l
::"0 30.v 0 15.0 13.0 2.0 60.0
11 30.0 1.6 15.0 13.0 2.0 61.6
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,J. ~.~.
~.':, '':.~ ,,~e .;..~PS candidate subsystem concepts that passed the primary evalUation
\v'<:::;'~2 suojecced 'to a secondary evaluation as described in section 5.:".2. cf:.2 cTiter~a
welgh'i.lr:g ":a(:wrs were the ::iame as those specified for Space Station .T; ~,,-Dle :>;'j.
"--'~-12 -.·,:·=~;..-~·_,""o-:.. snilJ.6 lJ.Jtween criteria rating and criteria va.1L.8 were 2St~~~~~~... ,~C& ~,j~-' .J0t":..
"r.erma... C0.11:rOI and C02 control/Oz ~-..J.pply concepts by selecting cr~,eL'.:; Vu.tuc'.:> ':r••,.

























;'n,' crlter;;', ratmgs for the ~'<iXididate subsystem concepts were then simply determin-·
,'C oy ",electing the rating corresponding to the concept's vehicle equiv<ilen'L vO;--.lme or
,\.~)z:, ,''Ill ,valent weight as defined by the parametric analysis presentee;n ,.o;ecc.·')r\ <.G.
'('hen'nal Control - Two (2) thermal control concepts passed tht' PL'l.-:i:iYY
and we're carried mto the ;..\'(:tmdary to'valuation::
Il, W:iwr Sublimator
".I/J.\·.'.' ,',,,ation of the secondary evalu~......;\.,. ;:;r.te:.~ia and the resultant ule,en...... \;O'[..~T".
(;\),1C, ',)t .:- cltJ.rt;:48 ~:te ,Jresented in derail on tr.,-~ ;:oi.i.owing pages.
t ---._.---+
... -~----._._-----
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A .'" Other AEPS Subsystem Interfaces (20 points)
-,:' = ,~rew Interfa.ces (52 points)
C:· Ver...icle Interfaces (28 points)
. C t·b·ll Ra· total (25) (N al·· F to)*
..".w ..~ace ompa 1 1 ty tmg = 100 arm lzmg ac r
*:Xor:-,.alizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with higheSt rating to
receive the full 25 points.
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SECOKDA {Y ..... VALDATION - SEUTTLE AEPS
MAINTAINA BILI'IY
A B C Total &,-~in'b
40 20 40 100 20.0
40 20 40 100 2G.O
C.)fr./iex..ty of Maintenance (40 points)
,~ /.v,:rage .:Jowntime (20 points)
,--' :=: .,'re"Lierice of Downtimes (40 points)
, " ' _ . total\1amUimam1l:y Ratmg = ---wo (20) (Normalizing Factor)'"
.\0L·m'H~zmg :factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
{',-;ee. \/CLne lull 20 points.


















A ~. Recurriilg Cost
B =:: ~om'ecurring Cost
Cost :Hating = ~~l (10) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normaiizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 10 points.
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SECONDARY EVALUATION - SHUTTLE AEPS
SUMMARY
Criteria















;). ~. i. :.;. ~ C02 Control/Oz Supply - Six (6) C02 control/02 supply concepts passed






ZnO - AEPS Regenerable
Z:.O - Vehicle Regenerable
Mgu - AEPS Regenerable
MgO - Vehicle Regenerable
Solid Amine - .-'~EPS Regenerable
.~. 0; ;;''lese concepts passed the secondary evaluation.
J.lllpler;,(;[.t~ltiono:t" the secondary evaluation criteria and the resultant thermal
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VL.r1,CL " i::OUiVAL.LN7 VOLUME (11'1 3)
SECONDARY EVALUATION - SHUTTLE AEPS
INTERFACE COMPATIBII.JTY
Concept A B C Total Rating
1 20 32 4 56 14.6
3 12 44 24 80 20.8
4 20 28 20 68 17.7
5 12 44 24 80 20.8
6 20 28 20 68 17.7
8 16 52 28 96 25.0
Notes:
A Other AEPS Subsystem Interfaces (20 points)
B = Crew Interfaces (50 points)
C Vehicle Interfaces (30 points)
Interface Compatibility Rating = t~~~ (25) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normaliz ing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 20 points.
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SECONDARY EVALUATION - SHUTTLE AEPS
MAINTAINABILITY
Concept A B C Total Rating
--
I 40 20 40 100 20
3 30 15 35 80 16
4 40 20 40 100 20
5 30 15 35 80 16
6 40 20 40 100 20
8 35 15 40 90 18
Notes:
A = Complexity of Maintenance (40 points)
B = Average Downtime (20 points)
C Frequency of Downtimes (40 points)
M . t ' ab'l't Rat' total (20) (N al" F t )*am am 1 1 Y mg = ""i"OO" orm lZ mg ac or
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 20 points.
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SECONDARY EVA.LUATION - SHUTTLE AEPS
COST
Concept A B Total
1 0 70 70
3 20 30 50
4 20 40 60
5 20 30 50
6 20 40 60











. totalCost Ratmg =:~ (10) (Normalizing Factor)*
*Normalizing factor upgrades all ratings to permit concept with highest rating to
receive the full 10 points.
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...LJ.v 17 ..) 14.6 20 10.0 76.0
7.9 30.0 20.8 16 '7 -, 31.. :1• • "J
"r 10.0 0 17.7 20 8.6 56.3
,~ 6 ry 27. ::i 20.8 16 7.2. 78.0..
(i l\~J. 0 0 17.7 20 8.6 56. ~)
H 7. . 30.0 25.0 18 10.0 90.6
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.j,. _. ~. ~ r .. ' ..~lc·~~-:~al Control - All candidat\.J errH~rgency syster::.. the~nl~,"~ ;~ ..:',. '"'
cuo,cepts that ):is6ed th(' go/no go evaluaLior. were subjected to the cor.',pc. ,':;;'L'.,~ eValU-
u.~w.,. EacI: calJ.didate concept receiveci a rating of from 0 to 100 ror eac•. co:.:'f,parat~v '"'
crir:erion. Each rating was then multiplied by the weighting factors defined in ;;abL
5- Land (;1,2 :oarings added to obtain a "oIal rating for each candidate concept.
TABLE 5-11
COMPARATIVE CRITERIA WEIGHTING FACTORS
Weighting Factors
C ....·iteria Shuttle Space Station Lunar Buse Mar.:'>
,AEPS Equivalcn.
'Volume
0.7 0.7 0.65 0.6
AEPS E\:tuivalent
Weight
0.3 0.3 0.35 0.4
The cor,',pecitive raI:ings for the comparative criteria were decerminea by escao:"ibhir.,:;·
a straight line relationship between the criteria rating and AEPS equivalent voJ.u:Gle or
weight as the case may be, on a semi-log scale. The relationships were -.;6cablibhea
by selecting criteria values that corresponded with a 100 point criteri::. ra'.:ing an.::. ....
10 poim cn~erla rating in accordance with table 5-12.
TABLE 5-12
-'-'-'--~'i--------'~--------------"I
, Mission1-----.-,-===~ -,---- ----------
( .::1='i=t=c=':,=,=o=I1.===:i:i=S='h=u=tt=l=e=*=1=Sp=a=c=e='=S:;;;.t:=''';=L:=10;,:::',=;::L='=u=n=<l::.r ?ase


















·:.,CJ~": 3-13 i.s the index of the eight (8) candidate thermal control concepts that passed
tne go/no go evaluation and were carried into the comparative evaLuat.on.
TABLE 5-13








Thermal Storage - PH4 Cl
Thermal Storage - Subcoolt~d Ic.::
Expendable/Thermal Stol~al{e - PH4C1
Expendable/Radiation - Hea.t Pump
Thermal Storage - Eutectic Salt
NOTE: '" Redundant Primary System
Implementation of the c")mparative evaluation criteria and the resultant candidate
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THERMAL CONTROL CONCEPT INDEX
CONCEPr [I I
NUMBER CONCEPT TITLE +
1 WATER BOILER ----1----- - -----~i_----....,
2 WATER SUB LIMATOR I
3 BUDDY SYSTEM I
4 THERMAL STORAGE -PH4Cl
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1,-0"0 80 100
AEPS EQUIVALENT WT (LBS)
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4 THERMAL STORAGE - PH4CI
5 THERMALSTORAGE-SUBCOOLEDICE
6' EXPENDABLEITHERMAL STORAGE - PH4CI
7' EXPENDABLE/RADIATION· HEAT PUMP I
8 THERMAL STORAGE - EUTECTIC SAL T INOTE- 'REDUNDANT PRIMARY SYSTEM















COMPARATIVE EVALUATION - LUNAR BASE
AEPS EMERGENCY SYSTEM
SUMMARY
Concept AEPS Equivalent Volume AEPS Equivalent Wt Total
1 53.5 27.7 79.2
2 51.5 21. 8 73.3
3 34.2 19.5 53.7
4 15.7 3.9 19.6
5 13.7 3.7 17.4
6 65.0 35.0 100.0
7 53.5 35.0 88.5
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THERMAL CONTROL CONCEPT INDEX I
I
CONCEPT I I~--- NUMBER CONCEPT TITLE -_. --
--r1 WATER BOILER2 WATER SUBLIMATOR
3 BUDDY SYSTEM
4 THERMAL STORAGE - PH4CI I5 THERMALSTORAGE·SUBCOOLEDICE
6' EXPENDABLEITHERMAL STORAGE· PH4CI
7' EXPENDABLE/RADIATION· HEAT PUMP
B THERMAL STORAGE· EUTECTIC SALT
NOTE 'REDUNDANT PRIMARY SYSTEM
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4 THERMAL STORAGE· PH4CI
5 THERMALSTORAGESUBCOOLEDICE
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5.2.2.2 C02 Control/02 Supply - Due to the overall system implications of some of
the candidate C02 control102 supply concepts (specifically the open lo,>p and semi-
open loop concepts), this evaluation was conducted on the system level.
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6.0 RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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6. o. HESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This section contains a summary of the thermal control and CO2 control/02
supply subsystem evaluation results, recommendations for the thermal control
and C02 control/02 supply concepts to be carried into the system studies, and
the updated parametric analyses of the recommended subsystem concepts.
6. 1. Phase One Effort
6. 1. 1. Evaluations Results
G.1. 1. 1. Thermal Control - The thermal control subsystem evaluations resulted in the




d. Combinations of the above.
Specifically, of the original 55 thermal control concepts identified at the onset
of the AE PS study, the following 6 concepts successfully passed the go/no go,
primary and secondary evaluations:
a. water Boiler
b. water Sublimator
c. Thermal storage - PH4C I
d. Expendable/Direct Radiative Cooling
o. Expendable/Radiation
f. Expendahle/Thermal Storage - PH4C I
However the Thermal storage - PH4CI and Expendable/Thermal storage - PH4Cl
concepts passed the go/no go evaluation with a marginal acceptance in the areas of
safety and crew acceptability. Both concepts were reevaluated in these areas
during the system studies.
G. 1. 1. 2. C02 Control - The C02 Control/02 supply subsystem evaluations resulted in
the selection of C02 control concepts from one basic cat1egory - soUd regenerable
C02 sorbents - all combined with a high pressure gaseous oxygen supply. Speci-
fie ally , of the original 45 combined CO2 control/Oz supply concepts identified at the
onset of the AEPS study, the following 5 concepts successfully passed the go/no go,
primary and secondary evaluations:




b. Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable/High Pressure Gaseous 02
Supply
c. Magnesium Oxide - AEPS Regenerable/High Pressure Gaseous 02
Supply
d. Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable/High Pressure Gaseous 02 Supply
e. Solid Amine - AEPS Regenerable/High Pressure Gaseous 02 Supply.
6.1,2. Recommendations
6.1, 2.1. Thermal Control - The following 5 thermal control subsystem concepts were
recommended to be carried into the system studies:
a. Water Boiler
b. Thermal Storage - PH4Cl
c. Expendable/Direct Radiative Cooling
d. Expendable/Radiation
e. Expendable/Thermal storage - PH4Cl.
To simplify the AEPS system studies effort, and because the presence of an
atmosphere on Mars does not permit operation of a water sublimator there,
the water boiler was the only expendable water concept recommended to be carried
into the system studies. Both the water boiler and water sublimator were rated
nearly equal throughout the subsystem evaluations and although both concepts have
been flight-qualified and flown on a number of space missions, both would require
additional desi~ and d('velopment to meet the longer life requirements of the
space prog-rams being- discussed for the 1980's. This deletion of the water sub-
limator concept is not to be misconstrued as the total elimination of this concept
from further consideration during the remainder of the study or from any research
and development program which might result from the new technology recommendations
generated at the conclusion of this study.
6.1. 2. 2. C02 Control/02 Supply - The follOWing C02 control/02 supply concepts were
recommended to be carrled into the system studles:
a. Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable /HighPressure Gaseous 02 Supply
b. Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable/High Pressure Gaseous 02 Supply
c. Solid Amine - AEPS Regenerable/High Pressure Gaseous 02 Supply
Zinc oxide has a J:!:rcater theoretical CO2 removal capacity per unit volume of sorbent
and is re~enerable at a lower temperature than magnesium oxide. Therefore, to simplify
the AEPS system system study effort, the metallic oxide C02 control concepts utilizing
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6.1.2.2. (continued)
zinc oxide were the only metallic oxide CO2 control concepts recommended to
be carried into the system studies. Magnesium oxide will be retained as a
backup for the zinc oxide.
6.1.3. H.ecommended Subsystems Parametric Analyses.
After completion of the primary and secondary evaluations, the AEPS specifica-
tion requirements for each of the three missions - Space Station, Lunar Base
and Mars - were reviewed and updated to reflect the late1st mission projections.
Based upon these updated specification requirements, the original parametric
analyses of the recommended subsystem concepts were reviewed and updated,
as required. The following parametric data is presented for each of the three
missions for all the recommended thermal control and C02 control/02 supply
subsystems:
a. Vehicle equivalent weight versus total mission duration
b. Vehicle equivalent volume versus total mission duration
c. AEPS eqUivalent volume versus EVA mission duration
d. AEPS eqUivalent weight versus EVA mission duration
c. Accumulated resupply launch weight versus number of resupplies
(SpacE' Station and Lunar Base only).
The updated parametric analyses are presented in the following figures:
o Thermal ('ontrol for Space Station AEPS - Figure 6-1
through 6-5
() Tlwrmal control for Lunar Base AEPS - Fil4'ureS ()-(j
through (j -] 0
TIH'rlllal ,~ontrol fot' Mars AEPS - Figures fl-l1
thl'ough () ·11\
o C02 Cont eol /°2 Supply for Space Station
AEPS - Figures 6-15 through 6-Hl
o CO2 Control/OZ Supply for Lunar Base AEPS - Figures 6-20 through 6-24
o C02 Control/Oz Supply for Mars AEPS - Figures 6-25 through 6-28
Note that the accumulated resupply launch weight versus number of resupplies
parametric data indicates that C02 reduction only trades off when there are three
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6.2 Phase Two Effort
6.2.1 Shuttle AEPS
6.2.1.1 Results & Recommendations
6.2.1.1. 1 Thermal Control - Of the original nine (9) thermal control subsystem
concepts carried into the go/no go evaluation, the following two (2) concepts success-
fully passed the go/no go, primary and secondary evaluations and were recommended
to be carried into the system studies:
u. Water Boiler
b. Water Sublimator
6.2.1. L 2 C02 Control/02 Supply - Of the original seven (7) C02 control/O:~
supply subsystem concepts carried into the go/no go evaluation, the following six (6)
concepts successfully passed the go/no go, primary and secondary evaluation and






f. Solid Amine - AEPS Regenerable
6.2.2 Emergency Systems
6.2.2.1 Results & Recommendations
6.2.2.1. 1 Thermal Control - Of the original eight (8) thermal control concepts
carried into the go/no go evaluation, the following concepts successfUlly passed













Water Sublimator (except on Mars)
Expendable/Thermal Storage - PH4Cl*
Expendable/Radiation - Heat Pump *
Denotes a redundant primary system concept
6.2.2.1. 2 C02 Control/Oz Supply - Due to the overall system implications of
some of the candidate C02 control/02 supply concepts (specifically the open loop
and semi-open loop concepts), this evaluation was conducted on the system level.
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7.0 AEPS OPERA TING PRESSURE
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7. 0 AEPS Operating Pressure
7.1 General
Selection of a suit pressure level is dependent upon the physiological and operational
constrai nts imposed on the crewman and his equip ment by:
a. Denitrogenation requirements prior to decompression.
b. Oxygen toxicity.
The objective of this task is to establish an acceptable suit operating pressure level
and an EVA mission pressure timeline for the use of a one-gas (pure oxygen) EVA
Life Support System operating in conjunction with a two-gas (oxygen: nitrogen) Space
Station, Lunar Base, Mars Excursion Module or Shuttle vehicle. To be considered
acceptable, the selected pressure level should eliminate or require a minimum of
prebreathing, yet not adversely affect the crewman or his performance. This section
presents a discussion of decompression sickness and oxygen toxicity and their poten-
tial effect upon EVA.
7.2 Decompression Sickness
The problems associated with safe transporting from an area of high ambient pressure
to an area of low ambient pressure have had a significant limiting impact upon the per-
formance of caisson workers, divers, aviators and astronauts. The term used to de-
fine these problems is dysbarism. This includes 1) barotitis, 2) barosinusitis, 3)
gastro-intestinal, 4) gas embolism, and 5) decompression sickness (bends).
The first three of these abnormalities are primarily caused by trapped gases which
result from the evolution and explllsion of dissolved gases. Any body cavity (paranasal
sinuses, middle ear, periodontal abscesses, and intestines) unable to equilibrate with
the ambient pressure during either a decompression or recompression could be a
potential source of serious difficulty. The difficulties resulting from trapped gases can
be minimized via such means as controlled diet; good health care, specifically ear,
nose and throat; adequate venting of body cavities, specifically valsalva-manuevers
or swallowing for middle ear relief; and passing flatus to ease abdominal discomfort.
These conditions, however, are not considered of real significance with regards to a
nominal or emergency EVA mission.
Gas embolism is not clinically synonymous with, nor a manifestation of decompression
siclmess. It refers specifically to gas embolization (i. e., blockage) of cerebral
vessels subsequent to the rupture of lung tissue (parenchyma) by expanding gases.
This gas formation should not be confused with the bubble formation that occurs in the
circulatory system and/or tissues in decompression sickness. Gas embolization could,
however, be expected to result in rare instances in healthy individuals from transient
7-2
7. ~ (Continued)
blockage of til(' rC'spiratory pathways by general or localiz.ed gas trapping in the lungs,
spccifically in the alveoli aH with atelectasis. Because acute atelectasis, as manifest
in aviatorH through exposures to combinations of acceleration and high inspired paZ,
has been well documented, it is presented herein as a potential problem area to be
evaluated in terms of the selected EVA mission profile.
Decompression sickness is the result of intravascular, intracellular and/or extra-
cellular bubble formation. In general, bubbles of varying size tend to form in any
tissue which has been saturated with an inert gas whenever the ambient atmospheric
pressure is decreased to the point where the tissue pressure of the gas is approximately
equal to twice that in the surrounding atmosphere. This results in a marked pressure
gradient which drives the gas out of solution. This 2:1 ratio is a generalized para-
meter, proposed by early researchers, based primarily upon saturation diving experi-
ences. It is based upon this theory, and later demonstrated, that the volume of N2
which would be released during a controlled decompression would not vary significantly
(from a pathological standpoint) until the total pressure was approximately halved.
Much research has been accomplished in recent years, both in the devolopment of
Navy diving tables and altitude decompression curves, which indicates that this ratio
was too conservative for the fast tissues (i. e., saturation/desaturation) and not con-
servative enough for the slower tissues. The most current values for this ratio,
based upon empirical diving data and expressed in terms of half-times for representative















At the present time, thore is no universally accepted decompression ratio applicable
to the aviation-aerospace environment. However, in the absence of such data" a con-
servative value of 1. 75 to 1 is considered reasonable. Unlike oxygen and carbon diox-
ide, which are actively metabolized or transported, the rate of diffusion of the inert
gas into the blood stream and thus into the expired air via the alveolar membrane, is
far too slow to cope with the volume of inert g-as evolved. Thus, the gas comes out
of solution locally in the tissues to form bubbles. The number and size of the bubbles
are proportional to the diffusion gradient existing between the rnrtial pressure of the
inert gas in the tissues and its COml»lrable ~rtial pressure at the lower ambient
pressure. The greater the deviation from the pressure ratio gradient which has been
proposed based upon considerable manned and animal teAt experience, the g-reater will
be the number and size of the bubbles.
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7. ~ (Conti nued)
Th(' inert gas which iN most commonly proposed as a diluent for space vehicles is
nitrogen, primarily because of the high gaseous nitrogen content in the normal sea
level environment. It has an oil-water solubility ratio of approximately 5 :1, which
indicates a much greater solubility potential for fatty (adipose) tissues than for either
muscular tissues or blood. The amount of nitrogen which can be expected to evolve
out of solution depends upon the length of eX1Josure to an environment containing nitro-
gen, the partial pressure of nitrogen in the environment, and certain composition
factors of each individual. Obese individuals can be expected to dissolve considerably
more nitrogen than a lean, well conditioned individual. During a decompression,
nitrogen wi U evolve from aU tissues of the body. However, to be e lim inated in the
expired gas, the nitrogen must be picked up and transported via the blood to the alveoli.
If a large amount of nitrogen has been dissolved (such as if equilibration had occurred
at sea level conditions), a watery "tissue" such as blood which is cap:lble of holding
only about 1/5 as much nitrogen as fat, would not be able to remove in solution the
large amount of nitrogen at the rate at which it would evolve. Superimposed on this
is the critical fact that adipose and boney tissues are poorly vascularized, thus com-
pounding the perfusion (i. e., the quantity of blood to which the tissue is exposed)
limitation in gas transport. Consequently, intravascular (capillary) and intracellular
bubble formation occurs.
These are various factors which predispose an individual to decompression sickness
and which definitely raise the need for screening processes in selecting candidate
crewmen. Some of these factors are obesity, age, general physical condition, and CO2
accumulation tendency. In general, older per sons are more susceptible to decompres-
sion sickness than younger persons; this is apparently related to the status of the cir-
culatory system. An increase in physical activity level results in a more rapid satura-
tion of the tissues per unit of time than in a resting individual. This increased rate of
tissue saturation is due to the increased rate of ventilation and circulation resulting in
a more rapid transport of nitrogen to the tissues. An increase in C02 tension in the
tissuc appears to lower the threshold for bubblc formation, which clearly points out
til(' reaHOIlH why eXl'l'clsc is a detriment during decompression. Although the specific
mochanlsm of this phenomonon is not clearly known, there is Kooel reason to believe
that it may be due to the high solubility and diffusibility of carbon dioxide as compared
with nitrogen. There are other less well defined factors which also affect the suscepti-
bility of man to decompression sickness, such as temperature, water balance, medi-
cation and/or drugs.
It is of plrticular interest to note that gross estimates of the incidence of decompression
sickness symptoms in individuals follOWing standard decompression profiles such as in
Navy diving work and altitude chamber training flights pla.ce the occurrence as high as
4% in that specific population. Figure 7-1 presents the results compiled from a num-
ber of studies in which test subjects were exposed for two hours after prescribed
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FIGURE 7-1. INCIDENCE OF INCAPACITATING DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
AT VARIOUS SIMULATED ALTITUDES.
moderate exercise. Unfortunately there is a lack of information regarding the inci-
dence of decompression sickness when the duration of the exposure to the lowE:r environ-
mental pressures exceeds the 2 hours. The experimental results at the present time
suggest that the incidence of SE'vere decompression sickness at a given altitude increases
progressively with time, particularly at the lower altitude.
For virtually all cases of decompression sickness, except perhaps neurocirculatory
collapse which may require oxygenation and blood transfusions, the most practical and
expeditious therapy is recompression.
Protection from decompression sickness can be obtained by the controlled elimination
of the inert gas (i.e., nitrogen) from the body. This can be accomplished in two ways:
1) staged or uniform decompression, which is a very time consuming procedure of
allowing the body to wash out the nitrogen at a rate which is consistent with the capa-
city of both the lungs and the vascular system; and 2) accelerating this washout pro-
cedure by prebreathing oxygen at the initial equilibrated pressure for a specified
period of time. Of the two choices, only prebreathing oxygen prior to decompression
is feasible for any foreseen space mission.
The characteristics of inert gas exchange appear to be mainly determined by as well
as limited by the quantity of blood perfusion (1. e., vascularization) through the various
tissues of the body. In experiments conducted to determine the time constraints for
whole body exchange of candidate inert gases (i. e., nitrogen, helium, xenon) 11 statisti-
cally significant similarity of constraints was noted. Thus to no discernible extent do
the elimination values appear to be fixed by diffusion rate or by factors of permeability.•
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Additional evidence that the Il;IlS exchange rate constraintl3 are determined by the blood
tissue perfusion rates is that the circulation to the body tissues calculated from the
gas-exchange rates closely approximates cardiac output, and the regional perfusion
rates so calculated from gas-exchange are in agreement with existing measurement
from other sources.
The amount of inert gas eliminated during numerous resE~arch efforts was also in
close agreement with values calculated based upon solubility of the gas in body tissues
and the uptake during saturation periods based upon known time constants for the test
subject's gas exchange. Aside from the consideration of differential solubilities of
the gases in blood tissue and fatty tissue. the prime limiting factor of gas exchange
appears to be blood-tissue perfusion rate of body tissues. This implies that the
diffusion rates of these dissolved gases are very rapid over such varied tissue and
cell barriers as exists in the body as compared to the rate of movement of blood through
the capillaries. In a consideration of inert-gas concentration in the tissues, it is
necessary to have an understanding of the specifics of vascularization of the tissue,
the proportion of arterial blood utilized/minute/tissue or organ, and an estimate of the
average rate of inert gas removed/minute during various phased denitrogenations.
The fraction of N2 removed/minute. except for body fat. has been found to be the same
as the blood-tissue perfusion factor. A factor of 0.3 means 30% removal of excess
nitrogen/minute. Gas exchange rate closely approximatE~sblood tissue perfusion rate.
with of course the exception of body fat. Body fat has approximately the same vascu-
larity as resting muscle. but the relatively high solubility of inert gases in fat, as
compared with blood. causes the gas exchange rate for N2 to be slower by a factor of
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FIGURE 7-2. THE THEORETICAL TIME COURSE OF INERT GAS
ELiM INATION FROM TISSUES
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series of elimination rates for inert ~as ('limination from tissues. The various curves
with specific half-time eonAtants represent the elimination rates for different types of
tissues found in the body. If the body tissues could theoretically be divided into six
compartments based upon inert gas elimination rate with each compartment being
formed of similar tissues, these curves delineate the problems to be faced in terms
of time to safely decompress.
Figure 7-3 presents the results of a specific series of tests to determine the rates of
elimination of nitrogen from various "tissue-compartments" in the body. It shows the
actual whole body elimination profile (i. e., curved with plotted points) and estimations
of the various parts-of-the-whole as indicated were present in Figure fi-2 for the
~. ~'. '_ ~ ~". A '." "I """ '.,.' ",
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FIGURE 7-3. RATE OF NITROGEN ELIMINATION
discernible compartments. The half-time notations are presented to be consistent
with the theorized 2:1 safe pressure reduction ratio previously discussed and are merely
an indication of the minimum time to remove the critical quantity from the compartment
to ensure a reasonably safe decompression. There are similar elimination rate curves
for other inert gases, however, since N2 is the diluent gas of primary concern, other
curves are not considered.
Figure 7-4 presents the results of a significant test series which was conducted to
establish an empirical relationship between the N2 elimination rate of the whole body
and the blood perfusion rate. This research effort isolated two specific elimination
rates; the half-time of the fast component was estimated to be 12 minutes (i.e."
8.013~L ofN2 per mL of blood) and slow component nearly six hours (i.e., 1.164jlL
of N2 per mL of blood). These constants appeared to hold true at both decompression
conditions evaluated. It was also found that only after denitrogenation sufficient to
reduce the dissolved N2 in the blood to approximately 1 x 10-3 m1 per m1 of blood could
any control of the bubble formation be affected. One of the most recent approaches to
predicting required prebreathing times for safe decompressions resulted from the test
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FIGURE 7-4. ELIMINATION AND REACCUMULATION OF DISSOLVED
N2 IN VENOUS BLOOD OF MEN BREATHING DIFFERENT
N2 AND O2 PARTIAL PRESSURES
exhibits close correlation with actual experience in both military and civilian aviation
as well as limited aerospace flights and simulations. The application of this pre-
breathing data, in light of the various physiological contributing factors mentioned
above, and the limitation of the final space suit working pressure to an equivalent
pressure altitude below the bends level (i. e., approximately 20,000 feet), should
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Another sih'llificant factor in the safe decompression of men is the associated activity
or exerciso level. There seems to be good correlation in the results of several
studies presented graphically in Figure 7-6 involving decompression - denitrogenation-
exercise profiles that a protection related limit exists beyond which no matter how
much pre-oxygenation is applied, there will be no apprecjlable increase in protection.
In every fractionation of the data available, no matter what the reduction/evaluation
criteria was, (Yo symptoms or %abort), an exercise limit of approximately 49%
protection was achieved.
It is most possible that this exercise limit effect has as its origin an increase in local
concentration of C02 due to the excessive proouction of CO2 during exercise and the
limiting effects of high pressures of inspired 02 on the C(~ transport mechanism.
It has also been theorized that C02 may be a significant contributor in terms of gas
volumes to the degree of bends when it occurs.
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One of the most critical factors in applying decompression siclmess protection criteria
to future Shuttle, Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars missions is the frequency of ex-
posures which are presently anticipated. There is very little quantitative data available
to indicate the long term effects of or the potential hazards which may result from daily
or routine decompression excursions where 02 prebreathing is required. The present
experiences of routine exposures of military /civiliam pilots and altitude chamber crews
to decompression are not based upon any preestablished physiologically safe schedule,
but are more a function of required work load. The treatment and allowable time before
next exposure are established symptomatically; therefore, in terms of frequency of ex-
posure, no preliminary constraints are available.
Figure 7-7 presents a graphical summary of all available applicable data from
testing involving decompression sickness with prebreathing 02 as a preventative means.
The individual curves are taken from a number of unrelated studies whi.ch emphasized
such varied effects as general physical condition, age, cardiovascular condition,
weight, degree of bends proneness, experience or training with decompressions, etc.
It is not presented herein for a point-by-point evaluation of each curve, but asap indi-
cation of the extremely wide limits within which non-militaryInon-test pilot type crew-
members for future sJXl.ce missions can be expected to falL There is no best or even
recommended, curve in this figure, as indicated by the included qualifying att'1chment,
only specific population responses based upon personal variances.
The left ordinate in Figure 7-7 gives the body nitrogen as a percent of the physio-
logical normal sea level value. The percent tissue nitrogen retained and the percent
symptoms which are manifest are empirically synonymous. For example: Curves (1)
and (2) represent the highest and lowest percent of residual nitrogen and associated
percent bends protection found in the three specific tests which involved a population
ranging in age from 17 to 24 years; curves (3) and (4) represent the fastest and average
half-times in a single test of IS-year olds; curve (Ea) represents the average curve
for slow individual protection rates from a specific test involving moderate exercise
at simulated altitude (35,000 feet); and curves (5), «(», and (7) represent the data for
the percentage of symptoms retained at 38,000 feet simulated altitude for 17-" 27-
and 3G-year olds, respectively.
As previously stated and as further delineated in Figure 7-7, there is considerable
variation from person 10 person based upon a number of distinct physical, physiological
and anthropometric factors. The stability of the probability of group performance is
also striking and can b(~ used to generate tables of the degree of protection afforded to
any similar group by preoxygenation of any duration against specific altitude. Table
7-1 presents the minimum - probable protection rate for preoxygenated populations as
compared with the same population without preoxygenation. The values in the table
represent the percent increase in protection or percent decrease in symptoms to be
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CD STEVENS ET AL AVERAGE REPORTED N2 ELH'vllN.A,TION (GROUPS
CD JONES CD FASTEST CURVE CD SLOWEST CURVE \ 24 YR
CD AVERAGE CURVE CD FASTEST CURVE. OF 18 YR OLD GROUP
@ BATEMAN AVERAGE INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION RATE
CD SLOWEST INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION RATE
CLARK ET AL CD 17 YR CD 27 YR, 0) 35 YR AGE GROUF'
PERCENT SYMPTOMS RETAINED, 38,')00 FT
BR~j::.N LINES INDICATE LOSS OF PROTECTION DURING 1 HR AIR BREATHING
FIGURE 7-7. COMPILATION OF TEST DATA AND EXPERIENCE RELATED'
TO RATES OF PROTECTION VS PREOXYGENATION TIME
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TABLE 7-1
PROTECTION (A) OF GROUPS (B), COMPARED WITH DECOMPRESSIONS
WITHOUT PREOXYGENATION
Preoxygenation Minimum Protection Probable Protection






:3. 0 til 83





(j. 0 86 --
(j.5 89 --
7.0 91 --
(A) Zero protection equals inCidence of decompression sickness of group without 02
prebreathing, while ascending to altitude at 4,000 feet per minute.
(B) Group protection, not for individual protection.
(C) Reference: NASA SP-117 _8pace Cabin Atmospheres, Part III Physiological Factors
of Inert Gases. E. M. Roth, M. D., 19(j7.
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expected in a population as a result of prebreathing based upon the generalized data
presented in Figure 6-7. An example of the use of this table is as follows: if at an
altitude of 35,000 feet a group experiences 70 percent oceurrence of symptoms and
50 percent forced decents with no preoxygenation, with one hour of prebreathing the
comparable values would be 49,7% and 3505%, respectively.
7.3 Oxygen Toxicity - Oxygen toxicity in man is a time-pressure dependent phe-
nomenon, the two being inversely related. The tolerance of both man and animals to
oxygen has been demonstrated 10 decrease exponentially with increasing pressure.
Promptly upon beginning oxygen breathing and during the safe or symptom-free latent
period of useful exposure befort~ overt oxygen toxicity occurs, oxygen produces a num-
ber of physiologically importan r effects. These chiefly involve respiration, gas up-
take, gas transport, hematologl cal response, cell metabolism, and tissue gas ex-
change. Although apparently harmless during the latent period, they bear heavily on
the rate of development of oxyg,:m toxicity. The following: paragraphs summarize and/
or highlight the physiological b; sis of the more significant factors, based upon an ex-
tensive information sea rch indIding personal contacts. Most of the data available in
the literature pertaining to oxyg-en toxicity are based upon a few specific tests which
were conducted under limited scope programs, where detailed analysis and data re-
duction was not accomplished, and follow-on testing to further delineate problem
areas and resolve apparent inconsistencies in the baseline was never attempted. Much
of the technical data is based upon animal experimentation, specifically the more cur-
rent theories for the mechanisms of 02 toxicity, methods of increasing the latent peri-
od, and prevention of overt symptoms. This data is in many respects both physio-
logically and statistically significant in its potential impact upon the problem of 0z
toxieity. However, it cannot b(' applied to man until considerable manned testing can
be accomplished. Most of the manned testing reported in the literature and reviewed
herein is of a qualitative nature in terms of the specific data points which result. Be-
cause of the potential hazards of exposing healthy men, even voluntarily, to high pres-
sure oxygen environments and continuing the tests through the clinically critical overt
symptom stages to define physiological responses and associated design criteria, very
little truly applicable data is available.
In normal respiring hefllthy individuals who have been breathing 100% oxygen long
enough to eliminate most of the nitrogen from the lungs, the description of alveolar
gas at sea level conditions can be expressed as follows:
POz 673 mm - Hg
PC02 40 mm - Hg
PHzO 47 mm - Hg
PTOTAL 760 mm - Hg
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The washout of nitrogen from the alveolar gas of a normal lung occurs at an exponential
rate and should be approximately 98% complete in about seven (7) minutes. Normally
PCOZ which is held close to 40 mm Hg by the regulatory processes of the respiratory
control system, and PHZO which depends only on body temperature, can be expected
to remain very close to their sea level values, while the oxygen tension in the alveoli
will rise almost millimeter for millimeter with the rise in pressure of the inspired
oxygen. In the normal exchange of oxygen between the alveoli and blood, the POz of
the preliminary ca pillary blood comes to within a fraction of a millimeter of equilibrium
with the oxygen tension of the alveolar gas. However, as alveolar POz is increased a
definite limitation of alveolar - pulmonary capillary oxygen transfer becomes .evident.
This difference can be reflected in an alveolar-arterial POZ difference as large as
several hundred millimeters of mercury, specifically at 3 atmospheres of inspired
oxygen. This limitation may well be due to the interference by high oxygen pressure
with the normal combination of hemoglobin and carbon dioxide (COZ), but it does not in
itself explain the observed interference with transpulmonary oxygen uptake (i. e., the
transport of 02 from the alveoler to the arterial blood.)
Arterial hemoglobin saturation with oxygen is normally about 96 to 98 percent, even
during air breathing in a sea level environment. Elevating the alveolar POZ leads to
a further increase in tho arterial oxyhemoglobin concentration until complete saturation
is reached. While arterial oxygen tensions of many thousands of millimeters of mer-
cury can be obtained by increasing the pressure of the inspired 0z' hemoglobin oxy-
genation is self-limited, and essentially complete saturation occurs at between 100 and
200 mm Hg. The physical solution of oxygen in the plasma of the arterial blood is not
limited and as such increases indefinitely in proportion to the rise in inspired paZ.
Figure 7-8 shows the e~1>ected oxygen uptake curve of arterial blood as delineated by
tests of normal men, a1 rest, with an inspired POZ of up to 3.5 atmospheres. In the
area of the curve above the point at which complete saturation of the hemoglobin has
occurred, the slope of the oxygen uptake line represents the physical solution of oxygen
in the blood plasma as the inspired P02 continues to increase.
The solubility of oxygen in blood and plasma is affected primarily by body temperature.
An increase in temperature will shift the ~ dissociation curve to the right, resulting
in less 0z being held by the hemoglobin at any given POZ. Normally this temperature
effect is of some aid in the release of 02 to the tissues, for the temperature is some-
what higher in the areas of actively metabolizing cells than near resting cells, result-


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































body temperature of 37C ± O.5C is approximately 0.0214 ml 02/ml plaBma/atmosphere
of pressure. Because the solubility of oxygen is also greater in a given volume of red
blood cells (RBC) than in the same volume of plasma, it is necessary to take into
account the hematocrit (i. e., hemoglobin concentration or oxygen capwity) when esti-
mating the physical solubility of oxygen in the whole blood. Under normal conditions,
the solubility of oxygen in whole blood is approximately 0.0236 ml 02!ml blood/
atmosphere of pressur('. This means that for an increase of 760 mm Bg in the arterial
oxygen pressure, approximately 2.4 ml of oxygen will dissolve in each 100 ml of arterial
blood. Thus the solubility of oxygen in whole blood, as affected by both body tempera-
ture and blood cell volume, must be taken into account in estimating delivery of oxygen
to the tissues and assessing the resulting 02 toxicity potential. In the normal air
breathing state, almost all of the oxygen supplied to tissue cells is derived from oxy-
hemoglobin in capillaries. However, when oxygen is breathed at such a high Iartial
pressure that it is supplied from physical solution, the oxyhemoglobin passes unchanged
through the capillaries and serves no chemieal function in oxygen transport. As hemo-
globin fails to release oxygen, this also affects the transport of C02 from the tissues.
Fully oxygenated hemoF,lobin is less effective than reduced hemoglobin as a buffer for
hydrogen ions. It is on this basis that an increase in arterial P02 above normal leads
to a rise in tissue PC02 and acidity. An important consideration in exposure to high
P02 is the degree to which CO~ will accumulate in the tissues. In the normal air
breathing state, the deoxygenat ion of hemoglobin makes available enouv,h basic groups
to transport the entire amount of C02 produced by a tissue with an average respiratory
quotient of 0.7, and to do so without change in ph.
There Is considerable evidenc(', based upon both manned and animal tests as well as
isolated incidences on Apollo flights, that discrete hemotalogical changes directly
related to the inspiration of oxygen at higher than normal pressures and/or the absence
of a diluent in the inspired gas have occurred. Specifically, changes in RBC mass and
the 02 transporting capacity of the blood have been observed on Gemini and Apollo
missions; destruction of RBC'!' (i. e., mild hemolysis), changes in white blood cell
(WBC) mass and other formed elements in the blood have been observed as subtle trends
or preflight and post-flight changes. However, the significance of these changes should
not be overlooked. It is acknowledged that the changes, specifically red blood cell mass,
may be the result of normal body compensatory mechanisms and that the parameteric
degradation is self-limiting, within safe limits. There is, however, no empirical data
available with which to evaluate the problem. It is impossible at the present time to
assess the potential impact of these problems upon an EVA mission profile involving
intermittent exposures.
The harmful effects of oxygen on the lung membranes and lung funetions are due both
to chemical actions related to the increase in inspired P02 and to the physical con-
sequences of excluding the inert carrier gas from the pulmonary Pissages. A s with
any tissue, the primary cause of 02 toxicity is the action of oxygen on the cellular
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metabolic processes. The rate of development and the degree of chemical dama ge to
the respiratory passages and the conjunctivae is porportional both to the POz and to
the duration of the exposure. The term "irritation" often used to describe associated
symptoms is a misnomer in that the effect is undoubtedly a distinct form of biochemical
toxicity invol ving the cells of all exposed mucosal or serous surfaces. The effects
upon the respiratory tract appear not only to have a threshold dose, but also to begin
only after a definite lat0nt period. Although the concept of a safe latent period is con-
sidered valid, even on theoretical grounds, it should also be remembered that truly
objective means of determining the presence and degree of pulmonary or epithelial
irritation are not adequate for assessing pulmonary oxygen toxicity until it has become
subjectively prominent (i. e. ; as a symptom). Figure 7-9 shows most of the available
and applicable information concerning pulmonary oxygen tolerance in man. In the
results of studies related to the evolving program for maImed spaceflight, testing in-
volving pure 02 at a reduced ambient pressure of approximately Z50 mm Hg has been
breathed by normal, healthy men for up to 30 days without chemical or other overt
pulmonary changes. However, pulmonary, nasopharynegel, and conjunctional irrita-
tions have been clearly observed in men exposed to pure oxygen at sea level pressures
(760 mm Hg) for Z4 hours. Exposures for longer periods at the same 02 pressures
has led to severe bronchopneumonia.
It should be noted that breathin~ 100% 02 produces no overt biochemical toxicity when
the ambient pressure is maintained low enough so that the alveolar POZ is not greater
than normal sea level value. This situation routinely exists in aviation and in an oxygen
filled altitude chamber or spacecraft where the total pressure is approximately 187 mm
Hg (Pt = POZ). Althou~h chemical oxygen toxicity under these circumstances is clini-
cally inconceivable, it has been demonstrated that random blockage of bronchioles,
even by normal secretions, can lead to diffuse, progresstve, and eventually severe
pulmonary atelectasis due to rapid and complete absorption of the gaseous water,
carbon dioxide and oxygen from obstructed alveoli. Pulmonary atelectasis is a very
real potential physical complication of oxygen breathing when the inspired POZ is high
enough or the exposure long enough to produce a chemical pulmonary irritation, or in
the event other factors such as infection interferes with the patences of the terminal
pulmonary passages.
Based upon the published reports of several investigators, an index of eminent overt
02 toxicity in man has been pr(~parcd which relates changes in the vital capacity of the
individuals versus the pressur(~ of inspired 02 and the duration of the exposure. The
tests summarized in Figure 7-10 involved many exposure,s of normal human subjects
to higher than normal 0z pressures, and com~red the degrees of pulmonary hazard
(i. e., changes in vital capacity) with the risk of central nervous system (CNS) injury
as the duration of continuous exposure to pure 02 was increased to various pressures
which are directly related to treatment of bends. The CNS data is related to data
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an apparent quantitative phyfliological effect, the lovel of acceptable de(~rease In vital
caplCity cannot be presently established and the effects or impact of intermittent
exposures as opposed to continuous exposures, as accomplished in these studies,
cannot be implied or assessed.
An overt symptom of eNS oxygen toxicity is a generalized convulsion, which in man
resembles the seizure of an epileptic. The convulsion is usually preceeded by the
occurrence of localized muscular twitching, especially about the eyes, mouth, and
forehead. Small muscles of the hands may also be involved and a definite incoordina-
tion of diaphragm activity in respiration may be noted. Once they begin, these symp-
toms increase in severity over a period that may vary from a few minutes to nearly an
hour dependent upon POZ' duration of exposure, activity level, etc. The convulsions
of 02 toxicity occur only after [I "safe latent period" where length is inversely pro-
portional to the pressure of inspired oxygen. Considering the many factors that can
affect not only the dosl' of oxygen at the cellular levd, but also the chemical action of
oxygen on intra-cellulnr enzymes, it is not unusual that the latent period for the devel-
opment of gTosS convul sions varies greatly from person to person and even within one
person. The rate of development of oxygen convulsions is also increased by exercise,
a factor of significant importance in aerospace applications. The physi.ologica.l basis
of this influence has not been established. At least one of the possible factors for
explaining this relationship has been present in every study of 0z tolerance in exercise,
but none in all; it is therefore not understood whether the neurophysiological effects
of muscular activity or an increased brain P02 due to some interference with C02
elimination is responsible for the shortened latent period for oxygen toxicity, specif-
ically convulsions in exercise. If the conditions of pressure and duration of a single
oxygen exposure does not result in overt, acute manifestations of central nervous
system or pulmonary toxicity, it is unlikely that clinically significant residual harm-
ful effects will be produced. This fact is well demonstrated by the extensive a.nd
apparently successful use of self-contained oxygen rebreathing apparatus by the mili-
tary, wi th dally exposures to high oxygen tension repeated for several months.
Completp prevention of the direct, intracellular, enzymatic phenomena of oxygen
toxicity is not presently possible; in fact, based upon the expressed opinion of principle
researchers in related fields, it is very unlikely that it will ever become possible to
successfully inhibit or prevent cellular oxygen toxicity from occurring in the presence
of high cellular oxygen tension. At present the most practical approach is to avoid
excessive pressure and the duration of exposure to oxygen.
One of the most promising and in fact practical experimental method being proposed
for extending man's ability to use high 02 pressures is the use of a carefully controlled
schedule of alternations of exposure to high and normal levels of POZ. Such purposeful,
brief interruptions of exposure to high inspired 02 pressures has markedly extended
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the oxygen tolerance or latent period in experimental animals, and indicates that their
rate of recovery from the direct toxic actions of oxygen is considerably greater than
the rate of development of overt oxygen toxicity. The alternation of low and high in-
spired POZ offers a practical approach to increasing the duration of the total exposure
to a particular high 02 pressure within a given time period. Unfortunately, no system-
atic extension of this principle to man has been attempted. For its full exploitation in
programs like the Shuttle program, the optimal relationships between the duration of
exposure to high P02 and the length of the interruption of the exposure must be deter-
mined for various levels of inspired P02. In addition it must be recognized that the
relationships of rate of development of toxicity and of recovery from it will undoubtedly
be different for the pulmonary, central-nervous system (eNS) and other forms of 02
toxicity.
7.4 Effect on EVA
The present Apollo A-~L-B suit operates at 4.0 psia ma}dmum and would require from
3 to 4 hours of oxygen prebreathing if utilized for any future planned EVA missions. This
prebreathing requirement is costly both in time and supporting equipment. If suit pres-
sure is increased to approximately 8 to 14.7 psia, the foJllowing advantages occur:
a. No prebreathillg required.
b. No 02 purge required for transfer from cabin to EVA equipment.
c. Other crewman may remain in cabin until needed for EVA emergency or
rescue.
The disadvantages associated with a higher pressure suit are:
a. Slight weight increase
b. Some advanced technology required
Ideally, the optimum f'uit pressure lovel is that level whIch eliminates prebreathing,
does not adversely affect the crewman or his performance, and has a minimum impact
on the mission vehicle. However, to eliminate prebreathing requirements we must
elevate the operating pressure level of the suit to a level (approximately 8 psia) that
mayor may not adversely affect the crewman due to 02 toxicity. Therefore, before




a. Requil"t:~d versus tolerable 02 prebreathlng time.
b. 02 partial pressure exposure limitations including frequency and duration.
c. Safe decompression/recompression levels, rates and frequency.
However, for routine exposures over an extended period of time, it appears there is
insufficient data available to establish a physiologically safe profile from either a de-
compression sickness or an oxygen toxicity standpoint. Too little is known about the
cumulative effects of frequent exposures to oxygen tension greater than normal sea
level values. and even less is known about the effects of frequent exposures to decom-
pression/recompression cycles. Just the daily decompression of crewmen based upon
experience with altitude chamber crews may be excessive because of the fatigue
resulting from the procedure, compounded by the physical exertion of the planned EVA.
The additive effects of these stresses have never been assessed theoretically or em-
pirically. Therefore. it appears that without a comprehensive test program specifi-
cally oriented to the application in question (either Space Station, Lunar Base, Mars
or Shuttle), establishment of an acceptable and safe physiological baseline is not pos-
sible .
•5 Summary
For the purposes of the remainder of the AEPS system studies effort, the following
EVA mission baseline requirements are recommended for use with a one-gas (pure
oxygen) AEPS in conjunction with a two-gas (oxygen nitrogen) Space Station, Lunar
Base, Mars Excursion Module (MEM) or Shuttle:
a. Space Station - I Alnllr fuse - 1\1 EM - ~1lUttle Atmosphere
:= 10.0 - 14.7 psia
3.3 psia
Diluent Nitrogen
b. Minimum pre-breathing period at total base pressure (10.0-14.7 psia), 100%
02 is 43 minutes.
c. Decompression rate shall not exceed 1. 0 psi per second.




e. Recompression rate shall not exceed O. 10 psi per second.
f. Minimum off-duty time for crewmen returning from an 8 hour EVA is 24
hours.
The recommended crewman pressure timelines for a Space Station/Shuttle EVA and
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NASA Ames Research Center; April 1969.
4. Body Water Losses Due to Sweating at Various Metabolic Heat Rates and
Surrounding Temperatures; by J. Misoda, L. J. Moran; Hamilton Standard;
April 1965.
5. The Effects of Lunar Gravity on Metabolic Rates; by W. G. Robertson;
NASA CR-ll02; July 1968.
6. Aerospace Medicine, Volume 41, No.3; March 19'70.
7. The Effect of Intermittent Exposure to 3% C02 on Respiration: Report Number
618; by R. E. Schaefer, C. R. Carey and J. H. Dougherty; Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery, Navy Department; March 1970.
8. Reduced Barometric Pressure and Respiratory Water Loss; by E. C. Wortz et ali
SAM-TR-66-4; Garrett Corp. (Contract No. AF41(609)-2389); February 1966.
9. Compendium of Human Responses to the Aerospace Environment; by E. M. Roth;
NASA CR-U05; Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and Research;
November 19G8.
Thermal Control
10. Advanced Portable Life Support Concepts; by J. Goo Sutton and T. W. Herrala;
Hamilton Standard; July 1968.
11. Inte~rated Maneuvering and Life Support System; by T. Herrala, D. Howard and
P. Heimlich; Hamilton Standard; April 1969.
12. Development of the Portable Environmental Control System; by R. Norman Prince,
NASA Houston, and T. L. iles and W. O'Reilly, AiResearch; April 1969.
13. Litton Portable Life Support System; by Daniel Curtis; Litton Systems; April 1969.
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14. Automatic Cooling: Strategies, Desip;ns and Evaluations; by Paul Webb;
Webb Associates; April 1969.
15. Techniques for Excess Metabolic Heat Rejection from the Outside Surfaces of
Protective Suits; A. Shlosinger; TRW Inc. ; April 1969.
16. Portable Heat Rejection Systems for the Extravehicular Astronaut; by
J. T. Brown, NAHA Houston, and D. A. Myers, Martin Marietta; April 1969.
17. ECGS Liquid-Phase Change Garment Cooling System; by J. G. Bitterly,
McDonnell Douglas; NASA Contract NAS 9-7207; April 1969.
IS. Fluidic Temperature Control for Liquid-Cooled Space Suits; by J. B. Starr,
Honeywell, Inc.; April 1969.
19. Final Technical Report Study of Zero Gravity Capabilities of Life Support System
Components and Processes; by J. C. Ballinger et al; Report Number GDC-
DBD67-004; February 1968.
20. Life Support in Unusual Environments; by L. R. Young, MIT; MVLS-69-~~;
February 1969.
21. Survey of Thermal Control Techniques for Extravehicular Space Suits; by
J. C. Hedge; N69-33138; December 19(i8.
22. I1eat Pipe Devices for Space Suit Temperature Control; by A. D. Shlosinger;
NASA CR-1400; October 1969.
23. Techniqu('s and Materials for Passive Thermal Control of Rigid and Flexible
Extravehicular Space Enclosures; by D. L. Hichardson; AMRL-TR-67-1:~8;
December 19G7.
24. Automatic Controllers for the Apollo LCG; by S. J. Troutman and Paul Webb;
Final Report on Contract NAS 9-9778; June 1970.
25. Aircrew Cooling Study; by F. Jurgens; TD-945, The Johns Hopkins University,
Applied Physics Laboratory; Contract NOw 62-0604-c; January 1968.
26. Comparative Study of Heat Rejection Systems for Portable Life Support




27. Investigation of Heat Exchange with Boiling Water Delivered to the Heating
Surface by a Capillary Porous Body at Low Pressures; by T. A. Kolach et al;
N70-22381; June 1968.
28. Proceedings of th,> Symposium on Individual Cooling; by R. G. Nevins; AD 694130;
March 1969.
29. Study of Passive Temperature and Humidity Control Systems for Advanced Space
Suits; by W. Woo; N69-10645; September 1968.
30. Selection and Evaluation of an Extra-Vehicular Life Support System Concept;
by Ronald Lang, presented at First Space Congress of the Canaveral Council of
Technical Societi(~s; April 1964.
Exppndable l{efrigerant Cooling Unit for Undergarments; by G. Melikian,




R(~viscd Lunar Surface Thermal Characteristics Obtained from the Surveyor V
Spacecraft; by L. D. Stimpson and J. W. Lucas; AIAA 69-594; June 1969.
Lunar Surface Thermal Characteristics During Eclipse from Surveyors III, V
and after Sunset from Surveyor V; by C. Vitkns and J. W. Lucas; AIAA 68-747;
June 1968.
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34. Development of a Refrigeration System for Lunar Surface and Spacecraft
Application; by J. D. Blount et al; Report Numbers T122RP03 & T122RP02;
April and February 1970.
35. Thermal Control Systems Study; by L. A. Willis; Hamilton Standard Report
Number AE-9-218; December 1969.
36. Trade-Off Study and Conceptual Designs of Regenerative Advanced Integrated
Life Support Systems; NASA Contractor Report 1458; July 1969.
37. Extravehicular Engineering Activities Program Requirements Study, Summary
Technical Report; by H. McCarty et al; SD68-:304-1; May 1968.
38. Final Report, Space Station Program Study Phase B; Hamilton Standard Report
Number SVHSER 5660; June 1970.
3D. An Analytical and Experimental Study of Heat Transfer in a Simulated Martian




4C. Selection of Space Radiator Systems to meet Advanced Mission Requirements;
by B. Swerdling and D. Sullivan; AIAA Paper No. 69-1070; Octobcr 1969.
41. Prediction of Space Radiator Performance; by B. Lubin and R. Trusch,
Hamilton Standard Report Number TP 62-28; March 1963.
42. An Experimental [nv£>stigation of an Improved Vortex Cooling Device; by
by T. Blatt and R. Trusch; ASME Paper 52-WA-200; November l!162.
43. Selection of Astronaut Cooling Systems for Extravehicular Space Missions; by
D. C. Howard and R. G. Syversen; AIAA Paper 69-617; June 1969.
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44. Four Man Prototype Atmospheric Control Subsystems - Progress Report No.4;
by J. L. Greatorex, lonics, Inc.; Contract NAS 9-1308; September 1963.
4;,. A Study of Water and Carbon Dioxide Precipitation Technique Using Thermal
Radiation Principles; by J. M. Bonneville; Dynatech Corp. ; AMRL-TR-66-118;
August 1966.
4<;. Experimental Evaluation of Precious Metal Carbon Dioxide Catalysts; by
D. J. Adlhart and A. J. Hartner, Engelhard Industries, Inc.; AFFDL-TR-67-80;
May 1967.
47. Development of a Regcnerable Carbon Dioxide Removal System; by F. Tepper
et ali NASA CR-66571; MSA Research Corporation, Contract NAS 1-5277;
January 1968.
48. Contaminant Freeze-Out Study for Closed Respiratory Systems; by C. C. Wright;
MRL-TDR-62-7; Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories, WPAFB;
February 1962.
4~. Carbon Dioxide S{'paration by Selective Permeation; by W. J. Jasionowski et al;
AFFDL-TR-65-1l8; General American Transportation Corporation; August 1965.
50. GAT-O-SORB - A Regenerable Sorbent for Carbon Dioxide Control; by
A. J. Glneckert et ali SAE 670844; General American Transportation Corp. ;
October 1967.
51. Carbon Dioxide C,mtrol for Manned Spacecraft. Selected Papers on Environmental
and Attitude Contl"ol of Manned Spacecraft; by R. B. Martin; NASA TMX--1325;
December 1966.
[;2. Carbon Dioxide Concentration System; by A. D. Babinsky and D. L. DeRospiris;
NASA cn 549:JH; TRW, Inc. Contract 1'\1\S ;{-7638; March 1966.
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53. Regenerable Absol'ption of C02 by Amines; by S. R. Walczewski; Hamilton
Standard HSIR 2879; ,January 1970.
54. Carbon Dioxide C'>Dcentration System; by A. D. Babinsky et aI, TRW Equipment
Laboratories, Contract NAS 3-7638; NASA CH-720813; July 1966.
55. Application of Permselective Composite Techniques for Atmosphere-Thermal
Control of Emergtmcy and Extravehicular Manned Space Assemblies; by
D. J. Withey and E. J. Glanfield, Missile and Space Division, General
Electric Co., Contract AF33(615)-2850; AMRL-TR-66-224; April 1967.
56. Immobilized Liquid Membranes for Continuous Carbon Dioxide Removal;
by W. J. Ward III; Hesearch and Development Center, General Electric Co. ,
Contract AF-33(615)-2957; AMRL-TR-67-58; June 1967.
[;7. Regenerative Carbon Dioxide Adsorption System Using Charcoal; by P. Wildermuth;
Bendix Curporatiun Contract AF33(615)-2443; AMRL-TR-67 -48; May 1967.
58. An Amine Polymer C02 Concentrator for the 90-Day LRC/MDAC Mann~'C1
Chamber Test; by R. B. Martin and H. F. Brose; Paper presented at the
ASME Space Technology and Heat Transfer Conference, June 21-24, 1970.
59. Investigation of the Thermoelectric Adsorber Concept for Carbon Dioxide Removal
from Breathing Atmospheres; by R. W. Ebeling Jr. et al; Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc., Contract AF33(615) -5308; AFFDL-TR-67 -113; August 1967.
,30. Absorption of Carbon Dioxide on Carbonic Anhydrase Containing Substrates;
by J. P. Allen; Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, WPAFB; AFFDL-TR-
G8-IH; April 1968.
tH. Carbon Dioxidl' Control in Spacecraft by Ih.'w'nerable Solid Adsorbents;
by ({. B. Trusch; lIa milton Standard TPli702T, paper presented at 4th Space
Congress, Canavl'ral Cuuncil of Technical Societies; April 1967.
32. Reg('nerative Separation of Carbon Dioxide via Metallic Oxides; by G. V. Colombo
and E. S. Mills; l\('rOSpace Life Support, Chemical Engineering Progress
Symposium Series No. 63, Vol. 62; 1966.
63. Desorption of C02 From a Three-Component Solution; by S. T. Gadomski et al;
Naval Research Laboratory; NflL 6976; December 1969.
64. A Membrane System for Carbon Dioxide Control in Life Support Systems;
by W. J. Ward III; NASA SP-234; Portable Life Support Systems Conference;
May 1969.
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65. Regenerable Sorb"rs and Portable Life Support; by R. B. Martin; NASA SP-234.
66. A Ih'generativc Carbon Dioxide Removal System for the AAP Cluster; by
J. n. Gillerman; SAE G901;26; October 1969.
6'1. Regenerable Carbon Dioxide Sorbents; by F. Tepper; Aerospace Medicine
40(3); 1969.
68. HS-B for C02 Relnoval for SSP; by R. Balinskas; Hamilton Standard AE-'0-44;
March 1970.
59. Electrochemical Concentration and Separation of Carbon Dioxide for Advanced
Life Support Systems - Carbonation Cell System; by R. G. Hnebseher and
A. D. Babinsky; SAE-690640; October 1969.
70. The Absorption of Carbon Dioxide by Weak Base Ion Exchange Resins; by
O. W. Weber et ali AICHE Journal, Vol. 16, No.4; July 1970.
71. SLSS - Lithium Hydroxide Cartridge SVSK77048, Feasibility Test Results;
by F. Margosiak and E. Tepper; Hamilton Standard; February 1970.
72. Cooled LiOH Test Results; by K. J. Dresser; AE-9-123, Hamilton Standard;
July 1969.
73. A Study of the Application of Lithium Chemicals to Air Regeneration Techniques
in Manned, Sealed Environments; AMRL-TDR-64-1; February 19G4.
74. Aircrew Oxygen System Development Flight Test Report; by R. J. Kiraly and
A. D. Babinsky; NASA CR-73392; TRW ER-7256-15; December 1969.
7S. Oxygen Gpneration on a Long Space Mission; by E. E. Auerbach; ASME 70-AV/
SP 1'-12; June 1970.
76. Carbon Dioxide Control and Oxygen Generation; by P. D. Quattrone et ali
ASME 70-A V/SP 1'-8; June 1970.
77. Catalytic Heduction of Carbon Dioxidl' to Methane and Water; by G. A. Remus
et ali AFFDL-TR-65-12; April 1965.
78. Advanced Conct'pt of a Laboratory-Type Oxygen Reclamation System for Manned
Spacecraft; by A. J. Glueckert; NASA CR-66403; March 1967.
'/9. Investigation of an Integrated Carbon Dioxide-Reduction and Water-Electrolysis
System; by J. E. Clifford et al; AMRL-TDR-66-18G; April 1967.
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80. Study of Electrolytic Dissociation of CO2 - H20 Using a Solid Oxide Electrolyte;
by J. Weisshart and W. N. Smart; NASA CR-680; February 1967.
81. Carbon Dioxide lteduction and Water Electrolysis System; by B. C. Kim et al;
AMRL-TR-67 -227; May 1968.
82. Study of an Inorganic System for the Recovery of Oxygen; by R. S. Huey;
AMRL-TDR-64-30; July 1964.
83. Integrated Regenerative Life Support System for Extended Mission Durations.
Selected Papers on Environmental and Attitude Control of Manned Spacecraft;
by W. D. Hypes and R. A. Bruce; NASA TMX-1325; December 1966.
84. Research and Development Program for a Combined Carbon Dioxide Removal
and Heduction System; NASA CR-66519; November 1967.
HG. The Possibility of Using the Polyfunctional Properties of Zeolites in the System
of Physico-Chemical Regeneration of Air; by W. K. Cherkasov et al;
JPRS:38, 596; presented at Soviet Conference on Space Biology and Medicine; 1966.
86. Water and Carbon Removal from Carbon Dioxide Reduction Systems; by
A. D. Babinsky et al; AMRL-TR-66-83; June 1966.
87. Continuous Atmosphere Control Using a Closed Oxygen Cycle; by A. D. Babinsky
and T. J. Walsh: Aerospace Life Support, Chemical Engineering Progress
Symposium Serit,s No. 63, Vol. 62; 1966.
88. Uxygen Regeneration in Solid Electrolyte Batteries: Fundamental Considerations;
by L. Elikan and D. Archer; Aerospace Life Support, Chemical Engineering
Progn'ss Symposiulll Series No. 63, Vol. 62; 196G.
H9. Oxygen Hegener:ltion in :t Solid Electrolyte System; by H. W. Chandler;
Aerospace Life Support, Chemical Engineering Progress Symposium Series
No. 63, Vol. 62; 19GG.
90. Performance of an Electrochemical Device for Simultaneous Carbon Dioxide
Removal and Oxygen Generation; by D. L. Brown et al; Aerospace Life Support,
Chemical Enginl'ering Progress Symposium Series No. 63, Vol. 62; 1966.
91. NASA Aircrew Oxygen System; by P. D. Quattrone et al; NASA SP-234;
May 1969.
9!.. Semiclosed and Closed Circuit Underwater Breathing Apparatus; by
W. I. Milwee Jr. ; NASA SP-234; May 1969.
93. Litton Portable Lile Support System; by D. L. Curtis; NASA SP-234; May 1969.
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94. Th(' Holl' of Ae!ivl' CI}('micals lol' Ail' Hl'vitnlil'-ation; by A. W. Petrocelli and
H. Wallnum; NASA SJl-234; May 1!)G9.
95. Lithium Peroxide for Portable Life Support System Atmospheric Regeneration;
by K. J. Dress(~r and R. N. Prince; NASA SP-234; May 1969.
96. Design Procedllre for a Sabatier Reactor; by F. Scribnik; Hamilton Standard
SSD Analysis 70-21; April 1970.
97. Ultrapure Hydrogen by Diffusion Through Palladium Alloys; by J. B. Hunter;
paper presented at the American Chemical Society Meeting; 196:30
98. Lithium Peroxide for Oxygen Supply and Carbon Dioxide Control; by
R. N. Prince and K. J. Dresser; AIAA Paper No. 69-620; June 1969.
9~. Technical Proposal - One Man Self-Contained Carbon Dioxide Concentrator;
HSPC 70T08; Hamilton Standard; May 1970.
100. A Spacecraft Electrolytic Oxygen-Nitrogen Generation System; by B. M. Greenough
and T. M. Olcott; ASME 70-A V/SP T-15; June 1970.
101. Development of a Rotating Water-Electrolysis Unit; by J. E. Clifford et al;
AFFDL-TR-67 -111; July 1967.
102. Water-Electrolysis Cells Using Hydrogen-Diffusion Cathodes; by E. S. Kolic
and J. E. Clifford; AMHL-TR-67-(j5: November 1967.
103. Electrolysis Cdt for Orbital Test; by C. W. Fotherutl et al; NASA CR-648;
Nov emlH' r 1!)(j().
Iv'!. A Water-Vapor Electrolysis Cdl with Phosphoric Acid Electrolyte; by
J. E. Clifford; NASA CR-771; Junt> I!lG7.
10[). A Flight Prototype Water Electrolysis Unit; by E. J. Glanfield et al; Chemical
Engineering Progress Symposium Series No. 63, Vol. 62; 1966.
100. Water Electrolysis with a Hydrogen-Diffusion Cathode; by J. E. Clifford et al;
Aerospace Life Support, Chemical Engineering Progress Symposium Series
No. 63, Vol. 62; 1966.
107. Water-Vapor Electrolysis; by T. Wydeven and B. S. Smith; Aerospace Medicine;
October 1967.
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108. Solid Oxygen for Portable Life Support Systems in Space; by J. E. Ahern;
NASA SP-234; May 1969.
109. Research on SoUum Chlorate Candles for the Storage and Supply of Oxygen for
Space Exploration; by J. Littman and R. N. Prince; NASA SP-234; May 1969.
110. Oxygen Supply System for Manned Space Enclosures; by G. E. Schmanch and
B. Bailey; AMRL-TR-66-169; December 1966.
111. Subcritical Liquid Oxygen Storage and Supply System for Use in Weightless
Environments; by H. R. Lundeen; AMRL-TR-66-178; April 1967.
112. Aircrew Oxygen System Development. Flight Breadboard System Flight and
Environmental Tests; by R. J. Kiraly. A. D. Babinsky and J. D. Powell;
(Contract NAS 2-4444); NASA CR 73393; TRW ER-7256-18; TRW. Inc.;
April 1970.
113. Man-In-The-Loop Test Report; by R. J. Kiraly, A. D. Babinsky and
J. D. Powell; NASA CR-73395; TRW ER-7256-22; July 1970.
114. Laboratory Bre.tdboard System Test Report; by R. J. Kiraly, A. D. Babinsky
and J. D. Powell; NASA CR-73396; TRW ER-7256-23; July 1970.
115. Final Summary Report; by R. K. Kiraly, A. D. Babinsky and J. D. Powell;
NASA CR-7339E'; TRW ER-7256-25; September 1970.
116. Coprecipitated l\dsorbent Gels; by R. G. Clarke. R. H. Groth, and E. J. Duzak;
Division of Rest'arch, University of Hartford; Journal of Chemical and
Engineering Data, Vol. 7, No. 17; January 1962.
117. lnvt>stigation an, I Design of a Regt'nerable Silver Oxide System for Carbon
Dioxi<ie Contl'ol. by \.\1. ,J. Cullwrtson .Jr. ; i\MRL-·TR-G4-119; Denver Research
lnstitutt'; Ot'Ct'!lIb{,I' 19G4.
118. Reversible 1'hol'mal Phenomena in Silver Carbonate; by T. Wydevan; Australian
Journal of Chemistry; 1967:20, Page 2751.
119. Sintcring of Silver Oxide Powder at 173°; by T. Wydevan and J. Bassler;
Australian Journal of Chemistry; 1967:20, Page 769.
120. Thermal Decomposition of Yttrium-Doped Silver Carbonate; by T. Wydevan and
E. Rand; Journal of Catalysis, Volume 12, No.3; November 1968.
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121. Thermal Decomposition of Gadolinium - Doped Silver Carbonate; by T. Wydevan;
Journal of Catalysis; Vol. 16, No.1; <January 1970.
122. Adsorption and Desorption Studies of Water a.nd Carbon Dioxide on HSB;
by F. Kester; SVME 587; Hamilton Standa.rd; November 1970.
123. Annual Report - Development of HS-B, A Regenerable CO2 Sorbent; by F. Kester,
R. Walter and S. Walczewski; SVHSIH 2889; Hamilton Standard; December 1969.
124. The Reactivity of Oxide Surfaces: Advances in Catalysis; by E. R. S. Winter;
Volume X, 1958; Academic Press, Inc.
125. Carbon Dioxide Reduction Contactors in Space Vehicles and Other Enclosed
Structures; by T. Takahashi and L. T. Fan; Report No. 11; Institute for Systems
Design and Optimization; Kansas State University (AD 688240).
126. Improving the Regeneration of Carbonated MEA Solutions; by S. T. Gadomski
and R. R. Miller; NRL Report 6614; October 1967.
127. Chemical Research in Nuclear Submarine Atmosphere Purification; by
V. R. Piatt and E. A. Ramskill; NRL Report 7037; June 1970.
128. C02 Removal from Gases with Propylene Carbonate; by D. Vei, et ali
Informational Chemical Engineering, Vol. 10, No.4; October 1970.
129. Carbon Dioxide Absorption into Amine-Promoted Potash Solutions; by
A. L. Shrier and p. V. Danckwerts; I&EE Fundamentals, Vol. 8, No.3;
August 1969.
130. The Effects of Catalysis on Rates of Absorption of C02 Into Aqueous Amine -
Potash Solutions; by P. V. Danckwerts and K. M. McNeil; Chemical
Engineering Science; Vol. 22; 1967.
131. 3 - (Mcthylsulfuryl) Propylamine as a Regenerative C~ Absorbant;
by P. R. Gustafson and R. R. Miller; I&EC Product Research and Development;
Vol. 8, No.4; December 1969.
132. The Absorption of C02 in Carbonate-Bicarbonate Buffer Solutions Containing
Hypochlorite Catalyst on a Sieve Plate; by R. Pohorecki; Chemical Engineering
Science; Vol. 23; 1968.
133. Aircrew Oxygen System Development - Water Electrolysis Subsystem Report;
by A. D. Babinsky and T. P. O'Grady; NASA CR-73394; TRW ER-7256-20;
(Contract No. NAS-2-4444); TRW, Inc.; May 1970.
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134. Recent Improvements in Water Electrolyses with a Solid Polymer Electrolyte
Acid System, Direct Energy Conversion Business Section; by A. D. Erickson,
et al; General Electric Co. ; September 1970.
135. Charcoal Sizing for ESP (SLSS) - Two-Hour Mission; by R. W. May; SSD Analysis
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136. SSP Contaminant Control System Design Analysis and Trade Study Report; by
F. Sribnik; SSD Analysis 70-92; SSP Document No. 39; December 1970.
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